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Abstract
Exploring beyond the minimal supersymmetric model scenarios with dark mat-
ter and collider signals
Jack Y. Araz, Ph.D.
Concordia University, 2020
This thesis presents a study on phenomenology of beyond the Standard Model (SM)
in the context of extensions of supersymmetric realisations. This extended framework allows
us to accommodate viable dark matter (DM) candidates which the SM do not have, and
it offers a unified gauge structure for all three nuclear forces. With this motivation, we
investigated two possible extensions of MSSM and their predictabilities in future collider
experiments.
First, we presented an extension of MSSM via vector-like (VL) supermultiplets which
can provide new annihilation channels for dark matter. We investigate a simple extension
with two VL pairs of weak doublets (lepton and down-type quark) and a pair of VL-neutrino
singlets. Both neutralino and sneutrinos can emerge as viable DM candidates in such a
framework. A complete analysis has been conducted on the DM. Furthermore, we investigate
specific collider signatures that such construction can bring and demonstrate the enhanced
production of events fortified with tau leptons.
Secondly, we investigated U(1) extensions of the MSSM framework within E6 gauge
structure by conducting a detailed analysis of the parameter space that can emerge through
a variety of U(1)′ charge structures. Such a scenario predicts two DM candidates, neutralino
and sneutrino. We presented a detailed analysis of low energy and cosmological observables.
It is also vital to present the specific signatures that such gauge structure can bring into
collider experiments. A heavy Z ′ boson is one of the identifying features of such a framework.
We investigated possible loopholes in analyses where we observed that Z ′ mass bounds can
be relaxed up to 300 GeV by changing the boundary conditions on the gauge couplings.
We presented possible leptophobic scenarios which can be observed through supersymmetric
cascade decays up to 7σ statistical significance at
√




Finally, we revisited the current LHC bounds on supersymmetric particles in the light
of theoretical uncertainties and studied high luminosity predictions. We investigated the
effects of these uncertainties on gluino, squark mass limits and on coupling sensitivity of
simplified s-channel DM models.
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Chapter 1
High Energy Physics:
Where do we stand?
Since the dawn of time, humanity is trying to understand “How” and “Why” the matter
behaves as it does. The written history reveals the fact that we were using mathematics
to understand our surroundings for more than 3000 years. However, the pillars of our ax-
iomatic way of thinking have been built by Thales of Miletus (624 – 546 BC). During his
visits to Egypt, he acquired the knowledge of advanced geometry and mathematics used to
measure farmland and to understand the motions of “celestial objects” [7]. By migrating this
knowledge to Ancient Greece and teaching it to his successor, Pythagoras of Samos (c. 570 –
c. 495 BC), he planted the first seed which today became science and philosophy as we know
it. Although today we know that Ancient Babylonians were using much more advanced
mathematics than Pythagoreans [8], the so-called Western Philosophy’s axiomatic approach
to mathematics and philosophy has been build in the hands of Ancient Greeks 1.
Until Galileo, questions “How” and “Why” have been asked together to understand
the mechanics and the reasons for this behaviour of the known matter. Today, we have
slightly more sophisticated understanding of the Universe, which is based on a combination
of different mechanics under one model.
1It is important to note that, due to the lack of resources, advancements in Babylonian mathematics
and philosophy are still a source of debate. The modern philosophy classifies the entire pre-Socratic era as
Oriental philosophy and bases the entire epistemological origins on the Ancient Greeks [9, 10]. Although
there are debates on how should we interpret the Babylonian tablets [11], we encounter with multiple Greek
philosopher’s visiting ancient Egypt and Mesopotamia for knowledge exchange [12]. Thus, it is essential
to keep an open-mind regarding today’s epistemological origins. For more information on mathematics in
ancient Egypt and Babylonia see refs. [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18].
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The theoretical framework that describes the fundamental rules between subatomic
particles is called the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics [19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25,
26]. It is, so far, the most powerful tool to describe the fundamental interactions that
rule the universe, which can be summarized as electromagnetic, weak and strong nuclear
forces. Gravity, on the other hand, is described by General Relativity, which is a different
theoretical framework for celestial bodies and for which a quantum theory still eludes us.
The SM explains the known matter with six quarks and six leptons, together with their
antiparticles, all organized in three families. The interactions between particles are described
via the exchange of gauge bosons. These bosons consist of eight gluons g for the strong
force, three massive vector bosons (W± and Z) for the weak force, and a photon γ for the
electromagnetic force. The mass of the particles is described by their interaction with the
Higgs field, where the quantum is called the Higgs boson. Physicists have built dedicated
facilities all over the world to be able to study the SM.
There are still many questions that the SM cannot answer. Supersymmetry (SUSY)
is one of the frameworks, developed to resolve the major questions left unanswered by the
SM, which we will further dwell upon in this thesis.
On the experimental side, the The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is the most ambitious
of the facilities built to understand the SM with high precision. It is operated by European
Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN) at the border of France and Switzerland. The
26.7 km-circumference ring surrounded by superconducting magnets is designed to accelerate
two counter-rotating proton beams to 14 TeV centre-of-mass energy and collide them in centre
of the cylindrical detectors. In particular, Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) and A Toroidal
LHC Apparatus (ATLAS) are two detectors at LHC dedicated to find anything beyond the
SM. The discovery of the last missing piece of the SM, Higgs boson, by the LHC has raised a
variety of queries. With the collection of a massive amount of data, an integrated luminosity
of 300 fb−1, has been reached since the discovery of the Higgs boson. Although the current
results suggest that the nature of this scalar is mostly SM-like, a few channels still have
large uncertainties. These uncertainties may or may not be statistical artefacts, but it is
clear that we need more precise measurements to ascertain the nature of the electroweak
symmetry breaking (EWSB). Accessing the properties of the new physics, in particular, can
be achieved through higher luminosities and centre-of-mass energies in LHC and it seems like
an absolute necessity to understand the physics beyond the standard model (BSM).
In this chapter, from section 1.1, we will briefly introduce the SM and its shortcomings
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to describe the behaviour of the matter in the Universe, section 1.2. In section 1.3 we will
summarize the different approaches in the literature to patch missing gaps of the SM.
1.1 The Standard Model of Particle Physics:
A brief introduction
The SM is the most successful model which describes known particles and their interactions
in four-dimensional space-time. The SM consists of two types of matter particles, quarks
and leptons. Each of these types has three consecutive family (generations) which are only
differing by their masses. An atom is only composed of a specific combination of the first
generation particles, where the other generations can only be observed either through cosmic
rays or high energy collision experiments. Both quarks and leptons are spin-1/2 fermions.
Table 1.1: Summary of the fermionic particle content of the SM.
Quark Charge [e] Mass [GeV] Lepton Charge [e] Mass [GeV]
1st gen.
down d -1/3 0.5× 10−2 electron e -1 0.5× 10−3
up u 2/3 0.2× 10−2 e neutrino νe 0 unknown
2nd gen.
strange s -1/3 9.5× 10−2 muon µ -1 0.11
charm c 2/3 1.275 µ neutrino νµ 0 unknown
3rd gen.
bottom b -1/3 4.18 tau τ -1 1.78
top t 2/3 173 τ neutrino ντ 0 unknown
The interactions between fermions are defined by an exchange of a mediator where
these mediators are defined through a gauge symmetry. For the simplest case, the Lagrangian
of a scalar field can be written as
L = ∂µϕ ∂µϕ∗ − V (ϕ, ϕ∗) ; µ = 0, 1, 2, 3 ,
where the first term is the kinetic term and V is some potential function of ϕ. For a field
transformation ϕ → eiα(x)ϕ′, the kinetic term of the Lagrangian can no longer be invariant
under this specific transformation. However, by defining a covariant derivative which can also
transform like the scalar field via a gauge potential, Aµ, the invariance of the Lagrangian can
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be achieved.
Dµϕ = ∂µϕ+ iA
a
µ(Taϕ) → L = Dµϕ Dµϕ∗ − V (ϕ, ϕ∗) . (1.1.1)
Here T a is the generator of the corresponding group, which is 1 for this particular example.
As a consequence of such transformation, one ends up with a coupling term between the
gauge field and the scalar field, AµϕA
µϕ.
For a Dirac Lagrangian, on the other hand,
L = −iψ†iσ̄µDµψi ,
a generic covariant derivative can be defined as
Dµψi = ∂µψi − igAaµ(Taψ)i .
This results in a three point interaction term with g being the interaction or coupling strength.
Here σµ denotes the Pauli matrices and T a is a generic hermitian matrix corresponding to
the transformation of the chiral field ψ.
The SM consist of three types of gauge groups. The gauge structure of the SM can
be described via two sets of gauge symmetries.





The first two groups refer to electroweak interactions of the standard model [19, 20, 21] where
subindex Y refers to the hypercharge, which we will refer as QYf . Together with the isospin,
they generate the electric charge of the corresponding particle, QYf = 2(Qf − I3f ) where
I3f stands for the weak isospin. The mediator of U(1) gauge is a photon with spin 1. The
subindex L on SU(2)L indicates that the SM is a left-handed field theory and does not preserve
the parity transformation, meaning that right-handed chiral fields transform differently than
left-handed chiral fields. The mediators of the SU(2)L gauge group are heavy vector bosons
W± and Z. The last term in Eq. (1.1.2) refers to the strong interactions of the quantum
chromodynamics (QCD) [23, 24, 25], where subindex C indicates colour indices which are
red, green and blue. SU(3)C consists of 8, spin one gluons as mediators. The interactions
and their mediators are summarized in Table 1.2.
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Table 1.2: Summary of the gauge bosons in the SM.
Interaction Gauge Boson Charge [e] Mass [GeV]
Strong SU(3)C 8 gluon g 0 0
Weak SU(2)L
2 W W± ±1 80.379± 0.012
Z Z 0 91.188± 0.002
Electromagnetic U(1) photon γ 0 0
Up until 2012, there were no proof indicating the mass generation in the SM. That
year both CMS [27] and ATLAS [28] collaborations announced the discovery of the Higgs
boson which being the last missing piece of the SM. The Higgs mechanism describes the mass
generation of the SM particles via spontaneous symmetry breaking (SBS) of gauge structure
of the SM [29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34].
SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y ΛSM ≈ 1 TeV−−−−−−−−→ UEM(1) . (1.1.3)
Due to the so-called “Mexican hat” shape of the Higgs potential, Fig. 1.1, the ground state
of the potential is no longer symmetric, ⟨ϕ⟩ ≠ 0. Instead there are two local minima where
the location on the potential can be determined via the energy scale of the system.
Figure 1.1: Visual representation of the Higgs potential projected on the reel and imaginary
plane. The colour code represents the numerical value of the potential where red being the
largest and purple being the minimum value.
Higgs is a spin zero isodoublet scalar field under SU(2)L. It couples to each fermion
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with mass mf where the coupling strength is driven by the Yukawa coupling of the particular
chiral field, Yf . The mass of the Higgs boson consists of two parts,
m2h
∼= m2h,three +∆m2h , (1.1.4)
where the first term is the three level Higgs mass coming from its self interaction. The
first term can be determined by its vacuum expectation value (vev), v ≃ 246 GeV, and its








−2Λ2SM + 6m2f ln
ΛSM
mf
+ · · ·
]
. (1.1.5)
It is important to stress that the fermionic loop corrections of the Higgs mass are largely
dependent on the ultraviolet cut-off scale, ΛSM where weak group fuses into electromagnetic
one as shown in Eq. (1.1.3). Since this contribution depends on the Yukawa coupling of the
corresponding fermion, due to its large mass (see Table 1.1), the largest contribution would
come from the top quark as shown in Fig. 1.2.







Figure 1.2: Top quark loop correction to the Higgs mass, where Yt is the Yukawa coupling
of the top quark and ΛSM is the ultraviolet cut-off scale of the SM. The diagram has been
created via Jaxodraw package [35].
Thus, if the SM was valid up to the Planck scale, MPlanck = 2.435×1018 GeV, the corrections
to the Higgs mass would be at the order of O(1036) GeV2. However, today we know that the
Higgs mass is 125.09± 0.21 (stat.) ± 0.11 (syst.) GeV [27, 28]. The only way to explain this
discrepancy between the theory and experiment is to state that the SM is only an effective
field theory which can explain the nature of the known matter up to ΛSM ≈ 1 TeV. This
brings us to the core motivation of beyond the SM, but more on this later.
The SM Lagrangian density can be written in three major parts. We will describe
the kinetic interaction terms of all chiral fields in the Lchiral, the gauge interaction terms will
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be written under Lgauge and finally, the Yukawa terms, Higgs potential and scalar kinetic
part will be introduced. As shown above, Lchiral consists of nothing but the kinetic Dirac
Lagrangian,
LSMchiral = −iψ†iσ̄µDµψi . (1.1.6)
Here ψ represents the chiral fields which are summarized in Table 1.3. The gauge interaction
Table 1.3: Quantum numbers of the SM chiral fields and the Higgs isodoublet. The table
shows the corresponding gauge charges, isospin and electric charge values respectively.


































































The subindex a in Lgauge implies the gauge group index which has eight different values for
SU(3)C and three different values for SU(2)L. The generic field strength tensor is defined
via the corresponding gauge potential,
F aµν = ∂µA
a
ν − ∂νAaµ + gifabcAbµAcν , gi ∈ {g1, g2, g3} .
The coupling strength of the gauge groups are given by g1,2,3 where numbers correspond to
U(1), SU(2)L and SU(3)C respectively. f
abc is the antisymmetric structure constant.
As mentioned above, since the SM does not preserve left and right chirality, the
transformation of the covariant derivative for the right- and left-handed fields should be
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defined differently. The covariant derivative of the left-chiral fields can be defined as;

















The right-handed chiral fields, on the other hand, transform as follows;
DµeR = ∂µeR − ig1BµeR ,
DµqR = ∂µqR − iYqg1BµqR + ig3GaµT aqR , (1.1.9)
where qR stands for uR and dR and Yq is their corresponding hypercharge, as shown in
Table 1.3. The gauge potential, corresponding to the gauge group has been given via the
same notation used for the field strength tensor in Eq. (1.1.7).
Last but not least, as mentioned above, particles gain their masses through their
coupling with the Higgs field. The coupling strengths are determined by their Yukawa cou-
pling.
LSMHiggs ⊂ LY ukawa = −Ye ēRLϕ† − Yd d̄RQϕ† − Yu ūRQϕ+ h.c. (1.1.10)
It is worthwhile to stress that the chiral fields only couple with the Higgs field through with
their left and right chiral fields. The mass generation of the gauge bosons, on the other
hand, are hidden in the transformation of the scalar field, Eq. (1.1.1). If we apply the generic
expression for the SM group structure, we will end up with,
Dµϕ = ∂µϕ+ ig1Bµϕ+ ig2W
a
µTaϕ .
Expanding Eq. (1.1.6)’s first term using the definition of the covariant derivative above one
ends up with the interaction terms of the gauge fields with the Higgs field. Finally, we need
to add the Higgs potential, V (ϕ, ϕ∗), as shown in Fig. 1.1, to be able to ensure the symmetry
breaking mechanism and kinetic scalar terms in the Lagrangian.
LSMHiggs ⊂ V (ϕ, ϕ∗) = −aϕϕ∗ + b(ϕϕ∗)2 , a, b ≥ 0 and LSMHiggs ⊂ −Dµϕ∗Dµϕ
The Lagrangian density of the SM should be written with the combination of all these terms
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to include interactions of all matter fields,
LSM = LSMchiral + LSMgauge + LSMHiggs .
Although this theoretical framework explains known, relatively low energy matter
with extremely high accuracy, unfortunately (or maybe fortunately), nature requires a much
larger framework to explain its beauty. In the following section, section 1.2, we summarized
the missing ingredients of the SM. In section 1.3, we will discuss the recipes to be followed
to fill the missing pieces of this jigsaw puzzle.
1.2 Why do we need to go beyond the Standard Model?
Whilst the SM is the most successful theoretical framework to explain experimental results;
there are many queries that it can not explain or even it does not contain enough information
to explain some discrepancies in the observed data.
First, we should mention the Hierarchy problem. As already introduced with Eq. (1.1.5)
and Fig. 1.2, the SM can not be valid up to the Planck scale. Nevertheless, why do we need
it to span such a wast energy scale? In order to explain the mass generation of the particles,
SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y needs to be broken via Higgs vev. This has been shown to occur around
ΛSM ≈ 1 TeV, which is the scale that electroweak symmetry breaks down to weak and elec-
tromagnetic forces. However, this does not introduce an energy scale that can unify strong
force to electroweak force and the SM does not have the tool-set to produce such unification
(see Fig. 2.2). This so-called grand unification needs to happen around the Planck scale.
This raises the question, why there is such a large gap between two energy scales,




This brings us to the discussion of Grand Unified Theory (GUT). Such theories are designed
to explain this energy gap between electroweak and Planck scale. This thesis will ponder on
this notion and try to propose a framework to achieve this goal.
Neutrino mass is one of the most important problem of the SM. As shown in Table 1.3,
neutrinos do not have a right-handed chiral field and as shown in Eq. (1.1.10), a mass term can
only be achieved through a right-handed and a left-handed chiral field interacting with the
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Higgs field. Due to the lack of a right-handed neutrino field, the SM does not include a mass
term for neutrinos. However, in 2001 and 2002 The Sudbury Neutrino Observatory (SNO)
Collaboration [36, 37], in 2013 T2K (Tokai to Kamioka, Japan) Collaboration [38]2 have
shown that the neutrino mass eigenstates can change flavour [40] which rightfully become
the Nobel prize-winning topic in 2015. Although we currently do not know the exact value,
this discovery is an unprecedented proof of the existence of their masses.
CP-violation3 in Kaon systems has been known for over 50 years [41]. It has been
shown that such mechanism can be added to the strong gauge term in the Lagrangian as
αGaµνG
µν
a , where O(α) < 10−8. However, the SM does not generate such a symmetry
violation naturally, its rather ad hoc [42]. Also our source of CP-violation is quite small; in
order to be able to explain the matter-antimatter asymmetry in the early universe one needs
additional sources of CP-violation4 [43]. So far we don’t have any explanations regarding
CP-violation through the SM.
The SM explains the dynamics of three nuclear forces relatively quite well. However,
such a framework is “doomed” to remain microscopic. The effects of gravity are only effective
in much larger energy scales and can only be non-negligible beyond the Planck scale. This
requires an effective extension of the SM to include the effects of gravity, but as mentioned
above the SM is valid only up to the TeV scale. Thus, the SM is not enough to explain the
effects of gravity together with the nuclear forces.
From the observed cosmological data, we can see undeniable evidence of an unknown
source that can not be explained via known matter in the Universe. The galaxy rotation data
and mass distribution of various nebula reveal the fact that the known matter can not explain
the observed phenomenon [44, 45, 46, 47]. Relatively most striking evidence comes from the
cosmic microwave background (CMB) data [48]. To explain all this discrepancy one needs
to introduce a particle5 called dark matter. The CMB data shows that a specific density of
dark matter and dark energy is necessary to end up with the observed data. Fig. 1.3 shows a
simulation of the CMB data using a power spectrum with a different matter, dark matter and
dark energy densities. Left panel was prepared with approximately observed values where
the 5% of the Universe is assumed to be baryonic matter, 27.5% of the Universe assumed
2For more recent results see ref. [39].
3Charge conjugation and parity.
4This needs to occur with baryon number violation and deviation from thermal equilibrium, for more see
ref. [43].
5It does not need to be a particle, but since this thesis is on particle physics, we will try to explain
everything through that line of thought.
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to be dark matter and 67.5% of the Universe assumed to be dark energy. This construction
shows close enough match with the actual observed CMB spectrum showed on the upper
right corner of the image. The right panel, on the other hand, shows a scenario assuming
that the Universe is made up with 100% baryonic matter, quite frankly such construction
dramatically diverges from the observed CMB spectrum. Unfortunately, the SM does not
have a particle that can play the role of a dark matter candidate. It is natural to assume
that the neutrino might be a dark matter candidate but the fact is the production rate of
the neutrino is too large compared to the expected density of the dark matter. If neutrino
was the dark matter, the dark matter density in the Universe should have been much larger
than the observed value. For this reason, proposing a dark matter candidate will be one of
the main objectives of this thesis.
Figure 1.3: CMB simulation to compare observed data with different dark matter and dark
energy densities. Both simulations show the observed data on the upper right corner. The left
panel simulates observed conditions where baryonic matter density is chosen to be ΩB = 0.05,
dark matter density ΩDM = 0.275 and the dark energy density is at ΩΛ = 0.675 which
results in a flat universe. The right panel shows a universe with 100% baryonic matter. The
simulation has been created via a modified version of planckapps [49].
The origin of mass is another unknown in the SM. Using the Higgs mechanism, we
can understand how particles gain their masses, but the actual values are determined by
the observed data. As a matter of fact, we have no clue why there are three generations of
particles and why their mass changes wildly from one generation to the next, as shown in
Table 1.1.
We can ask even more questions such as; why we only have the group structure
as defined in GSM? Why are quarks confined in hadronic structures such as protons and
neutrons? Why there are about twenty completely free parameters determined only by the
experimental data, etc. In section 1.3, we will describe different approaches presented in the
literature to answer one or multiple problems of the SM.
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1.3 Hitchhiker’s guide to find new physics
In this rather short road map, we will summarize some of the ongoing attempts on solving
the problems of the SM. There are two main paths to take, one can accept the SM as a basis
and try to expand the Lagrangian piece by piece, or one can construct a broader framework
which breaks down to the SM.
One way to approach such a vast set of problems is to add particles or interactions
to the SM Lagrangian. This ad hoc technique doesn’t have a single recipe, but can provide
solid directions to the grand question of “Where to find new physics?”. Extending the
family structures in the SM or adding new particles such as new vector-like leptons or axions
can lead to viable dark matter candidates and explain the mass of neutrinos. The large
uncertainties, especially, in Higgs and top quark coupling strengths to other particles and
themselves is an important starting point to develop such a theory. SM effective field theory
(SMEFT) is another way of approaching to answer such queries. As mentioned earlier, LHC
has entered into a precision era with High-Luminosity-LHC (HL-LHC). We will be able to
observe billions of top quarks and Higgs bosons, which will quench our need for statistics
in the data. Currently, we observe large uncertainties in the coupling strengths of these
particles, which might be an additional source of CP-violation. The Yukawa corrections to
the couplings of these particles in SMEFT can be added as higher-order interaction terms in
the Lagrangian,










where L1 represents dimension five operators, L2 represents the dimension six operators and
O(Λ−4) represents other higher dimensional operators. Λ is nothing but the cut-off scale of
this new “extended” field theory which supposed to be beyond the TeV scale. Determin-
ing the variables in higher order terms with large precision can greatly help us to construct
complete models that can describe the nature of the new physics at the Planck scale. Un-
derstanding these couplings and their high energy event shapes are essential for constructing
a complete BSM model from a bottom-up approach. For instance, in the SM, top quark’s
chromomagnetic dipole moment (CMDM) arises at the one-loop level and chromoelectric
dipole moment (CEDM) at the three-loop level which also hints new sources of CP-violation.
The impact of these higher dimensional corrections on top quarks, has already been studied
in two Higgs doublet model (2HDM) [50], and has been discussed in supersymmetric sce-
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narios in terms of QCD corrections to top quark production [51, 52] as well as electroweak
corrections [53, 54]. In addition to the particle mass bounds, these coupling corrections can
provide a distinct constraint on new physics scenarios.
Another, very well motivated, approach can be adapted by achieving more general
symmetries. As we discussed earlier, the very foundation of the SM stands upon the shoulders
of the Noether’s theorem [55] where symmetries in a system ascertain the interactions between
particles via the gauge principle. The idea of breaking from a larger gauge structure to the
SM is considered under the title of grand unified theories (GUTs). This breaking mechanism
can happen directly or in steps in which leads to the SM gauge structure,
GGUT MGUT≈10
15 TeV−−−−−−−−−−→ GSM MEWSB≈1 TeV−−−−−−−−−→ SU(3)C ⊗ U(1)EM .
GUT models provide a framework which can describe the unification of the three nuclear
forces and due to this unification, eliminate the free parameters of the standard model and
force them to be dependent on a single variable at the Planck scale.
The SM relies on four-dimensional space-time symmetries where it is invariant under
Lorentz transformations6. It is possible to extend the dimensionality of the SM and by doing
so, extend its Poincaré symmetry7. Such theories are well motivated under Kaluza Klein
Theory [56] which indicates that the SM originated from a higher dimensional “brane” and
decouples from other dimensions at the low energy scale. Such an approach can provide
solutions to the hierarchy problem and unify internal space-time symmetries.
Finally, let us converge this chapter to the topic that we will wrestle within this
thesis. Supersymmetry (SUSY) [57, 58] proposes a different way of expanding the space-
time symmetries of the SM. Using the Noether Theorem’s lemma, which indicates that
the temporal component of the current is a conserved entity, one can end up with a simple
transformation relation between bosons and fermions as a virtue of spin-statistics. Such
theoretical framework allows us to solve several problems of the SM. In the next following
chapters, we will mention the motivation behind the supersymmetry and define the model
within the borders of Minimal Supersymmetric Extension of the Standard Model (MSSM),
chapter 2.
This thesis is organised as follows; in chapter 2 we will introduce MSSM and will
discuss how to improve the missing ingredients of the SM and MSSM with an even more
6Translation in space-time.
7Including translation in space-time, rotation in space and boosts.
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extended framework. In chapter 3, we will discuss the possibility of extending MSSM field
structure via vector-like multiplets. In chapter 4 and chapter 5 we will investigate a gauge
extention of MSSM and how to find its signature at the LHC. In chapter 6 we will discuss
current bounds on the supersymmetric particles and effects of the theoretical uncertainties
on these bounds and finally we will conclude in chapter 7.
Chapter 2
Minimal Supersymmetric Extention of
the Standard Model (MSSM)
Despite the success of the SM, there is still a lot to unfold in the observed data. In the previous
chapter, we saw that there are many issues that the SM cannot explain and it is unlikely that
a simple extension will be able to cover all those issues. In this chapter we will introduce
the minimal possible supersymmetric extension of the standard model [57, 58, 59, 60, 61].
The reason that we are starting from a minimal framework is to have least amount of free
parameters and decide which direction we need to go from here, in more technical words the
goal is to fix as many problems as possible using only one extra generator of the symmetry
group. In the following, we discuss the motivation behind such framework, section 2.1, and
then we will move on with the definition of the model in section 2.2.
2.1 Motivation
The goal of the MSSM is enhancing the space-time symmetries of the SM wihtout changing
its gauge structure. By introducing a symmetry between bosons and fermions, we ensure
that the Lagrangian is symmetric under Poincaré transformations.
The main motivation behind the supersymmetry is that, it can provide a natural solu-
tion to the hierarchy problem. As we described with the Fig. 1.2, fermionic loop corrections
cause divergences in the Higgs mass. In supersymmetry these quadratic divergences receive
opposite sign contributions from the supersymmetric partners of the corresponding particle,
15
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where in this specific case supersymmetric partner of top quark as shown in Fig. 2.1 [62].







Figure 2.1: Bosonic loop corrections to the Higgs boson mass coming from the supersymmetric
partner of the top quark, t̃. The diagram has been created via Jaxodraw package [35].
Furthermore, obtaining a theory that can describe the unification of all three nuclear
forces has always been the goal [63, 64]. It is possible to achieve such unification in the
SM by adding extra fields and interaction terms that can modify the renormalization group
equations (RGEs). In MSSM such modification occurs naturally [65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71].










Here Q is the varying energy scale, Q0 is the relative energy scale which we will take as 1
GeV, bi is a model and gauge dependent constant. Due to the modifications in the value
of this constant in MSSM, we observe an “optimistic” unification in the gauge couplings.
Fig. 2.2 shows the evolution of each gauge coupling through energy scales for both SM and
MSSM which are represented with dashed and solid lines respectively. The red, green and
blue colour codes represent U(1)Y , SU(2)L and SU(3)C gauge couplings respectively. As seen
in the behaviour of the dashed lines they deviate from the unification with O(102) TeV scale.
On the other hand, one can observe the unification of all three gauge couplings for MSSM
at O(1015) TeV which is approximately the order of the Planck scale. Dark red dashed
lines show the reach of the corresponding experiment where The Large Electron-Positron
Collider (LEP) has been conducted at 100 GeV centre-of-mass energy, LHC Phase I was
at
√
s = 8 TeV and today LHC is moving towards
√
s = 14 TeV for Phase III. Although
these LHC energies are massive achievements, at those energy levels the detectors need to be
extremely sensitive to be able to observe the difference between SM and MSSM. Especially
SU(3)C gauge coupling suffers from very large uncertainties with respect to other couplings
and also QCD background is particularly overwhelming. Additionally it is important to stress
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Figure 2.2: Evolution of the inverse gauge couplings with two loop RGEs plotted against
the energy scale. Coloured solid lines represent MSSM gauge coupling evolutions with red,
green, blue being U(1)Y , SU(2)L and SU(3)C coupling respectively. Coloured dashed lines
represents the SM gauge coupling evolution with the same colour code. Dark red dashed lines
show the reach of the experiments with LEP at 100 GeV, LHC phase I reach upto 8 TeV and
LHC phase III will run at 14 TeV centre-of-mass energy. Bottom right plot shows 25 times
zoomed-in version of the unification point.
that, whilst we observe unification in the gauge couplings in a logarithmic energy scale, when
zoomed in one can immediately see that the couplings do not quite unify. This has been
shown in the lower right plot of Fig. 2.2. Despite this fact, MSSM can still achieve a major
improvement to the gauge unification.
The SM Lagrangian that we presented earlier contains numerous variables that can
only be fixed via experimental results. In the supersymmetric Lagrangian, on the other hand,
terms are defined as interactions as much as possible. This introduces certain limitations and
relations with each term and does not require free parameters as the SM Lagrangian does.
The only downside is that we do not know at which scale supersymmetric particles gain their
masses (in other words, where supersymmetry is spontaneously broken). Thus we require
several free variables to define SUSY breaking at a certain scale and the amount of free
variables is model dependent. Introducing a grand unified model can relate these variables
via RGEs and set to a constant at GUT scale.
Finally, one of the most important achievements of MSSM is having a viable dark
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matter (DM) candidate [72]. The fermionic components of the gauge and Higgs sectors of
the MSSM can mix with each other and generate neutral and charged mass eigenstates.
One of the neutral mass eigenstates has the potential to be the lightest supersymmetric
particle (LSP). Due to the conservation rules that we will mention later, a supersymmetric
particle can only decay into one SM, and one supersymmetric particle, being LSP, constraints
kinematic space and makes it stable. Depending on its production rate this particle can easily
satisfy observable constraints on DM.
With these motivations in mind section 2.2 briefly describes the theoretical framework
of MSSM and links its properties to the motivations mentioned above.
2.2 Definition of the model
The theoretical framework of MSSM is based on four-dimensional supersymmetric field the-
ory of Wess and Zumino [57, 59, 73]. MSSM is the simplest case of the supersymmetric
extensions where the gauge structure of the SM has been kept as it is but the field content
has been extended. Under this framework we will talk about the notion of superfields. Su-
perfields encode supermultiplets which include particles and their supersymmetric partners
(sparticles), additionally it includes auxiliary fields for off-shell supersymmetry. In MSSM
chiral-superfields contain SM’s matter sector as well as supersymmetric fermions while vector-
superfields contain SM’s gauge fields and supersymmetric bosons. There are other types of
superfields as well but they are not used in MSSM framework.
2.2.1 Field content
Requiring an extra symmetry between bosons and fermions as well as preserving all the SM
quantum numbers requires an extention in the field content since it can not be described
within the standard framework. In MSSM every fermion gets a supersymmetric partner
where, quarks and leptons will have scalar squark and slepton pairs respectively. Due to
the fact that the left- and right-handed fermions transform differently under the SM gauge
group, as shown in Eq. (1.1.8) and Eq. (1.1.9), their supersymmetric partners also have left-
and right-handed complex partners. Electroweak bosons and gluons, on the other hand, will
get fermionic partners so-called gauginos and gluinos.
One important difference that has to occur in MSSM is the Higgs sector. As in
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two Higgs doublet models [74, 75], MSSM requires two Higgs doublets. The reason of such
construction in MSSM is two folds. The first reason is the structure of the superpotential,
which we will discuss in section 2.2.2. In short, to be able to get physical equation of motions
with a superpotential one needs to require it to have a holomorphic structure. This means
that it can not contain a field and its complex conjugate at the same time. In the SM, as
shown in Eq. (1.1.10), up-type quark sector interacts with the Higgs field ϕ where down-type
sector interacts with its complex conjugate. To be able to generate mass for both up-type
and down-type quark sectors, as well as the lepton sector, MSSM requires two opposite sign
Higgs fields. The second reason comes from the gauge anomalies1 [76, 77, 78]. Fig. 2.3
shows possible diagrams that can emerge from a general Lagrangian. Such anomalies leads
to inconsistencies, gauge currents, and must be cancelled out to have a consistent theory. For
this reason it is obligatory to have another Higgs field with oposite U(1) charge to satisfy the















Figure 2.3: Gauge anomaly diagrams for up- and down-type Higgs superfields. The diagram
has been created via Jaxodraw package [35].
rest of the fields are not shown since they are the same as in Table 1.3 with only extension
of the field structure.
Table 2.1: Up- and down-type Higgs doublets in MSSM and their gauge structure.














Chiral and gauge supermultiplets are constructed with these superfields. Both of
these supermultiplets contain same number of fermionic and bosonic degrees of freedom. To
include the left(right)-handedness, the chiral supermultiplet contains a Weyl fermion and its
scalar complex partner. To preserve off-shell supersymmetry, two auxiliary fields have been
1Gauge anomalies will be discussed with more detail in section 2.3.
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introduced, F having two real fermionic degrees of freedom and D, having two real bosonic
degrees of freedom. Both fields are eliminated for on-shell cases. Gauge supermultiplets are
denoted as a massless gauge boson field Aaµ, its Weyl fermion partner λ
a and additionally
the SM gauge fields, Ŵ± and Ẑ as shown before. The adjoint representation index a runs
from one to eight for SU(3), from one to three for SU(2).
2.2.2 Lagrangian density
Following the prescription of the section 1.1, the MSSM Lagrangian can be written as a
combination of Lchiral, Lgauge and extra supersymmetric gauge interactions [79, 80]. Since
we already built the SM on chiral representations, we can simply add the extra terms and
define extended transformations.
The chiral part of the Lagrangian will mostly remain the same except the extention
of the field contents as described in section 2.2.1. In addition to extended kinetic Dirac










−W iW ∗i .
The interactions of the chiral and the gauge supermultiplets are introduced in the superpo-








As can be inferred from the definition, genericW i andW ij are polynomials in the scalar field
ϕi and ϕ∗i. Since the variation of the interaction Lagrangian must be zero (Euler-Lagrange
equation), in order to δLint to vanish one can show thatW can not be a function of ϕi and ϕ∗i
at the same time2. Thus W must be holomorphic (complex analytic) in order to preserve
Euler-Lagrange equation.
The superpotential plays a major role in construction of a supersymmetric theory. The
interactions between all particles and their masses can be defined by gauge transformations
2This can be observed using Fierz identity, since it does not apply to a mixture of a scalar field and its
conjugate, such terms will not vanish in the δLint. For more information see ref. [58], section 3.2.
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and a corresponding superpotential. A generic MSSM superpotential can be written as,
WMSSM = −YeÊL̂Ĥd −YuÛQ̂Ĥu −YdD̂Q̂Ĥd + µĤuĤd ,
WSUSY ⊂ WMSSM + λL̂L̂Ê  
/L
+ λ′L̂Q̂D̂  
/L
+ λ′′ÛD̂D̂  
/B
− µ′L̂Ĥu  
/L
. (2.2.1)
We will analyse the equation in two parts. In the first line Yi is the corresponding Yukawa
coupling of the chiral superfield denoted with the subindex. Ê, Û , D̂ are the right-handed
superfield for leptons (sleptons), up-type quarks (squarks) and down-type quarks (squark)
respectively. L and Q̂ on the other hand are the left-handed superfields. µ is dimension-full
Higgs self-interaction coupling. It is rather important to discuss the implications of this
parameter. µ is a rather arbitrary constant where it can have any value from zero toMPlanck.
However, zero would imply that there will be no interactions between two Higgs doublet and
MPlanck will mean that there will be too much of it. In MSSM there is no possible physical
bound that we can apply on this parameter, which causes so-called µ-problem.
The second line of Eq. (2.2.1) indicates the terms that violate Lepton (L) and Baryon
(B) number conservation. Although SM does not have any renormalizable term in the La-
grangian that can violate L or B, those are violated in the nature by non-perturbative
electroweak (EW) effects [81]. In order to prevent proton from decaying, due to these terms,
an additional symmetry, so-called R-parity, imposed on MSSM.
R = (−1)3B+L+2S ,
where S is the spin of the superfield. While the SM particles have positive R-parity, SUSY
particles have negative R-parity. For this reason, in order to conserve R-parity a three-
body vertex with supersymmetric particles has to have one SM particle. This symmetry
also causes LSP to be stable, since it is not kinematically possible for such particle to decay
into any supersymmetric particle(s) with a SM particle. Although we will assume that this
symmetry is conserved for the purposes of this thesis R-parity violating models can be found
in refs. [82, 83].
The gauge part of MSSM Lagrangian is also expanded with supersymmetric gauge
terms,
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LMSSMgauge includes Yang-Mills field strength term as before. The covariant derivative of a gaugino
field and Da are defined as
Dµλa = ∂µλa + gafabcA
µbλc and Da = ga(ϕ
∗Taϕ)
respectively. It is important to note that Da is not covariant derivative but it is so-called
D-term. As before T a denotes the hermitian matrices corresponding to the generator of that
gauge group which satisfies the Lie algebra, [T a, T b] = ifabcTc.





2gλ†a(ψ†T aϕ) + g(ϕ∗T aϕ)Da .
As already been defined in the Lagrangian, F - and D-terms can be used to define scalar po-
tential V (ϕ, ϕ∗). This will generate a potetial which is completely defined by supersymmetric
interactions instead of free variables as it so happens in the SM.














where using the equations of motion one can deduce that F i = −W ∗i and F ∗i = −W i.
2.2.3 SUSY-breaking
Although we have access to 13 TeV centre-of-mass energy at the LHC, SUSY particles are
yet to be observed. This implies that supersymmetric particle spectrum has to be heavy
and SUSY has to be broken at a higher scale than EWSB. However SUSY breaking has to
be “soft” so that it won’t introduce new ultraviolet divergences to the Higgs mass [84, 85].
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The first line corresponds to gaugino mass terms; bino mass (M1), wino mass (M2) and
gluino mass (M3) respectively. Second line consists of sfermionic soft-masses with m
2
i being
3 × 3 hermitian matrices. They are squark soft-mass (m2Q), slepton soft-mass (m2L), right-
handed up-type squark soft-mass (m2U), right-handed down-type squark soft-mass (m
2
D) and
right-handed slepton soft-mass (m2E). These mass terms can be complex but they have to be
hermitian to have a real Lagrangian. Third line of the equation consists of trilinear couplings
with Af being complex 3×3 matrix in mass dimensions. The fourth line corresponds to non-
holomorphic scalar squared mass terms and fifth line consists of holomorphic scalar squared
mass terms (m2HuHd).
As mentioned before, MSSM Lagrangian is defined via interaction terms to be able to
have a self-consistent theory. However, since we do not know at which scale MSSM breaks,
terms in the Lsoft have to be free. For a GUT theory on the other hand, these variables
evolve via RGEs to the Planck scale and unify. Thus one can write them as,



















Af̃ = A0Yf̃ .
The reason why we have two sets of mass terms namely one for gauginos (M1/2) and one
for sfermions and Higgsinos (M0) is due to the breaking scheme. Gaugino fields arise from
the decomposition of the adjoint representation whereas the matter fields and Higgs doublets
arise from vector representation of the unified gauge group. In section 2.3 this notion is
exemplified in more detail.
Unlike the supersymmetry preserving part of the Lagrangian, introduced in the pre-
vious section, soft-breaking part of the Lagrangian introduces a variety of new terms to the
Lagrangian which can neither be rotated out nor have a counterpart in the SM. There are
105 new phases, masses and mixing angles introduced in the complete Lagrangian of the
MSSM and these cannot be avoided [86] but can be reduced using GUT prescription.
2.2.4 Electroweak symmetry breaking and particle mixing
Compared to the SM’s EWSB potential, MSSM’s is slightly more complicated due to the
necessity of having two complex Higgs doublets. The MSSM’s symmetry breaking potential
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is given as;




























where first line is coming from Lsoft, second line from the F -term of Eq. (2.2.2) and the last
line is from theD-term of Eq. (2.2.2). In order to satisfy the observed EWSB, SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y →
U(1)EM , one needs to minimize the potential. Since SU(2)L rotations alow us to rotate away
one of the weak isospin components of Higgs doublet, without the loss of generality one can
choose H+u = 0 which will automatically indicate H
−
d = 0 due to charge conservation. Thus

























Since ⟨ϕi⟩ and m2HuHd need to be positive definite, due to the rotations in the Lsoft part, in












In order to generate mass for both down-type and up-type quarks the neutral portion of both




and v2 = v2u + v
2
d ,


















−m2HuHd tan β + 12(g21 + g22) v2 .
Two Higgs doublets have eight degrees of freedom, but after EWSB only five of them gain
mass. Namely two CP-even Higgs with SM-like Higgs (h) and its heavier counter partner
(H), one CP-odd Higgs (A0) and two charged Higgs (H±). The rest of the degrees of freedom
are absorbed by massless Goldstone bosons (G0,±) [74, 87]. After the diagonalization of the
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−m2A0(v2d − v2u)(g21 + g22)
)
,
Note that the values of m2ϕi , µ and tan β are free in this scenario and m
2
HuHd
can be written in
terms of them. Although m2ϕi and m
2
HuHd
can be fixed at the GUT scale µ and tan β will still
remain as free parameters of the model, but of course these parameters will be constrained
via the observable masses.
The effects of EWSB, require higgsinos and electroweak gauginos to mix and yield 4
neutral and 2 charged mass eigenstates, called neutralinos and charginos respectively [58, 84,
87]. In the gauge eigenstate basis ψ0 = (B̃, W̃ 0, H̃0d , H̃
0






















Diagonalization of Mχ̃0 by a unitary matrix N leads to four neutralinos, N∗Mχ̃0N−1 =
diag(mχ̃01 ,mχ̃02 ,mχ̃03 ,mχ̃04) with χ̃
0
1 being the lightest one
3.
Similarly the chargino basis can be written as ψ±i = (W̃
−, H̃−d ) , (W̃
+, H̃+u )
† and the












Since Mχ̃± is not symmetric two unitary matrices are needed to diagonalize the matrix,
UMχ̃±V −1 = diag(mχ̃±1 ,mχ̃±2 ). Simply diagonalizing Mχ̃± by absorbing all the complex




















− 4(µM2 − g22vuvd)2
⎞
⎠ .
3For analytic solution of the diagonalization see ref. [88, 89].
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The scalar fermion mass eigenstates can be determined by diagonalizing 6 × 6 mass
matrices. This reduces to 3 × 3 for sneutrino since it does not have right-handed part.










0 m2LL + (m
2
L)22 0












u − v2d). For other fermions, due to the left-right interaction this
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f − µf(β)) ,
where f(β) corresponds to cot β for up-type sfermions and tan β for down-type sfermions. mf ,
Yf , I
3
f and Qf are fermion mass, hypercharge, isospin and electric charge of the corresponding
sfermionic field. mF,F ′ , on the other hand, is the mass term generated via F -term in the
Lagrangian and Af is the trilinear coupling.
A supersymmetric mass spectrum considered as “natural” if the contributions to the






whereN is called the fine-tuning parameter [90]4. Naturally one expects to have an observable
where every independent contributor to this observable is comparable or less than itself. For
a contributor larger than the value of the observable, the model requires a same and opposite
4Note that there is also another approach through Z mass which is defined as follows; for all the free
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value of fine-tuning for such a contributor. As we already mentioned in discussion of the
Fig. 1.2, for if the SM is valid up to the Planck scale, using Eq. (1.1.4), one can show that
N ∼ 1030.
One of the most important motivations behind the supersymmetry was its elegant
solution to the hierarchy problem and by doing so solving the issue of the naturalness. A so-




















Figure 2.4: Natural SUSY spectrum. The blue lines show the Higgs masses with the lightest
being the SM-like Higgs, H± is the charged Higgs and H is the second lightest Higgs. Green
lines represents squarks (q̃i) with the lightest three squarks given separately, namely left-
handed stop (t̃1), left-handed sbottom (b̃1) and right-handed stop (t̃2) respectively. The red
line represents gluino and teal lines show the gauginos; bino (B̃) and wino (W̃ ) respectively.
Finally µ on the y-axis represents Hu −Hd coupling introduced in Eq. (2.2.1).
represents the Higgs masses with respect to the relatively small µ-parameter with h being
the SM-like Higgs at 125.09 GeV. Green lines show the lightest three squark masses which
give the largest contribution to the loop corrections of the Higgs mass. For heavier squark
spectrum the logarithmic divergences of the Higgs loop corrections will grow. Thus to expect
a “natural” spectrum, stop should be relatively light. The teal lines represents bino and wino
relative mass which should represent the average chargino and neutralino masses. In such








where for a model ∆ defines the fine-tuning parameter [91].
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a construction, chargino and neutralino mass spectrum is compressed [92]. However, as we
will show in chapter 6, the constraints on the supersymmetric particles are getting beyond
the representative masses shown in Fig. 2.4. Although, there are large uncertainties our
predictions show that even if we take uncertainties into account SUSY spectrum is unlikely
to be “natural”.
On the other hand, is it correct scientific approach to classify a model as “natural”
or not by demanding a reasonable N = ∆m2h/m2h ratio? How does this variable help us to
understand the fundamental properties of the nature? Anthropic reasoning states that, there
might be multiple universes with slightly different N , but it might be possible that only this
value of N can conclude with an observer [93, 94, 95]. Unfortunately, this thesis won’t be
able to propose a solution to this discussion so we will leave this topic as a cliff hanger.
2.3 How to build one model to rule them all?
In this section, we will discuss the principles of constructing a larger gauge structure which
eventually breaks down to the SM gauge group at lower energy scales. As an example we will
concentrate on SU(5) and E6 groups since our study in this thesis consists of this particular
group structure.
As mentioned before, after we successfully merged the electromagnetic force and weak
force into a unified framework, the idea of GUT gained a lot of support. The idea of unified
symmetries forms the basis of superstring theories as well. In order to find the correct
unification group, which eventually decomposes to GSM, one has to make sure that such
decomposition will satisfy all the SM quantum numbers. It has been shown that the only
groups that can accommodate SM gauge and quantum-number structure are SU(n) (n ≥ 5),
SO(4k + 2) (k ≥ 2) or E6 [96, 97].
Starting from the minimum possible extension of the SM, our first option would be
rank 4 SU(5) group which already decomposes in to the SM gauge structure with a single
intermediate mass scale (IMS), SU(5)
ΛSU(5)−−−−→ GSM [98]. The irreducible vector representation
of SU(5), 10 ⊕ 5, includes all 15 Weyl fermion states in the SM and MSSM. However, as
revealed with Eq. (2.2.1), SU(5) does not naturally generate a symmetry to prevent R-parity
violating terms from appearing in the Lagrangian. Since this occurs for both SM extensions
as well as in SUSY, such a unification structure will require an extra B − L symmetry as
described for the supersymmetric case earlier. Additionally, as shown in Fig. 2.2, SU(5) does
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not yield a naturally unified gauge structure at any energy scale, which is the goal of the
GUT approach [97].
The next would be investigating rank 5 groups for GUT, which are SO(10) or SU(6).
But SU(6) can not generate the SM quantum numbers naturally. Although it can be achieved
via additional symmetries, we will not consider it in here. This leads us to SO(10) as the
second minimal extension of the SM group structures [99]. Due to its only few “exotic”
fermions and multiple decomposition possibility, SO(10) is one of the widely studied group
structures [96, 97, 99, 71, 100, 101, 102]. Two main breaking schemes of SO(10) gauge
group are SO(10) → SU(4)C ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ SU(2)R, so called Pati–Salam symmetry and
SO(10) → SU(5) ⊗ U(1)χ. As one can see from different breaking patterns, SO(10) gauge
group can require up to three different IMS. The irreducible vector representations of SO(10)
can be written as 16⊕10 which include all fermionic content of SM within 16 = 101⊕5−3⊕15.
Here sub-indices represent the U(1) charge. 101(16) includes
5 right-handed up–type quark
chiral field and right-& left-handed lepton fields. 5−3(16) covers right-handed down–type
quark chiral fields and left-handed quark fields. Finally 15(16) contains right-handed neutrino
singlet. Other irreducible representations of 101(16) are 5−2⊕52 which contain up- and down-
type exotic fermions6. The inclusion of the 45 generator of SO(10) completes the particle
content of GSM , since 45 = 240 ⊕ 10−4 ⊕ 104 ⊕ 10, it includes all 240(45) generators of
SU(5) which are B̂, Ĝ, Ŵ± and left right isospin triplets (ÎL,R) which form the generators
of GSM [96, 97, 101, 102]. Although, the decomposition of SO(10) through Pati-Salam
structure elegantly solves the proton decay problem, due to naturally occurring U(1)B−L,
its decomposition through SU(5)⊗ U(1)χ still includes all problems of SU(5).
Fig. 2.5 shows some of the breaking schemes that can originate from SU(5), SO(10)
and E6. The colour code represents the breaking of a particular group where blue is used for
SO(10), red for SU(5), green for SU(4)C , coral-red for SU(2)R and brown for U(1)B−L ⊗
U(1)R. Some branches show conditions on their occurrence where the ones quote “only
SO(10)” are not originated from E6 and do not include U(1)ψ. One important matter
to discuss about Fig. 2.5 is that at the end it shows a decomposition into two different
gauge structure one with the SM that we showed before and one with U(1)′ extended SM
(USM). The main difference between these two gauge structure is that USM includes an extra
gauge boson called Z ′ due to the extra U(1) gauge group. In chapter 5 we will discuss the
5The notation R1(R2) indicates the origin of the decomposition, in this particular case the irreducible
representation R1 originating from the decomposition of R2.
6In supersymmetry, 5(10) representations also include electroweak Higgs superfields.






































SU(3)C⊗ U(1)B−L ⊗ U(1)R⊗SU(2)L
MEWSB ≈ 1 TeV
MGUT ≈ 1015 TeV
MSUSY . 5 TeV
SU(3)C ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y
The SM/MSSM
only SO(10)
Figure 2.5: Possible E6 and SO(10) decomposition schemes to the SM or GSM ⊗ U(1)′ gauge
group. The colour code is as follows; red used for SU(5) breaking, green for SU(4), coral
red for SU(2)R and brown for U(1)B−L ⊗ U(1)R. The branch with vS ≫ MSUSY shows that
SU(5) ⊗ U(1)′ can truncate to SU(5) with a heavy vev. Representative energy levels are
included for EWSB at 1 TeV, SUSY breaking from 1 to 5 TeV and GUT scale at O(1015)
TeV.
implications of such extention. One justification to have two different gauge groups is that, we
are considering a heavy Z ′ which is out of the reach of the current detector capabilities.
The next in the line to discuss is the E6 gauge group. Being supersymmetric due to
its possible origins from superstring, E8 → E6 ⊗ U(1), it is also a desirable group structure
for heterotic string theories [97, 103]. In addition to one that has been shown in Fig. 2.5,






SU(3)C ⊗ SU(3)L ⊗ SU(3)R
SO(10)⊗ U(1)ψ
. (2.3.1)
As mentioned before, since first decomposition involves SU(6), it can not satisfy correct quan-
tum numbers for GSM . Due to the exact compactification to GSM , the [SU(3)]3 decomposition
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is one of the possible GUT scenarios. [SU(3)]3 → GSM proceeds as:
E6 −→
Λ1
SU(3)C ⊗ SU(3)L ⊗ SU(3)R
−→
Λ2
SU(3)C ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ SU(2)R ⊗ U(1)L ⊗ U(1)R
−→
Λ3
SU(3)C ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ SU(2)R ⊗ U(1)B−L −→
Λ4
GSM ,
where Λi indicates different IMS [97]. Requiring four different IMS makes this decomposition
structure very complicated to work with, where each breaking scale requires different vev to
break a particular symmetry. Thus, in this thesis we will focus on the third breaking scheme
shown in Eq. (2.3.1).
Due to the fact that E6 ⊂ SO(10), this breaking scheme accommodates all the features
of SO(10). Fig. 2.6 shows the 27-plet vector representation decomposition of supersymmetric
E6. As before the colour code represents breaking of a specific group where blue is for SO(10)
and red is for SU(5). All matter fields of the SM (or MSSM) are represented under 161 with
one extra field, namely right-handed neutrino chiral superfield, N̂ . In addition to the EW























EW Higgs SF &
Exotic Quarks
Ŝ14 U(1)ψ Singlet
Figure 2.6: Decomposition of E6 through 27–plet vector representation where subindices rep-
resent corresponding normalized U(1) charges. The colours representation is as follows:
blue represents SO(10), and red represents SU(5) breaking. The right hand side of the
diagram shows the superfields represented by the corresponding number of irreducible rep-
resentations.From 161 = 101 ⊕ 51 ⊕ 11 decomposition we get: Û∗, D̂∗ the right-handed color
triplets, Ê∗ the right-handed spin doublet, Q̂ two left-handed color triplets, L̂ two left-handed
spin doublets, and N̂ the right-handed singlet field. The 10−2 = 5−2 ⊕ 5−2 decomposition
yields two Higgs doublets and 14 yields a U(1)ψ singlet.
note that these exotic multiplets can couple with other quark superfields and depending on
their mass, this can cause proton decay. There are two ways to prevent such mechanism:
one is to make them massive, the second is to introduce Z2 parity, forbidding some explicit
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couplings. The first case, requires the vev of the singlet field S to be very heavy. Such
scenario will cause a very heavy Z ′ as well, which is not desirable. Thus, we will decouple
them from the model by giving them Z2-odd charge.
In order to break SUSY in the E6 gauge group, the singlet field needs to gain vev
where we will call this energy scale MSUSY or MZ′
7. After SO(10) breaking, as shown in
Fig. 2.5, we end up with two U(1) gauge groups which end up mixing with each other to
generate U(1)′. All fields are charged under U(1)′ which gives a natural symmetry to prevent
R-violating terms in the Lagrangian.
The generators of E6, SO(10) and SU(5) are coming from 78–plet adjoint representa-
tion of E6, as shown in Fig. 2.7. The main generators, the gauge fields, are shown within the
corresponding irreducible representations. The inclusion of U(1)χ charge is visible only in the
adjoint representation, as shown in SO(10) decomposition. The mixture of 78 ⊗ (27 ⊕ 27)



















Figure 2.7: Decomposition of E6, through 78–plet adjoint representation, for the same con-
figuration as in Fig. 2.6. The 45 adjoint representation includes the generators of SO(10)
and from the decomposition of 45 = 1 ⊕ 24 ⊕ 10 ⊕ 10 we obtain the generators of SU(5)
where B̂, Ŵ± are SU(2) generators, Ĝ SU(3) colour triplets, ÎR,L is the isospin generator
and B̂′ is the generator of U(1)′. Two 16 yield the other generations of fermionic matter
which mix with the 16(27) at lower energy to become the SM fermion spectrum.
The charges of the superfields under U(1)′ are assigned via series of rules. First,




0. However since this depends on the choice of superpotential, we will mention it after
7The energy scale where Z ′ gains its mass.
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presenting W . Second rule comes from gauge anomaly currents which are induced by first
order loop corrections. Fig. 2.8 shows the possible triangle diagrams for anomaly currents,
if such diagrams exist for a global symmetry, they violate the Noether current conservation
associated with it. This violates the corresponding gauge symmetry and induce unphysical
terms. Fig. 2.8 summarizes all these anomaly currents and shows the equations that charges
have to satisfy, where nψ represents the number of generation, Yψ is hypercharge, Qψ is U(1)
′
charge of the corresponding field. T a is the trace of the generator of the corresponding group













































Figure 2.8: U(1) Gauge anomaly currents with respect to each gauge group. First diagram
shows U(1) gauge current with either itself or with U(1)Y. Second diagram shows possible
gauge currents occurring between U(1)− SU(2)− SU(2). Third and forth diagram are same
as before but with SU(3) and gravity. nψ represents the number of generations of the corre-
sponding chiral field, Qψ is the U(1)
′ charge and Yψ represents the U(1)Y charge of the chiral
field. T iψ is the trace of the corresponding chiral field under gauge i. Finally, grav. stands
for the gravitational field. Diagrams are created via Jaxodraw package [35].
currents, where it should satisfy all permutations of possible U(1) currents in the model.
Since we have one additional U(1) group it is U(1)′−U(1)′−U(1)′, U(1)′−U(1)−U(1) and
U(1)′ − U(1)′ − U(1) respectively. Second (third) line shows it for U(1)′ − SU(2) − SU(2)
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(U(1)′ − SU(3) − SU(3)) anomaly currents and finally the last line shows the interaction
with gravity.
We can derive these rules for the case of E6-inspired U(1)
′ extended MSSM (UMSSM)














) +Q3S = 0 ,
QQ + 8QU + 2QD + 3QL + 6QE + 2(QHu +QHd) = 0 , (2.3.2)
3(Q2Q − 2Q2U −Q2D −Q2L +Q2E) +Q2Hu −Q2Hd = 0 ,
respectively. From the second line in Fig. 2.8 we get,
3(3QQ +QL) +QHu +QHd = 0 , (2.3.3)
and the third line gives
2QQ +QU +QD = 0 . (2.3.4)
Finally the last line of Fig. 2.8 reads,
3(6QQ + 3QU + 3QD + 2QL +QE +QN) + 2(QHu +QHd) +QS = 0 . (2.3.5)
In order to write a consistent E6-inspired UMSSM theory, the relations between U(1)
′ charges,
as shown above, have to be satisfied.
8We are not going to repeat the same exercise for vector-like extentions of MSSM because vector-like
multiplets cancel each other’s anomalies as shown for the Higgs doublet case in Fig. 2.3.
Chapter 3
MSSM extension with vector-like
multiplets
During the past few decades, supersymmetry has gained the status of one of the best
theoretically-motivated scenarios for physics beyond the Standard Model (SM). Under spe-
cific conditions it can address the hierarchy problem, achieve gauge coupling unification and,
when R-parity is conserved, provide natural dark matter candidate(s). However, super-
symmetric models of particle physics have been under assault both from collider searches
and from direct and indirect dark matter detection experiments. The measured value of
the Higgs-boson mass seems to require TeV-scale scalar quarks, a fact further strengthened
by the results of direct sparticle searches at the LHC. The null results from dark matter
searches have put substantial pressure on (light) neutralino dark matter and, since long ago,
have wiped out left-handed sneutrinos as phenomenologically-viable dark matter candidates.
Furthermore, in its minimal version, supersymmetry fails to explain neutrino masses. Before,
however, abandoning low-scale supersymmetry, one may ask if some of these outstanding is-
sues can be addressed in MSSM, while maintaining the attractive features of the latter and
giving rise to novel signals at colliders and elsewhere.
A large variety of MSSM extensions have been studied in the past, including (but not
limited to) effective approaches [104, 105], as well as minimal modifications of the MSSM
particle content [106, 107] or gauge group structure [108, 109]. In Ref. [110], a less minimal
approach was proposed, extending the MSSM particle content by additional pairs of vector-
like supermultiplets. The advantage of this choice is that the Higgs-boson mass can be raised
while maintaining perturbative gauge coupling unification. The suggested models involve
35
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either 5 + 5 complete representations of SU(5) (the ‘LND’ scenario) or 10 + 10 complete
representations of SU(5) (the ‘QUE’ scenario). Additionally, a ‘QDEE’ setup which does not
contain complete multiplets of SU(5) but still leads to gauge coupling unification has also
been envisaged. In this notation scheme, the capital letters denote the nature of the extra
supermultiplets relatively to their MSSM counterparts carrying the same charge, colour and
B − L quantum numbers.
The dark matter phenomenology of the QUE and QDEE models was already studied
in Refs. [111, 112]. In both cases, the dark matter candidate is the lightest neutralino,
much like in the MSSM, albeit with some interesting twists, and their phenomenology is
rather similar. In this work we will focus on the third scenario, the so-called LND model.
Although in this scenario the little hierarchy problem of the MSSM cannot be resolved [110],
the LND model presents some other attractive features. As above-mentioned, it can lead
to gauge coupling unification, although this necessitates that the vector-like fermions have
masses in the 600-1000 GeV window [110]. The field content contains a pair of vector-like
neutrino singlets, whose fermionic components can be seen as a sterile neutrino. This could
consequently provide explanations for the hints of neutrino oscillations at a higher frequency
and for the differences between the neutrinos and antineutrinos measured by the LSND and
MiniBooNE experiments [113, 114]. The model moreover features two potential dark matter
candidates, the lightest neutralino as well as the lightest singlet-like sneutrino. Furthermore,
under a specific configuration, it could give rise to additional contributions to the anomalous
magnetic moment of the muon, and large mixings between the new fermions and the third
generation SM fermions are allowed and can lead to distinctive signals at the LHC. With this
as motivation, we expect the phenomenology of this model to differ from that of the QUE
and QDEE models, and in this paper we perform an analysis of the dark matter constraints
and collider implications for this model.
This paper is structured as follows. In section 3.1 we present the superfield content of
the LND model, its superpotential and soft supersymmetry-breaking Lagrangian, and detail
the particle mixings that are relevant for dark matter. In section 3.2 we describe the setup
of our parameter space exploration, and provide information on the experimental constraints
that are imposed within our scan and the computational tools that have been employed. In
section 3.3 we study the dark matter phenomenology of our model, separately for the case of
a neutralino and a sneutrino LSP. The consequences of the model at the LHC are explored
in section 3.4.
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3.1 Theoretical Framework
3.1.1 Field content and Lagrangian
The LND model is an extension of the MSSM inspired by SU(5) Grand Unification (GUT)
considerations. We begin with the MSSM chiral superfield content that contains three gen-
erations of quark (Q) and lepton (L) weak doublets, as well as three generations of up-type
quark (Ū), down-type quark (D̄) and charged lepton (Ē) weak singlets. In our notations,
the fermionic and scalar components of these supermultiplets read














































∼ (1,1, 1) ,
where we also indicate their representation under the GMSSM ≡ SU(3)c × SU(2)L × U(1)Y
gauge group. The c superscript indicates charge conjugation while the L,R subscripts refer to
the left- and right-handedness of the fermion.
In the model considered in this work, the MSSM matter sector of Eq. (3.1.1) is ex-
tended by vector-like pairs of supermultiplets forming a complete 5 ⊕ 5̄ representation of
SU(5). Such a configuration allows to keep a reasonable level of simplicity and to maintain
perturbative gauge coupling unification at high energy, with new states appearing at the
TeV scale [115, 116, 117, 118]. Decomposing the 5⊕ 5̄ GUT supermultiplets in terms of the
GMSSM gauge group, the chiral content of the model includes one pair of vector-like leptons
(L5, L̄5) in the fundamental representation of SU(2)L and one pair of vector-like down-type














































As in many GUT-inspired supersymmetric models, we also add a pair of vector-like gauge





















that can be mapped to a pair of extra (s)neutrinos and find motivation in dark matter and
neutrino physics [119]. With respect to the MSSM, the model features one extra down-type
quark and two extra down-type squarks, one extra charged lepton and two additional charged
sleptons as well as two more neutrinos along with their accompanying four extra sneutrinos.






















that are sufficient to break GMSSM down to U(1)em and generate supersymmetric masses for
all particles. Finally, the model includes three gauge supermultiplets (as the gauge group is



























for the QCD (G), weak (W ) and hypercharge (B) gauge groups.
The supersymmetry-conserving (non-gauge) interactions of the model are driven by
the superpotential WLND that is written, assuming R-parity conservation, as [110]
WLND = µHu ·Hd + yu Ū Q ·Hu − yd D̄ Q ·Hd − ye Ē L ·Hd
+ µDD5 D̄5 + µL L5 · L̄5 + µN N N̄ + kN N̄ L5 ·Hu − hN N L̄5 ·Hd
− εD D̄5Q ·Hd − εE Ē L5 ·Hd + εN N̄ L ·Hu + κDD5 D̄ + κL L · L̄5 ,
(3.1.6)
where all flavour indices have been explicitly omitted for simplicity. The first terms corre-
spond to the MSSM superpotential in which µ denotes the MSSM off-diagonal Higgs(ino)
mass contribution and yu, yd and ye stand for the up-type quark, down-type quark and
charged lepton Yukawa matrices in flavour space. Moreover, µD, µL and µN are explicit
masses for the non-MSSM fields and hN and kN stand for the Yukawa interactions of the
non-coloured vector-like superfields. The terms of the last line of the superpotential include
1This choice is consistent with minimal representations which do not violate lepton number.
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new Yukawa couplings driving the mixing of the Standard Model fermions with their vector-
like counterparts (the εD, εE and εN vectors in flavour space) as well as direct mass mixing
terms (the κD and κL vectors in flavour space). While these are strongly constrained by
flavour data, such mixings have to be non-vanishing to prevent the existence of unwanted
cosmologically stable relics. For consistency with both flavour and cosmology constraints,
in the following we will assume the existence of a small mixing with the third generation of
Standard Model fermions only.
As in any realistic supersymmetric model, supersymmetry has to be softly broken. The
Lagrangian thus includes gaugino and scalar mass terms, as well as bilinear and trilinear scalar






M1λB̃ · λB̃ +M2λW̃ · λW̃ +M3λg̃ · λg̃ + h.c.
)
, (3.1.7)
where the M1, M2 and M3 parameters represent the bino, wino and gluino masses, and the
scalar mass Lagrangian is given by
L(ϕ)soft = −m2Hdh
†
dhd −m2Huh†uhu −m2Q̃ q̃
†
L q̃L −m2d̃ d̃
†
R d̃R −m2ũ ũ†R ũR −m2L̃ ℓ̃
†
L ℓ̃L
−m2ẽ ẽ†R ẽR −m2L̃5 ℓ̃
†
5L ℓ̃5L −m2˜̄L5 ℓ̃
†
5R ℓ̃5R −m2D̃5 d̃
†

















d̃†R d̃5R + h.c.
]
, (3.1.8)
wherem2i represent the various mass parameters, in flavour space. Moreover, the superpotential-
induced soft terms are written as
L(W )soft =
[
− b hu · hd +Td d̃† q̃ · hd +Te ẽ† l̃ · hd −Tu ũ† d̃ · hu − bD d̃†5R d̃5L
−bL ℓ̃†5R · ℓ̃5L − bN Ñ †R ÑL − akN Ñ †R ℓ̃5L · hu + ahN ÑL ℓ̃†5R · hd + aεD d̃†5R q̃L · hd
+aεE ẽ
†
R ℓ̃5L · hd − aεN Ñ †R ℓ̃L · hu − bκD d̃†Rd̃5L − bκL ℓ̃†5R · ℓ̃L + h.c.
]
, (3.1.9)
where the first four terms are the usual MSSM soft terms, b denotes the bilinear Higgs
interaction strength and Ti the various squark-Higgs trilinear interactions in flavour space.
The akN and ahN parameters represent the trilinear couplings of the vector-like sneutrinos and
sleptons to the Higgs fields, whilst the aεi and bκi parameters are three-dimensional vectors
describing the mixing of the vector-like and MSSM scalars. Similarly to their superpotential
term counterparts, the latter will be assumed vanishing for the first two generations, and
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small for the third generation.
Once electroweak symmetry is broken, all particles with the same electric charge and
lying in the same colour and spin representations mix. The neutralino sector is identical
to the MSSM one, consisting of four Majorana fermions χ0i , i = 1, . . . , 4, which are linear
combinations of the four neutral gaugino and higgsino gauge eigenstates. The lightest neu-
tralino, χ01 is the first dark matter candidate we shall consider. The model also contains five
physical neutrinos which are admixtures of the usual MSSM neutrinos with the fermionic
neutral components of L5 and L̄5 as well as with the fermionic components of the gauge
singlet chiral superfields N and N̄ . The two heaviest exotic states are not stable, since they
can decay through the Yukawa-like εE and εN terms in Eq. (3.1.6), and thus they cannot
be potential dark matter candidates. The second dark matter candidate considered is in the
sneutrino sector, which in the LND model consists of seven physical scalars. The sneutrino





basis, matrix elements in the 7 × 7 symmetric matrix include soft terms, supersymmetric
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and all other elements
vanish.
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3.2 Parameter Space Exploration
3.2.1 Parameter space
As indicated in the Lagrangian introduced in the previous section, the LND model parameter
space is defined from a large set of beyond the SM free parameters. Assuming unification
conditions and relying on the minimisation of the scalar potential, this list can be further
reduced. In the following, we define the range of value allowed for each parameter relevant for
our study. We have verified that wider ranges did not yield any new phenomenology. We fixed
the values of all input parameters at the supersymmetry-breaking scale, with the exception
of the common MSSM sfermion and Higgs massM0 and their common soft trilinear coupling
A0 that are defined at the GUT-scale. This particular choice allows us to analyse a large
set of different scalar spectra, concentrating in particular on scenarios with light electroweak
scalars and heavier strongly-interacting ones (that are only marginally relevant for our dark
matter study). For the supersymmetry-breaking scale we have taken the geometric mean of
the masses of the lightest (Mũ1) and heaviest (Mũ6) up-type squarks, MSUSY ∼
√
Mũ1Mũ6 ,
and restricted it to be smaller than 5 TeV.
We start with the superpotential parameters appearing in Eq. (3.1.6). While the
SM first and second generation Yukawa couplings are neglected, we fix the third generation
ones to the value given in the Particle Data Group Review [120]. All other parameters
are left free and will be scanned over, with the exception of the off-diagonal Higgs mixing
parameter µ whose absolute value is fixed from the scalar potential minimisation conditions.
The supersymmetric masses of the three pairs of vector-like supermultiplets µD, µL and µN
are taken as varying in the GeV - TeV range,
µD ∈ [1, 8] TeV , µL ∈ [0, 3] TeV and µN ∈ [0, 5] TeV ,
whilst the vector-like Yukawa couplings are taken of O(1),
kN ∈ [−1, 1] and hN ∈ [−1, 1] .
As previously stated, we forbid any mixing between the vector-like sector and the first two
SM generations, so that the supersymmetric mass mixing parameters and ε Yukawa couplings
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κD ∈ [−10−6, 10−6] TeV , κL ∈ [−1, 1] TeV ,
εN ∈ [−0.1, 0.1] , εE ∈ [−1, 1] and εD ∈ [−5, 5]× 10−3 .
The parameters in the down-type quark sector are restricted to be small by flavour con-
straints. The quoted intervals have been determined after scanning over larger ranges and
restricting the parameters responsible for flavour-changing effects in the down-type quark
and charged lepton sectors according to the constraints in Table 3.2. The soft gaugino mass
terms of Eq. (3.1.7) are allowed to vary independently in the GeV - multi-TeV range,
M1 ∈ [0, 2] TeV , M2 ∈ [0, 3] TeV and M3 ∈ [0, 4] TeV ,
whilst the MSSM squark and Higgs mass parameters appearing in Eq. (3.1.1) are imposed
to unify to a common M0 value,
M0 ∈ [0, 5] TeV .
The extra squark mass and mixing parameters are chosen to vary independently,














∈ [−0.1, 0.1] TeV2 .
These new states introduce some of the specific features of the LND model, but our dark
matter analysis and collider signals are largely independent of this choice. By contrast, the
mass parameters of the extra sneutrinos and sleptons are also specific parameters of the
model, but very relevant for what concerns cosmology. We keep all of them free and allow
them to vary independently, again in the multi-TeV range,
mÑ ∈ [0, 6] TeV , m ˜̄N ∈ [0, 6] TeV , mL̃5 ∈ [0, 1] TeV and m ˜̄L5 ∈ [0, 1] TeV ,
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∈ [−0.1, 0.1] TeV2 .
The rest of the soft parameters involving the MSSM sfermions and Higgs bosons are assumed
to unify at the GUT scale, so that all squark trilinear couplings to the Higgs sector are set to
a common A0 value multiplied by the relevant SM fermion Yukawa coupling. In addition, all
trilinear scalar couplings involving two vector-like sfermions are taken vanishing. Moreover,
all bilinear terms are fixed to a common B0 value, with the exception of the Higgs mixing
parameter b whose value is driven by the scalar potential minimisation. We thus choose
B0 ∈ [−5, 5] TeV , A0 ∈ [−2, 2] and akN = ahN = 0 .
As for all other interactions involving the mixing of a vector-like and an MSSM particle, we























and, for simplicity, fix the input values of the three remaining free parameters to zero,
aεD = aεE = aεN = 0 .
Since the SM Higgs-boson mass is taken equal to its measured value, the Higgs sector is
fully defined from the conditions stemming from the minimisation of the scalar potential,
once one extra parameter is fixed, as all parameters contributing at the one-loop order and
beyond are already defined above. The ratio of the vacuum expectation values of the neutral
components of the two Higgs doublets, tan β, is allowed to vary in the following range,
tan β ∈ [1, 60] .
The parameter space is now defined by the 25 new physics parameters and one sign is listed in
Table 3.1, where we summarise the free parameters and the range over they are scanned.
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Table 3.1: Range of the free parameters of the model scans. The SM parameters are fixed
to the values reported in the Particle Data Group Review [120] and all non-listed parameters
are fixed to zero.
Parameter Scanned range Parameter Scanned range
µD [1, 8] TeV M1 [0, 2] TeV
µN [0, 5] TeV M2 [0, 3] TeV
µL [0, 3] TeV M3 [0, 4] TeV
sgn(µ) ±1 mL̃5 , m ˜̄L5 [0, 1] TeV
hN , kN [−1, 1] mD̃5 , m ˜̄D5 [0, 5] TeV
κL [−1, 1] TeV mÑ , m ˜̄N [0, 6] TeV




εN [−0.1, 0.1] A0 [−2, 2] TeV
εE [−1, 1] B0 [−5, 5] TeV
εD [−5, 5]× 10−3 tan β [1, 60]
M0 [0, 5] TeV
3.2.2 Analysis setup and experimental constraints
In order to explore the parameter space defined in section 3.2.1, we have implemented the
LND model in the Sarah 4.12.2 package [136], which we have used to generate the corre-
sponding SPheno (version 4.0.3) output [137]. With this last code, we derive the value of
the model parameters at the electroweak scale through their renormalisation group running
from the input scale, and extract the particle spectrum. In order to assess the phenomenolog-
ical viability of the different scenarios probed during the scan, we enforce the compatibility
with several flavour, collider and low-energy physics observables calculated by SPheno and
summarised in Table 3.2. The scenarios considered in our study must satisfy rare B-decay
constraints [121, 123, 122],
BR(B0 → Xsγ) ∈ [2.99, 3.87]× 10−4 , BR(B0s → µ+µ−) ∈ [1.1, 6.4]× 10−9
and
BR(B → τντ )
BRSM(B → τντ )
∈ [0.15, 2.41] ,
rare tau-decay constraints [124, 125, 126],
BR(τ → eγ) ∈ [0, 3.3]× 10−8 , BR(τ → µγ) ∈ [0, 4.4]× 10−8 , BR(τ → eπ) ∈ [0, 8.0]× 10−8 ,
BR(τ → µπ) ∈ [0, 1.1]× 10−7 , BR(τ → 3µ) ∈ [0, 2.1]× 10−8 ,
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Table 3.2: Set of low-energy and flavour physics constraints imposed within our LND model
scanning procedure (upper) and mass bounds imposed on the Higgs boson and new physics
states (lower).
Observable Constraint Observable Constraint
BR(B0 → Xsγ) [2.99, 3.87]× 10−4 [121] BR(B→τντ )BRSM (B→τντ ) [0.15, 2.41] [122]
BR(B0s → µ+µ−) [1.1, 6.4]× 10−9 [123] BR(τ → eγ) [0, 3.3]× 10−8 [124]
BR(τ → µγ) [0, 4.4]× 10−8 [124] BR(τ → eπ) [0, 8.0]× 10−8 [125]
BR(τ → µπ) [0, 1.1]× 10−7 [125] BR(τ → 3µ) [0, 2.1]× 10−8 [126]
∆Ms [10.2, 26.4] ps
−1 [127] ∆Md [0.29, 0.76] ps
−1 [127]
BR(Z → eµ) [0, 7.5]× 10−7] [128] BR(h→ eµ) [0, 3.5]× 10−4 [129]
EWPO tests ≤ 2σ [130, 131, 132] χ2(µ̂) ≤ 111.6
Mass Constraint Mass Constraint
Mχ02 > 62.4 GeV [120] Mχ±1 > 103.5 GeV [120]
Mχ03 > 99.9 GeV [120] Mẽ > 107 GeV [120]
Mχ04 > 116 GeV [120] Mµ̃ > 94 GeV [120]
Mg̃ > 1.75 TeV [133] Mτ̃ > 81 GeV [120]
Mt̃ > 750 GeV [134] Mτ ′ > 103 GeV [135]
Mh 125.09± 3 GeV [27]
B-meson oscillation constraints [127],
∆Ms ∈ [10.2, 26.4] ps−1 , ∆Md ∈ [0.29, 0.76] ps−1 ,
and flavour-violating Z-boson [128] and Higgs-boson [129] decay bounds,
BR(Z → eµ) ∈ [0, 7.5]× 10−7 and BR(h→ eµ) ∈ [0, 3.5]× 10−4 .
Moreover, we impose the compatibility with electroweak precision observables (EWPO) at
the 2σ level [130], using a correlation function based on the oblique parameters [131, 132].
Thanks to the interface of SPheno with HiggsBounds version 4.3.1 [138] and HiggsSig-
nals version 1.4.0 [139], we verify the consistency of the Higgs sector with experimental
measurements of LHC Run 1. In practice, we check that the Higgs-boson mass, gluon and
vector-boson fusion production cross sections (computed with the SusHi program version
1.5 [140]) and signal strengths agree with data up to deviations corresponding to a global
χ2(µ̂) quantity of at most 111.6, which corresponds to a 2σ level of agreement for the number
of considered observables.
Additionally, we constrain superpartners masses (of the MSSM sector) from direct
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search bounds [120, 133, 134]. We impose that the gluino mass (Mg̃), the neutralino and
chargino masses (Mχ̃0i and Mχ̃±i ), the slepton masses (Mẽ, Mµ̃ and Mτ̃ ) and the stop mass
(Mt̃) satisfy
Mg̃ > 1.75 TeV , Mχ̃02 > 62.4 GeV , Mχ̃03 > 99.9 GeV , Mχ̃04 > 116 GeV ,
Mχ̃±1 > 103.5 GeV ,Mẽ > 107 GeV , Mµ̃ > 94 GeV , Mτ̃ > 81 GeV , Mt̃ > 750 GeV ,
and enforce the vector-like lepton mass Mτ ′ to obey the LEP bound [135],
Mτ ′ > 103 GeV.
We now proceed to our analysis. We perform a scan of the parameter space by relying on the
Metropolis-Hastings sampling method [141] in which the model free parameters vary as in
Table 3.1 and are restricted by the constraints of Table 3.2, with the additional requirement
that the LSP has to be neutral. For each point, we perform the dark matter analysis with
micrOMEGAs version 4.3.1 [142], which allows us to calculate all DM observables used in
the analysis of section 3.3 from the LND CalcHep [143] model file generated by Sarah. In
section 3.4, we perform a collider analysis of a few benchmark scenarios representative of the
different spectra favoured by cosmology, by relying on the MG5 aMC@NLO [144] platform
and an LND UFO model file [145] generated by Sarah. The interfacing of the various
programmes and our numerical analysis have been performed with a modified version of the
pySLHA package version 3.1.1 [146].
3.3 Dark matter phenomenology
Having presented our model, the leading experimental constraints that we subject it to, and
the methodology that we use in order to explore and assess the viability of the parameter
space, we now proceed to present the results of our dark matter analysis. We divide the
discussion into two parts, depending on the nature of the dark matter candidate (neutralino
or sneutrino).






Figure 3.1: Representative dark matter annihilation diagram into vector-like fermions.
3.3.1 Neutralino dark matter
The lightest neutralino has, since long, been the most celebrated dark matter candidate of
the MSSM. However, in the MSSM, barring co-annihilations and funnels, the possibilities for
neutralino dark matter with an O(102) GeV mass are now severely constrained. In particular,
almost pure higgsinos and winos tend to be under-abundant, unless their mass lies above
about 1 TeV, as the cosmologically-attractive possibility of a pure higgsino with a mass below
theW -boson massMW is excluded from chargino searches at LEP [147, 148, 149, 150]. Binos,
on the other hand, tend to be overabundant by a few factors, unless either they can annihilate
through the t-channel exchange of a sufficiently light sfermion into SM fermions, or they
contain a substantial higgsino or wino fraction. The former case is disfavoured by sfermion
searches at the LHC, whereas direct detection experiments [151] strongly constrain the mixed
bino-higgsino scenario. The mixed bino-wino case is less constrained and constitutes one of
the remaining possibilities for sub-TeV natural neutralino dark matter2. We refer to Ref. [155]
for a recent detailed account of existing constraints.
In the context of MSSM extensions with vector-like fermions, however, the possibility
of an almost pure bino dark matter with a mass of up to a few hundreds of GeV can be
viable [111, 112]. In such scenarios, binos can annihilate into vector-like fermions through
the t-channel exchange of the corresponding sfermion as illustrated in Fig. 3.1. In the QUE
and QDEE models, these annihilation channels can constitute an efficient-enough mechanism
for depleting binos in the early Universe due to the interplay of two effects. First, binos
can annihilate into vector-like weak-singlet leptons E carrying hypercharge YE = 1. Since
the sfermion-mediated annihilation cross section of binos into fermions scales as Y 4, this
annihilation channel is particularly enhanced. Second, although SU(2)L singlet fermions
2Natural in the sense of how rapidly the predicted dark matter abundance changes with small variations
of the model parameters [152, 153, 154].
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Figure 3.2: Relic abundance of neutralino dark matter in the LND model as a function of
the dark matter mass, with all known funnels and co-annihilation channels (left) or without
those channels (right). The different colours correspond to the relative importance of the
contributions from annihilations into vector-like fermions to the total dark matter annihilation
cross section (blue to red for increasing contribution). The horizontal dashed lines indicate
the region favoured by Planck data [156].
also exist in the MSSM, the corresponding annihilation cross section is suppressed by the
masses of the light SM fermions. The vector-like fermions present in MSSM extensions, on
the other hand, are (necessarily) much heavier, hence this suppression is no longer present.
It is the interplay of these two factors that renders heavier bino dark matter a viable option
in the QUE and QDEE models, making it possible to achieve masses as high as ∼ 450 GeV
in the former case and ∼ 600 GeV in the latter [111, 112]. In the LND model, however,
the situation is slightly different. Although, in this model too the binos can annihilate into
heavy electron (and neutrino) pairs through the t-channel exchange of the corresponding
sfermions, now the new leptons belong to an SU(2)L doublet with an hypercharge YL = 1/2.
This implies that, all other parameters being identical, the bino annihilation cross section is
suppressed by a factor 1/16 relatively to the QUE and QDEE models. We thus expect the
phenomenology of neutralino dark matter to be more similar to the MSSM one than that of
the other two GUT-inspired MSSM extensions with vector-like fermions.
In Fig. 3.2 we present the neutralino relic abundance as a function of the dark matter
mass, highlighting in different colours the contribution of these novel annihilation channels
to the total dark matter annihilation cross section. In the left panel we show all the scenarios
probed in our scanning procedure that respect the constraints described in section 3.2.2,
whereas in the right panel we exclude scenarios in which dark matter depletion is dominated
by funnels (Z/h/H/A) or co-annihilations. Several comments are in order.
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First, we recover the well-known result that sub-TeV higgsinos and winos lie below
the Planck region (with Ωh2 ∼ 0.12 [156]), i.e. the predicted relic density is smaller by
one or two orders of magnitude than the observed one. This is illustrated on the bottom
of the left subfigure as a line-like accumulation of scenarios. In contrast, almost pure bino
dark matter that does not annihilate into vector-like fermions can be either overabundant
or under-abundant, depending on whether or not co-annihilations and funnels are efficient
in depleting DM. The blue parameter space points for which the Planck measurements are
exactly met correspond to scenarios of bino dark matter either annihilating through a quasi
on-shell Z/h/H or A boson, or co-annihilating with MSSM sparticles. Such configurations
are also present in the MSSM. The novel feature appearing in the LND model are the
red points, which correspond exactly to situations in which binos annihilate into vector-like
leptons. While co-annihilations with the corresponding sfermions are also possible, they are
not necessary to reproduce the Planck measurements.
Second, we observe the existence of a lower bound in the predicted dark matter abun-
dance for binos annihilating exclusively into vector-like leptons. This limit is due to the fact
that the interactions involved in annihilation diagrams such as the one depicted in Fig. 3.1
result from gauge couplings, which implies that their magnitude is essentially fixed. Then, in
the absence of additional annihilation processes, these interactions can be efficient only up
to a certain point in depleting dark matter, which corresponds to the observed lower bound
in Ωh2. This lower limit scales roughly as the squared bino mass, which is a consequence
of the fact that, for large enough dark matter masses, ⟨σv⟩ is roughly proportional to the
inverse square of the dark matter mass, a dependence which reflects upon the predicted relic
density. The situation is fairly similar to the scaling of the wino and/or higgsino abundance
as a function of the neutralino mass.
Third, the rather sharp cut-off observed in the red points around a mass of 100 GeV
is simply due to the fact that the vector-like leptons (and, in particular, the heavy electrons)
cannot be lighter than about 100 GeV, because of the experimental constraints on their mass
discussed in section 3.2.2.
So, as anticipated, the neutralino dark matter phenomenology we recover is fairly
similar to the MSSM one. Due to the hypercharge suppression of processes such as the one
depicted in Fig. 3.1, annihilation into vector-like fermions is not as efficient in the LND model
as in the QUE and QDEE ones. It is, hence, not possible to reach bino masses larger than
∼ 200 GeV while imposing all existing experimental constraints and explaining the observed
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dark matter density in the Universe. Although the dark matter annihilation channels might
differ drastically, the accessible masses are at the end comparable to those that would be
obtained in the MSSM. However, as we will see in section 3.4, the existence of the vector-like
(s)fermions can give rise to interesting, novel phenomenological signatures at the LHC and
provide additional handles for collider dark matter searches.
3.3.2 Sneutrino dark matter
As already explained in section 3.1, LND sneutrinos can be a random admixture of the
MSSM (SU(2) doublet) left-handed sneutrinos and the vector-like left- and right-handed
SU(2) doublet or singlet ones. A first finding from our parameter space scan is that, as
expected (cf. e.g. Ref. [106]), mostly doublet-like sneutrino dark matter can be perfectly
compatible with the requirement to reproduce the observed dark matter abundance in the
Universe, but is excluded by direct detection experiments due to the strong coupling to the
Z boson. This is a well-known feature in the MSSM which persists in the LND model. In
order to illustrate it, in the left panel of Fig. 3.3 we show the sneutrino relic abundance as
a function of its mass, highlighting in different colours (red to blue) the increasing doublet
fraction. For simplicity, we ignore scenarios with MSSM-like sneutrinos. We observe that
mostly doublet-like scenarios (blue points) can satisfy the Planck constraint for sneutrino
masses around 600 − 800 GeV, a range which is comparable to the usual MSSM sneutrino
dark matter scenario [106]. These scenarios are, nonetheless, found to be in severe conflict
with direct detection constraints.
In principle, the presence of additional light leptonic doublets could also provide the
necessary contributions to tame down the discrepancy between the measured and predicted
values of the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon, despite the fact that mixing is only
allowed with the third generation of SM fermions [157]. This appealing option turns out to be
strongly disfavoured by cosmology, so that one ends up with a situation similar to the MSSM
one. From now on, we will not analyse further doublet-like sneutrino DM candidates.
Singlet-like scenarios (red points), on the other hand, offer much more freedom both
from the viewpoint of the Planck-allowed sneutrino masses and as far as direct detection
constraints are concerned. The abundance of singlet-like scenarios is determined through
the interplay of several dark matter depletion processes including direct annihilations into
Higgs boson pairs, annihilations through quasi-on-shell s-channel scalars and sfermion ex-
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Figure 3.3: Sneutrino relic abundance as a function of its mass. In the left panel we highlight
in blue the parameter space points for which the lightest sneutrino is dominated by a doublet
component, whereas red points are essentially singlet-like. In the right panel, we indicate
which of the parameter space points are characterised by large (red) or small (blue) mass
splittings between the lightest sneutrino and the NLSP.
change, and co-annihilations. The impact of the latter is in particular illustrated in the
right panel of Fig. 3.3, in which we highlight in different colours (red to blue) scenarios with
decreasing mass splitting between the lightest sneutrino and the next-to-lightest supersym-
metric particle (NLSP) and which indicate increasing co-annihilation contributions. The
observed relic abundance in the Universe can be reproduced for a large range of mass split-
tings, which implies that sneutrinos can be a cosmologically viable option with or without
co-annihilations.
The impact of the DM direct and indirect detection constraints for sneutrino dark
matter on the LND model is shown in Fig. 3.4. In the left panel we present the DM-proton
spin-independent scattering cross section against the sneutrino mass and compare it with
the latest exclusion bounds from The Large Underground Xenon experiment (LUX) [158,
159] (red-dashed line) and XENON1T [160] (black-dashed line and shaded 3σ band). In
order to account for the possibility of sneutrinos comprising only a subleading dark matter
component, the scattering cross section has been rescaled according to the predicted dark
matter abundance for each scenario, which we assume to scale identically to its present-
day local density, an we ignore configurations yielding over-abundant dark matter. In the
right panel we instead show the predicted zero-velocity thermally averaged self-annihilation
cross section and compare it with the latest bounds from the Fermi satellite mission [161]
for different annihilation channels. Although the exact nature of the annihilation products
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Figure 3.4: Direct (left panel) and indirect (right panel) detection constraints on sneutrino
dark matter in the LND model as a function of the dark matter mass. In both cases we
highlight, in darker blue, the parameter space points for which the two-sided Planck constraint
can be satisfied.
may vary substantially, the constraints for hadronic (quarks/gauge bosons) channels tend to
correspond more to the actual constraints on our scenarios. The self-annihilation cross section
has in this case been rescaled by Ω2pred/Ω
2
Planck, again in order to account for the possibility
of under-abundant scenarios. In both panels, the parameter space points satisfying both the
upper and the lower Planck bound are highlighted in darker blue and we omit points for
which dark matter would be over-abundant.
As we can observe from the left panel of Fig. 3.4, the parameter space points for which
Mν̃1 ∼ Mh/2 and which satisfy the relic density constraint lie within a band that exhibits
a rather standard “funnel”-like behaviour. Below this mass value, efficient annihilation of
singlet-like sneutrinos into light SM fermions requires rather large couplings to the Standard
Model particles, especially the Higgs boson, which in turn implies that the corresponding sce-
narios are characterised by relatively large spin-independent scattering cross sections. This
brings them in conflict with the recent LUX and XENON1T constraints, which are only
satisfied if the sneutrinos annihilate through a quasi-resonant Higgs boson in the early Uni-
verse. Once the W -boson mass threshold is crossed, we observe another abrupt drop in σSIp
since for Mν̃1 > MW the sneutrinos can annihilate directly into a pair of W (and, even-
tually, Z) bosons. Still, direct detection constraints exclude most of the parameter space
lying within this band for sneutrino masses roughly up to 200 GeV. For larger masses, the
present-day sensitivity of direct detection experiments is no longer sufficient to exclude these
scenarios.
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Essentially the same structure is observed in the right panel of Fig. 3.4, without
the sudden drop around MW since the total dark matter self-annihilation cross section re-
mains roughly constant in order to satisfy the Planck bounds. Besides, the occasional scat-
tered points that lie outside the main dark blue band correspond to scenarios with large
co-annihilation contributions or to cases in which dark matter annihilates predominantly
into Higgs boson pairs or vector-like leptons. The larger spread of the dark blue points in
the left panel of the figure with respect to the right one is due to the fact that, with the
exception of co-annihilation, indirect detection probes the same processes that determine the
dark matter abundance in the Universe. For instance, if dark matter annihilates predomi-
nantly into Higgs boson pairs, its direct detection prospects are rather modest whereas its
indirect detection perspectives are almost identical to scenarios with a WW final state, since
the final annihilation products are similar and the total thermally averaged self-annihilation
cross section is roughly the canonical one.
The DM detection perspectives of the model are hence good, since most of the param-
eter space that has not yet been excluded by direct or indirect detection lies within a factor
of a few from current bounds. We can expect that at least the most “canonical” scenarios
will be probed with in the next decade or so. However, LND sneutrino dark matter candi-
dates behave rather similarly to usual sneutrino dark matter in the MSSM augmented with a
right-handed neutrino chiral supermultiplet. Most of the features discussed here are present
in this scenario too, with the most important differences coming from the existence of a few
additional annihilation channels (the contribution of which we have, however, found to be
rather modest) and the presence of a handful of additional co-annihilation channels. Both of
these features do not alter the global picture of sneutrino dark matter with respect to more
conventional scenarios. Despite this, we should remind that given the current experimental
constraints, essentially all neutralino dark matter scenarios necessitate a µ parameter that lies
at the TeV scale or above. As it has been pointed out [152, 153, 154], since the µ parameter
is related to the Z-boson mass already at tree-level, this introduces high levels of fine-tuning
pushing the theory towards unnatural territories. In sneutrino dark matter scenarios such as
the one we just studied, the µ parameter is decoupled from the dark matter mass and can
be fixed much closer to the Z-boson mass as required by naturalness. In this respect, the
presence of a second dark matter candidate in the form of the (mostly singlet-like) sneutrino
in the LND model constitutes of an interesting novelty both with respect to the MSSM and
to the QUE and QDEE setups.
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3.4 Prospects at the HL-LHC
The results presented in the previous sections show that there exist LND configurations
compatible with cosmological constraints as well as with flavour, Higgs and low-energy physics
observables. We therefore single out several representative benchmark scenarios to study the
corresponding LHC phenomenology in more depth, and turn our focus on setups featuring
substantial cross sections for vector-like (s)fermion production at the LHC connected to
potential novel LHC signatures worthy of investigation. Even though the LND model has
some semblance with the MSSM, it exhibits differences due to the existence of additional
vector-like leptons and down-type quark. Owing to flavour physics constraints, the vector-
like down quark has to be massive and its coupling to the SM quarks has to be small, which
reduces its corresponding LHC production cross section significantly. Typical LND signals
therefore involve leptonic and often cleaner final states.
We concentrate on vector-like τ ′ production, in which each extra lepton dominantly
decays into a neutral SM-like Higgs-boson h or Z-boson and a tau lepton,
pp→ τ ′ τ̄ ′ → τ τ̄XX with X = h, Z .
After accounting for h and Z-boson decays, this process could give rise to a copious production
of multileptonic events with small SM backgrounds. We analyse the four benchmark points
defined in Table 3.3, that leads to the production of events containing four first and second
generation leptons (e or µ) at the LHC. The tables include the 20 parameters relevant for
collider physics, the most relevant ones being εN,3, kN , κL,3, hN and εE as the considered
signal involves vector-like τ ′ states. The corresponding particle spectra are presented in
Table 3.4.
As soon as all branching ratios are properly included, final states containing four
leptons (e or µ), at least one hadronic tau and no b-tagged jets could yield the largest
signal sensitivity, highlighted in particular by a low associated background. We make use
of MG5 aMC@NLO (version 2.6.1) [144] to generate leading-order hard-scattering events
for both the signal for the four considered benchmarks, and for the different components
of the SM background, for proton-proton collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of 14 TeV.
We generate events for diboson production (including off-shell effects, once accounting for
weak boson leptonic decays), as well as for the subdominant tt̄h, tt̄Z and tt̄WW background
contributions. We have additionally verified that triboson background contributions were
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Table 3.3: Parameters defining our four representative LND benchmark scenarios BP1-
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negligible. In our simulations, we rely on the four-flavour number scheme, making use of
the leading-order set of NNPDF2.3 parton densities [162]. We include taus when enforcing
weak boson leptonic decays, and allow for the presence of up to two extra partons in the
final state. The multipartonic contributions are then merged following the MLM prescrip-
tion [163]. Parton showering and hadronisation are performed within the Pythia8 (version
8.230) framework [164] and we simulate the response of the detector by means of Delphes
3 (version 3.4.1) [165]. We modify slightly the default CMS detector parameterisation that
relies on the FastJet program (version 3.2.1) [166] for jet reconstruction on the basis of
the anti-kT algorithm [167], with a radius parameter set to R = 0.5. Our modifications
imply a tau-tagging efficiency fixed to 60%, for a mistagging rate of a light-jet as a hadronic
tau set to 1% (this configuration matches average performances after the object selection
enforced below). In contrast, we consider standard b-tagging performance as implemented in
the default CMS parameterisation [168].
We define the relevant reconstructed object candidates by imposing transverse mo-
mentum (pT ) and pseudorapidity (η) conditions on the leptons (ℓ = e, µ), hadronic taus (τh)
and light and b-tagged jets (j and b),
pℓT ≥ 10 GeV and |ηℓ| < 2.5 , pτhT ≥ 20 GeV and |ητ | < 2.5 ,
pj,bT ≥ 30 GeV , |ηj| < 4.5 and |ηb| < 2.5 . (3.4.1)
We moreover require lepton isolation by imposing that the total hadronic activity within
a cone of radius ∆R = 0.5 around any electron (muon) is smaller than 12% (25%) of the
lepton pT , and that all reconstructed leptons are separated from each other by an angular
distance, in the transverse plane, of at least R = 0.5. We then preselect events by constraining
the number of reconstructed final-state electrons and muons (N ℓ), hadronic taus (N τh) and
b-tagged jets (N b), to be
N ℓ ≥ 4 , N b = 0 and N τh ≥ 1 . (3.4.2)
We then investigated a large set of observables and found that the most discriminatory ones
are the total transverse activity HT (the scalar sum of the pT of all reconstructed visible
objects), a modified version of the effective mass Meff (the scalar sum of the pT of all jets
and the missing transverse energy /ET ), and the invariant mass M4ℓ of the system made of
the four hardest leptons. The distributions in these variables are shown in Fig. 3.5 for both
the different background contributions and the illustrative BP1 benchmark scenario. Upon
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Figure 3.5: Distributions in the HT , Meff and M4ℓ observables for the BP1 benchmark sce-
nario and the dominant contributions to the SM background, once the preselection cuts of
Eq. (3.4.2) have been imposed. The normalisation is arbitrary.
scrutinising these variables, we select events for which
HT > 250 GeV, Meff > 30 GeV and M4ℓ > 200 GeV.
Whilst further optimisation is possible, these choices allow for a good enough background
rejection in the context of the four considered benchmark selections, as illustrated by the
detailed cutflow charts shown in Table 3.5 for 3 ab−1 of LHC collisions at 14 TeV.
We evaluate the sensitivity of the high-luminosity LHC to our different benchmark
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with S and B being respectively the total number of signal and background events surviving
the selection. Our results assume a 20% systematic uncertainty on the SM background,
σB = 0.2×B. In Table 3.5 we compare the expectation for both 300 fb−1 and 3 ab−1 of LHC
collisions. The discovery prospects are in all cases very promising, so that the presence of
the vector-like leptons offers good handles on LND models. It will, however, be challenging
to conclude about the realisation of the model in nature without getting a grip on the
supersymmetric part of the spectrum with the LHC alone.
This could for instance be achieved by investigating the impact of the searches for
supersymmetry through its monojet and multijet plus missing energy signatures [170, 171,
172, 173]. In all cosmologically-favoured LND setups analysed in section 3.3, such signals
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Table 3.5: Impact of our event selection strategy on the SM background and the four considered
benchmark scenarios. For each cut, we provide the expected number of surviving events
for L = 3 ab−1 of LHC collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of 14 TeV. We also quote
the corresponding significances s and ZA defined in Eq. (3.4), including a 20% systematic
uncertainty on the background. We additionally indicate, in parentheses, the significances for
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arise from the pair production of squarks and/or gluinos. However, the lightest squarks
have generally masses of about 2 TeV or more, so that the corresponding cross sections are
negligibly small, especially after imposing the presence of at least one very hard jet in the
final state. Exceptional scenarios nevertheless exist, in which lighter coloured superpartners
are featured. In this case, the relevant cross sections are of O(1) fb, which is too small to yield
any hope of observing a hint for the signal. We have, in addition, evaluated the cross sections
associated with electroweakino pair production. For all scenarios favoured by cosmological
data, they reach at most 0.1 fb, when the branching-ratio-favoured hadronic final states are
considered. The direct observation of a supersymmetric signal at the LHC will, hence, be
very unlikely. Thankfully, as demonstrated in this work, the presence of vector-like leptons
in the LND model provides additional observational handles which are complementary to
cosmological and astrophysical probes.
Our collider analysis focused on decays into vector-like τ ′ leptons, yielding signals with
four leptons (electrons or muons), one hadronic tau and no b-jets. This constitutes a rather
unique signature that is neither probed by multilepton analyses, which target final states
with three or more leptons but no taus [174], nor by conventional searches for vector-like
leptons, which include either three or more light leptons and no taus, or two light leptons
and a single tau, as in Ref. [175]. Perhaps the closest experimental study to our proposal is
the ATLAS analysis of Ref. [176]. However, the information provided in their Tables 4 and 6
indicate that not a single one of their signal region matches ours. Hopefully, further analyses





Supersymmetry is one of the most attractive theories of physics beyond the SM. It introduces
a viable space-time extension, provides a natural solution to the hierarchy problem, allows for
gauge coupling unification at a single Grand Unified scale, and, last but not least, it predicts
a stable, neutral LSP as a realistic weakly interacting massive particle DM candidate. But
despite the numerous appealing aspects, low-energy SUSY is plagued by one overwhelming
failure: no compelling evidence for it is seen at the LHC. This imposes stringent constraints
on the masses of any supersymmetric coloured particle. Under simplified assumptions, gluino
and first and second generation squark masses of less than 2 TeV are for instance excluded
for a large variety of LSP masses [177, 178, 179]. The absence of any light superpartners so
far hence puts the theory in serious conflict with electroweak naturalness [91, 180]. However,
most searches are based on the minimal supersymmetric scenario whose parameter space
left to explore at the LHC is rapidly shrinking. In addition, the minimal model suffers
from serious fine-tuning problems induced by the discovery of ATLAS [28] and CMS [27]
collaborations of a scalar particle with a mass of 125 GeV and with the expected properties
of a Standard Model Higgs boson. On one hand, it is important to be precise enough in the
measurements of the properties of the new scalar particle in order to confirm its nature as
the SM Higgs boson responsible for EWSB. On the other hand, the Higgs boson mass must
be compatible with the requirements imposed by supersymmetry at the expense of moving
the SUSY scale above TeV energies. This relatively heavy Higgs boson mass imposes indirect
pressures on the supersymmetric spectrum. For instance, there is a strong tension between
LHC measurements and the need for a fine-tuning that can be as large as 300 or more to
accommodate a viable EWSB mechanism in case of heavy higgsinos. It is nonetheless possible
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to get viable scenarios with lighter higgsinos and a less extreme fine-tuning in some corners
of the parameter space [181, 182].
One could assume that supersymmetry does not manifest itself as the MSSM, but
feature instead an extended gauge symmetry. This implies the presence of additional new
particles that could alter the exclusion limits derived in particular from measurements at the
LHC in proton-proton collisions at centre-of-mass energies
√
s of 7, 8 and 13 TeV. Ideally,
the new model would preserve all the attractive features of the MSSM, resolve some of its
outstanding issues, and allow for a parameter space distinct for that of the MSSM in some
regions. One possible source of difference between an extended SUSY model and the MSSM
could be in the viable options for the LSP. In its minimal incarnation, supersymmetry has
one possible dark matter candidate, the neutralino which can be an arbitrary admixture of
binos, winos and higgsinos.
Dark matter searches can play an important role as probes for physics beyond the
SM, especially as providers of indirect information on the spectrum of the models under
investigation. We rely on these observations to investigate the opportunities for natural DM
candidates offered by extended supersymmetric scenarios and to make use of dark matter
data as a testing ground for extended SUSY models. In one of the simplest extensions of
the MSSM, the gauge group is enlarged by an extra U(1)′ symmetry. This model minimally
introduces a new gauge boson, a new singlet Higgs field, and a right-handed neutrino, together
with their superpartners. The right-handed sneutrino can be the LSP and a viable DM
candidate in particular thanks to its interactions with the new gauge boson. This contrasts
with the MSSM where left-handed scalar neutrinos, which do not partake in strong and
electromagnetic interactions, cannot be possible candidates for DM as their interactions
with the Z boson yield too high annihilation cross sections [119]. In addition, the lightest
neutralino, that can also be an acceptable DM candidate, can exhibit novel properties due
to its possible U(1)′ bino component. This would lead to additional annihilation channels
which may imply some dissimilarities with the MSSM neutralino LSP.
The possibility of adding an extra U(1)′ gauge symmetry to the SM is well-motivated in
superstring constructions [183], GUTs [184], models of dynamical symmetry breaking [185],
little Higgs models [186, 187], and setups with large extra dimensions [188]. Extra U(1)′
groups generally arise from the breaking of an SO(10) or E6 symmetry to the SM gauge
symmetry. In supersymmetry, U(1)′ models also offer a solution to the MSSM fine-tuning
issue that is mainly driven by the bilinear µ term of the superpotential. This term is indeed
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simultaneously responsible for the Higgs boson mass and for the higgsino masses. In the
MSSM, higgsinos are expected to be light, of O(100) GeV, while predictions for a Higgs
boson mass of about 125 GeV require supersymmetric masses of O(1) TeV or more. This
raises questions about the nature of the µ parameter. UMSSM suggest a solution to the
so-called µ-problem by the introduction of an effective µeff parameter dynamically generated
by the vev of a new scalar field S responsible for breaking the U(1)′ symmetry [189, 190].
While this resolution of the µ problem is similar to the one provided in the next-to-minimal
supersymmetric standard model (NMSSM) [107], the U(1)′ symmetry additionally prevents
from the appearance of cosmological domain walls [191]. Moreover, extra desirable features
of UMSSM models are the absence of rapid proton decay operators (of dimension four), the
protection of all fields by chirality and supersymmetry from acquiring high-scale masses, con-
sistency with anomaly cancellation, gauge-coupling unification, as well as family universality
that allow us to avoid flavour-changing neutral current constraints [192].
The aim of this article is to present a comprehensive study of all U(1)′ models emerging
from the breaking of an E6 symmetry in contexts where either a scalar neutrino or the lightest
neutralino is the LSP. The former is not a possibility available in the MSSM, and, as we
shall see, not the most natural solution in UMSSM models. There however exists a large
variety of UMSSM realisations where the lightest sneutrino, which contains a dominant right-
handed sneutrino component, is the LSP and where the observed dark matter abundance
can be explained while satisfying other experimental constraints. This contrasts with left-
handed sneutrino LSP scenarios which are excluded, as in the MSSM, by a non-zero sneutrino
hypercharge that leads to a too efficient DM annihilation via a Z-boson exchange in the
early Universe, and thus to a relic abundance lower than the ΩDMh
2 value measured by the
The Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) [193] and Planck [194] satellites. We
explore the UMSSM parameter space consistent with either a sneutrino or a neutralino LSP,
impose constraints from dark matter relic abundance and direct detection experiments, and
then investigate potential signals of the viable scenarios at the LHC. We also address the
compatibility of acceptable setups with measurements of the anomalous magnetic moment of
the muon (g−2)µ. The differences between the two (sneutrino and neutralino LSP) scenarios
are outlined and we especially emphasise the challenges originating from the fact that for
most of the parameter space for which dark matter constraints are satisfied, the expected
LHC signals are not visible, while benchmark setups yielding LHC signals that could be
extracted from the SM background fail to satisfy dark matter constraints.
Whereas previous phenomenological studies in specific UMSSM constructions have
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appeared in Refs. [195, 196, 197, 198, 199, 200, 201, 202, 203, 204, 205], our analysis features
new ingredients. It encompasses all possible U(1)′ symmetries arising from the breaking of an
E6 symmetry, with the goal of determining characteristic signals which discriminate them.
We moreover include all constraints arising from low-energy phenomena, updated results
from the Z ′ boson searches and from Higgs boson signal strength data. More practically, we
first perform a scan of the parameter space and then derive the regions of the parameter space
consistent with a viable sneutrino or neutralino dark matter candidate. We then investigate
the various signals that could arise from dark matter experiments in order to pinpoint possible
genuine differences between the UMSSM realisations.
Our work is organised as follows. We review the properties of the supersymmetric
models featuring an extra U(1) symmetry, or UMSSM models, in section 4.1. We then
explore the corresponding parameter space and determine the regions that exhibit a com-
patibility with the Higgs boson signal strength and low-energy data in section 4.2, imposing
the LSP to be either a sneutrino or a neutralino. We next consider the associated Z ′ boson
phenomenology in section 4.2.3 and the implications for the anomalous magnetic moment of
the muon in section 4.2.4. In section 4.3, we focus on scenarios with a right sneutrino LSP
and analyse the dependence of the DM relic density on the Z ′ boson mass as well as direct
and indirect DM detection experiment signals. In section 4.4, we investigate cases where the
neutralino is the LSP and again put an emphasis on the DM relic density, direct and indirect
detection constraints. We finally discuss the prospects for observing UMSSM scenarios at
colliders in section 4.5.
4.1 UMSSM Models
In this section, we briefly review the theoretical framework of minimal U(1)′-extended super-
symmetric models that has been extensively discussed in Refs. [103, 190, 197]. The presence
of the additional gauge group introduces one extra neutral gauge boson Z ′ of mass MZ′
together with the corresponding gaugino superpartner λZ̃′ . In their simplest incarnations,
UMSSM models also requires the presence of an additional electroweak singlet superfield
S ≡ (s, s̃), charged under the U(1)′ symmetry, that is responsible for the breaking of the
extended symmetry group down to the electroweak group. The model field content moreover
includes two weak doublets of quark (Q ≡ (q, q̃)) and lepton (L ≡ (l, l̃)) chiral supermultiplet
as well as four weak singlets of up-type quark (U ≡ (u, ũ)), down-type quark (D ≡ (d, d̃)),
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Figure 4.1: Variation of the U(1)′ charges of the various UMSSM superfields as a function













are identified by dotted vertical lines.
charged lepton (E ≡ (e, ẽ)) and right neutrino (N ≡ (νR, ν̃R)) chiral supermultiplets. The
Higgs sector contains, in addition to the S singlet, two weak doublets of Higgs supermulti-
plets (Hu ≡ (h̃u, hu) and Hd ≡ (h̃d, hd)), and the gauge sector is similar to the one of the
MSSM except for the U(1)′ field. It thus includes a QCD (G ≡ (g, λG̃)), weak (W ≡ (w, λW̃ ))
and hypercharge (B ≡ (b, λB̃)) gauge supermultiplets.
There are several possibilities for defining the extra U(1)′ symmetry. The most com-
monly used parameterisation emerges from considering a linear combination of the maxi-
mal subgroups U(1)′ψ and U(1)
′
χ resulting from the breaking of a grand unified E6 gauge
group [100],





Introducing a mixing angle θE6 , a general U
′(1) charge operator can be written from the
respective U(1)′ψ and U(1)
′







ψ cos θE6 −Q′χ sin θE6 .
In Fig. 4.1 we present the variation of the U(1)′ charges of the UMSSM quark, lepton and
Higgs superfields as functions of the mixing angle θE6 that will be a key parameter of our









I , and give the corresponding charge and mixing angle
values in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1: U(1)′ charges of the UMSSM quark (Qq, Qd, Qu), lepton (Ql, Qe, Qν) and Higgs
(QHu, QHd, QS) supermultiplets for the anomaly-free abelian group that could arise from the
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The UMSSM superpotential contains usual quarks and lepton Yukawa interactions
and reads, in the presence of a right-handed neutrino superfield N ,
W = Yu U QHu −YdDQHd −YeE LHd +Yν LHuN + λHuHd S , (4.1.1)
where the four Yukawa couplings Yu, Yd, Yl and Yν are 3 × 3 matrices in flavour space
and λ represents the strength of the electroweak Higgs singlet and doublet interactions. All
indices are understood but explicitly suppressed for simplicity. After the breaking of the
U(1)′ symmetry, the scalar component s of the singlet superfield gets a VEV vS and the last
superpotential term of Eq. (4.1.1) induces an effective µ-term with µeff = λvS/
√
2, allowing
for the resolution of the µ-problem inherent to the MSSM [206, 207, 208, 209, 210]. As in





M1λB̃ · λB̃ +M2λW̃ · λW̃ +M ′1λZ̃′ · λZ̃′ +M3λg̃ · λg̃ + h.c.
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and trilinear interactions featuring a structure deduced from the one of the superpoten-
tial,
−LWsoft = Aλ s hu hd − Ad d̃† q̃ hd − Ae ẽ† l̃ hd + Au ũ† d̃ hu + h.c. ,
where the Ai parameters stand for the soft couplings.
After the breaking of the UMSSM gauge symmetry down to electromagnetism, all
neutral components of the scalar Higgs fields get VEVs, ⟨h0u⟩ = vu/
√
2, ⟨h0d⟩ = vd/
√
2
and ⟨s⟩ = vS/
√
2. As a consequence, UMSSM models can easily lead to neutrino masses
that are consistent with neutrino oscillation data through an implementation of a see-saw
mechanism [211, 212, 213, 214]. The exact details depend on the form of the extra U(1)′
symmetry [215], and viable models can be constructed to contain Dirac-type [216] or Ma-
jorana neutrino masses [217]. The symmetry breaking mechanism additionally induces the
mixing of fields carrying the same spin, colour and electric charge quantum numbers, and
the gauge eigenbasis has to be rotated to the physical basis. Contrary to the MSSM where
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the tree-level SM-like Higgs-boson mass is bound by the Z-boson mass MZ so that large
stop masses and/or trilinear At couplings are required for pushing the loop corrections to a
large enough value [218], the singlet field provides new tree-level F -term contributions that
naturally stabilise the SM-like Higgs boson mass Mh to a greater value more easily in agree-
ment with the measured experimental value of 125 GeV [219]. For any further details on the
resulting particle spectrum, we refer to Refs. [189, 190, 198].
The UMSSM Lagrangian introduced above exhibit numerous parameters, in particular
within its soft SUSY-breaking part. To reduce the dimensionality of the parameter space,
we assume that the SUSY-breaking mechanism originates from minimal supergravity so that
unification relations amongst the soft masses can be imposed at the GUT scale where an E6
gauge symmetry is realised. We however deviate from the most minimal model by maintaing
the freedom to choose the details of the lepton and neutrino sector, which guarantees that a
sneutrino could be the LSP. More details are given in the following section.
4.2 Parameter Space Scan and Constraints
4.2.1 Technical setup
We perform a scan of the UMSSM parameter space in order to determine regions in which
either a sneutrino or a neutralino is the LSP and thus a potential dark matter candidate. We
focus on the six anomaly-free UMSSM realisations introduced in the previous section. More
precisely, we generate the particle spectrum by making use of Sarah version 4.6.0 [136] and
SPheno version 3.3.8 [137]. Predictions for the dark matter observables are then achieved
with micrOMEGAs version 4.3.1 [142], and the properties of the Higgs sector are evaluated
with HiggsBounds version 4.3.1 [138] and HiggsSignals version 1.4.0 [139]. The inter-
facing of the various programmes and our numerical analysis have been implemented within
the pySLHA package, version 3.1.1 [146].
We make use of GUT-inspired relations to simplify the size of the parameter space.
The considered set of free parameters is given by




A0, Aλ, Yν , MZ′ and θE6 , (4.2.1)
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Table 4.2: Ranges over which we allow the free parameters of Eq. (4.2.1) to vary.
Parameter Scanned range Parameter Scanned range
M0 [0, 3] TeV µ [−2, 2] TeV
M1/2 [0, 5] TeV Aλ [−7, 7] TeV
A0 [−3, 3] TeV MZ′ [1.98, 5.2] TeV
tan β [0, 60] m2ν̃ [−6.8, 9] TeV2
θE6 [−π, π] m2ẽ,l̃ [0, 1] TeV
2
Table 4.3: Experimental constraints imposed within our scanning procedure in order to
determine the parameter space regions of interest.
Observable Constraints Ref. Observable Constraints Ref.
Mh 125.09± 3 GeV (theo) [27] χ2(µ̂) ≤ 70 -
|αZZ′ | O(10−3) [220] Mg̃ > 1.75 TeV [133]
Mχ02 > 62.4 GeV [120] Mχ03 > 99.9 GeV [120]
Mχ04 > 116 GeV [120] Mχ±i > 103.5 GeV [120]
Mτ̃ > 81 GeV [120] Mẽ > 107 GeV [120]
Mµ̃ > 94 GeV [120] Mt̃ > 900 GeV [134]
BR(B0s → µ+µ−) [1.1, 6.4]× 10−9 [123]
BR(B → τντ )
BRSM(B → τντ )
[0.15, 2.41] [122]
BR(B0 → Xsγ) [2.99, 3.87]× 10−4 [121]
where we have enforced a unification relation at the GUT scale relating the U(1)′, hyper-
charge, weak and QCD gaugino soft masses M ′1 = M1 = M2 = M3 = M1/2 as well as the
hypercharge, weak and U(1)′ gauge couplings g1 = g2 = g
′
√
3/5. Constraining the SUSY
scale to be below 5 TeV, renormalization group evolution implies, at the SUSY scale, that
6M1 ≈ 3M2 ≈ M3. We have moreover required that all squark soft masses and trilinear
couplings respectively unify to common values M0 and A0Yq at the GUT scale, the slepton
and sneutrino masses mẽ, mL̃ and mν̃ being kept independent whereas the leptonic trilinear
coupling Ae is taken vanishing. The neutrino Yukawa matrix is finally fixed to a diagonal
matrix with entries equal to 10−11.
Our parameter space investigation relies on the Metropolis-Hasting sampling method
where the free parameters of Eq. (4.2.1) are allowed to vary in the ranges given in Table 4.2,
the lower bound on the mass of the Z ′ boson being the minimum value allowed for any
choice of the U(1)′ symmetry (and corresponds to the U(1)′η case). This mass has been taken
smaller than the one quoted in the 2016 Particle Data Group review [120] in order to allow
for significant branching fractions for the Z ′ boson decays into a pair of supersymmetric
particles [221]. We have retained scenarios for which the predictions for the observables
listed in Table 4.3 agree with the experimental data. Constraints arising from the Higgs
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sector, namely a theory-experiment agreement for the Higgs boson mass, the gluon and vector
boson fusion Higgs boson production cross-sections, and the Higgs signal strengths, have
been applied by using HiggsBounds and HiggsSignals. This is achieved by evaluating
the Higgs boson production rate in the gluon and vector boson fusion channels with the
SusHi program version 1.5 [140] and by then comparing the predictions to σ(gg → h) =
19.27+1.76−4.44 pb and σ(V V → h) = 1.55+0.058−0.039 pb for a centre-of-mass energy of 8 TeV and
σ(gg → h) = 50.74+4.68−11.6 pb for a centre-of-mass energy of 14 TeV [222]. We next derive a
χ2(µ̂) quantity for each, estimating the deviation from the experimental data, the sum of
which we enforce to be smaller than 70. We have moreover severely restricted any possible
kinetic mixing between the Z and the Z ′ bosons, and required that the associated mixing
angle αZZ′ is of the order of 10
−3. We have additionally verified that predictions for the gluino
mass Mg̃, the neutralino and chargino masses Mχ̃0i and Mχ̃±i , the slepton masses Mẽ, Mµ̃ and
Mτ̃ and the stop mass Mt̃ satisfy the experimental bounds [120]. We have also imposed
constraints arising from B-physics that are related to rare B-meson decays, and checked that
the three branching ratios BR(B0s → µ+µ−), BR(B → τντ ) and BR(B0 → Xsγ) agree with
existing data.
4.2.2 General considerations and phenomenology of the Higgs sec-
tor
In Fig. 4.2 we present the results of our scan. We project the ensemble of accepted scenarios
onto four two-dimensional planes in order to exhibit possible correlations between the U(1)′
mixing angle and the U(1)′ coupling g′ (upper left panel), the superpotential parameter λ
(upper right panel), tan β (lower left panel) and the effective µeff parameter (lower right
panel). We moreover distinguish the classes of scenarios for which the LSP is a sneutrino
(light blue points) and a neutralino (dark blue points).
In the upper left panel of Fig. 4.2, we observe that the g′ coupling is in general
large, which indicates that the U(1)′ interactions must be strong to satisfy all the imposed
constraints. Whereas the value of g′ is maximal in the context of U(1)′ψ models, it is generally
highly dependent on many other parameters so that a large range of values can be probed,
regardless of the precise choice of θE6 . We however observe that θE6 values around ±π/2 do
not offer any option for a phenomenologically viable scenario. This in particular disfavours
the U(1)′S and U(1)
′
χ models, as already suggested by the results of Fig. 4.1 where the U(1)
′
charge of the electroweak singlet approaches zero for θE6 ≈ ±π/2. In this case, the scalar
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Figure 4.2: Distributions in the UMSSM parameter space of the scenarios in agreement with
the constraints imposed on section 4.2.1. Results are projected into the (θE6 , g
′) (upper left
panel), (θE6 , λ) (upper right panel), (θE6 , tan β) (lower left panel) and (θE6 , µeff) planes. The
light and dark blue points respectively represent scenarios in which the lightest sneutrino and
the lightest neutralino is the LSP.
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field s is not sufficient to break the U(1)′ symmetry and one cannot construct any predictable
scenario.
The general features of the Higgs sector are then analysed in the three other panels
of Fig. 4.2. The distribution of the λ parameter as a function of the θE6 angle depicts how
the weak singlet and doublets of Higgs fields mix. This information is also represented in
the lower right panel of the figure where the λ parameter is traded for the effective µeff
parameter to which it is proportional. While all possible values (different enough from zero
and below 0.6 in absolute value) are in principle possible regardless of the mixing angle value,
the anomaly-free U(1)′I model has the particularity to forbid |λ| ≳ 0.3. This stems from the
structure of the U(1)′ charges that are small or vanishing for several supermultiplets and the
lower bound on the Z ′ mass in the scanning procedure that both forbid λ to be too large.
A similar effect being also observed for θE6 ≈ −π/4. The λ parameter must additionally be
sufficiently large, in absolute value, to induce a successful EWSB so that λ values close to
zero are forbidden.
While in general a sneutrino LSP can be obtained for any value of tan β, this turns out
to be easier in the case of U(1)′N models. These are scenarios where the right neutrino super-
multiplet is not charged under the extended gauge symmetry, and right sneutrino masses do
not therefore receive any contribution from the D-terms and mostly arise from the indepen-
dent soft mass terms. As a result, one gets more freedom on tan β that can be consequently
lower. A similar feature, but less pronounced, can be observed for other θE6 values where a
combination of several zero U(1)′ charges leads to the same conclusions.
We further investigate the properties of the Higgs sector in Fig. 4.3 where we present
both the mass difference between the SM-like Higgs boson and the next-to-lightest Higgs
boson, |Mh1 − Mh|, in the left panel of the figure and the dependence of Mh1 on the Z ′-
boson mass in the right panel of the figure. As the singlet VEV drives the Z ′ boson mass,
the second lightest Higgs boson has a mass of at most roughly the Z ′-boson mass and is in
this case singlet-dominated. In the lighter cases, it is mostly a doublet admixture and thus
MSSM-like. There are a few scenarios featuring a sneutrino LSP where the second Higgs
and the Z ′ bosons are almost degenerate, but any hierarchy can however be realised. The
second Higgs boson is however at least 500 GeV heavier than the SM-like Higgs boson, which
originates from the Higgs mixing pattern and the minimum value of the singlet VEV vS (that
stems from the MZ′ lower limit imposed in our scan). Once again, smaller λ values obtained
for the case of the U(1)′I scenario impact the spectrum and Mh1 is in general consequently
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Figure 4.3: Same as in Fig. 4.2 but for projection in the (θE6 , |Mh1 −Mh|) (left panel) and
(θE6 ,MZ′) (right panel) planes.
smaller, the effects driven by the large vS value being tamed by the smaller λ value.
4.2.3 Z ′ phenomenology
Typical Z ′ phenomenology can be dramatically different in the presence of supersymmetry,
in particular due to the existence of new Z ′ decay channels into pairs of SUSY particles. This
is illustrated in Fig. 4.4 where we analyse different options for the Z ′ decays as a function of
the mixing angle θE6 .
Our results show that there is very little hope to be able to use Z ′ decay rates to
differentiate U(1)′ models. Decays into slepton pairs are consistently small, while leptonic
channels, that are also present in non-supersymmetric cases, exhibit branching ratios ranging
from 0 to about 50%. A leptophobic behaviour emerges for specific mixing angles, but these
features can be reproduced for other realisations where a large leptonic Z ′ branching fraction
is as well common. This nevertheless leads to one of the most promising channels to look for a
sign of U(1)′ new physics, by bump hunting in the dilepton mass distribution for LHC events
featuring two opposite-sign final state leptons, provided the branching is large enough. The
same conclusion holds for the dijet decay mode that corresponds to the preferred Z ′ decay
mode, regardless of the value of θE6 . The only limiting factor is, both for the dilepton and
dijet case, the Z ′ mass driving the production cross section and the associated phase space
suppression in the heavy case.
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Figure 4.4: Same as in Fig. 4.2 but for the branching ratios of the Z ′ boson for several decay
channels, namely the Z ′ decays into a pair of jets (upper left), a pair of leptons (upper right),
a pair of sleptons (lower left) and a pair of neutralinos or charginos (lower right).
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In the lower right panel of the figure, we investigate the magnitude of the Z ′ branch-
ing fraction into a pair of neutralinos or charginos. Such decays can often be abundant,
with a branching ratio reaching about 20%, and yield a Z ′ signature made of both leptons
and missing energy. This potentially allows for the distinction of SUSY and non-SUSY
Z ′-bosons.
4.2.4 The anomalous magnetic moment of the muon
Pioneering results from the Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) E821 experiment [223],
their improvements at the Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory (FNAL) E989 experi-
ment [224] and the anticipated results obtained from the Japan Proton Accelerator Research
Complex (J-PARC) E34 experiment [225] have provided a very precise measurement of the
anomalous magnetic moment of the muon (g − 2)µ. The measured value departs by about
3σ from the SM expectation,
aSMµ = 116591828(2)(43)(26)× 10−11 ,
which constitutes a challenge for beyond the SM model building. In the UMSSM framework,
both the presence of the extra gauge boson and a neutral and charged (s)lepton sector in
the presence of a sneutrino or neutralino LSP can have a drastic impact on the anomalous
magnetic moment of the muon via loop-induced contributions. As the LSP is often much
lighter than the Z ′ boson, the corresponding SUSY contributions are expected to be more
important than any additional Z ′ contribution. As in the MSSM, new physics effects on
(g − 2)µ are therefore mostly depending on tan β and the effective µeff parameter, which
determine the higgsino masses and the fermion and sfermion interactions with the higgs(ino)
sector.
For each point of our parameter space scan, we present in the upper panel of Fig. 4.5
the UMSSM contributions to (g−2)µ, that we denote by ∆aµ, and that is expected to fill the
gap between the theoretical predictions and (g−2)µ data. The dependence of ∆aµ on the µeff
parameter is depicted on the left panel of the figure, and we observe that the gap between
the experimental measurement and the theoretical prediction can only be filled for positive
value of µeff . As in the MSSM, this originates from neutralino and slepton loop contributions
that are proportional to µeff , so that a negative µeff value would increase and not decrease the
discrepancy between theory and experiment. Sneutrino LSP scenarios mostly feature a small
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Figure 4.5: UMSSM contributions to the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon, ∆aµ
shown as a function of the effective µeff parameter (upper left) and tan β (upper right). The
light (dark) blue points represent scenarios in which the lightest sneutrino (neutralino) is the
LSP. On the lower panels of the figure, we present the θE6 dependence of ∆aµ and depict by
a colour code the mass of the lightest neutralino for scenarios with a sneutrino (lower left
panel) and with a neutralino (lower right panel) LSP. On all figures, we moreover indicate
by a green, grey and purple band the ∆aµ values for which we get an agreement at the 1σ, 2σ
and 3σ level with the experimental value, respectively.
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µeff value, as already found in Fig. 4.2, which implies that the lightest neutralino is in general
not too heavy. As a consequence, the corresponding contributions to (g − 2)µ are sizable
and theoretical predictions agree better with data (for cases where µeff > 0). This agreement
is in addition facilitated for large tan β values, as shown in the right panel of the figure.
Neutralino LSP scenarios in contrast allow for intermediate µeff values, so that resulting ∆aµ
new physics contributions are not large enough to entirely fill the experiment-theory gap due
to a heavy neutralino mass suppression.
These conclusions are further confirmed by the lower panel of Fig. 4.5 in which we show
the variation of ∆aµ as a function of the U(1)
′ mixing angle θE6 and correlate the results with
the value of the mass of the lightest neutralino for sneutrino LSP scenarios (left panel) and
neutralino LSP scenarios (right panel). We observe that in contrast to the other models, U(1)′I
scenarios are unable to provide an explanation for the (g−2)µ observations. This is connected
to the larger M1/2 mass parameter typical of these scenarios. The contributions from U(1)
′
supersymmetric models to ∆aµ are dominated by slepton-neutralino loop diagrams, and are
maximal for light sleptons. This occurs when the D-terms proportional to Ql in the slepton
mass matrix are zero as in Fig. 4.1, which corresponds to the peaks appearing in the lower
panel graphs of Fig. 4.5.
4.3 Sneutrino Dark Matter
In this section we concentrate on scenarios exhibiting a sneutrino LSP and show that sneutri-
nos are UMSSM viable dark matter candidates, in contrast to the MSSM possibly extended
with right sneutrinos. Unlike in a theory featuring only the SM gauge group, right sneutrinos
can reach, in the UMSSM, thermal equilibrium thanks to their U(1)′ interactions with extra
vector and/or scalar fields. Moreover, the sneutrino pair annihilation cross section is possibly
enhanced by s-channel resonant (or near-resonant) exchanges, and the elastic scattering cross
section of a dark matter particle with a SM parton is suppressed by several orders of mag-
nitude as sneutrino couplings to the SM Z and Higgs bosons are reduced and the would-be
dominant Z ′ exchange is mass-suppressed.
Our thorough investigation of the MSSM parameter space has revealed that, when
allowing the model parameters to be small and run freely, the lightest neutralino naturally
emerges as the LSP. Requiring a sneutrino to be the LSP implies more specific and less
general corners of the parameter space, which is not necessarily an issue as the absence of
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any beyond the SM signal at the LHC could be an indication for a non-natural new physics
setup. We now focus on the dark matter implications for all scanned scenarios exhibiting a




I models, that are the three-anomaly free UMSSM
setups satisfying so far all current constraints, and investigate constraints originating from
the dark matter relic abundance in section 4.3.1 and direct detection and neutrino fluxes in
section 4.3.2.
4.3.1 Relic Density
In order to analyse the constraints that could originate from the relic density on the UMSSM
models, we explicitly choose two possibilities for the Z ′-boson mass, a light Z ′-boson case
with MZ′ = 2 TeV and a heavier Z
′-boson case with MZ′ = 2.5 TeV. Although the former
option is slightly less than the Z ′-boson limits presented in the 2016 Particle Data Group
review [120], we recall that such light extra bosons are allowed in UMSSM scenarios where
Z ′ decays into pairs of supersymmetric particles contribute significantly. Moreover, we use
the results of our scan to enforce the values for other parameters to lead to a viable Higgs
boson mass and a fair agreement with all other experiment constraints. The relic density
contributions stemming from the presence of a Z ′ boson are crucial for models such as the
UMSSM where the field content of the theory includes right sneutrinos that are not sensitive
to the SM gauge interactions. Whilst a full parameter space scan could be in order, the
above procedure allows us to study and understand the impact of specific parameters on the
relic density, and in particular of the effective µeff parameter and the trilinear coupling Aλ,
as in general, sneutrino DM is usually overabundant as a result of an inefficient sneutrino
annihilation mechanism. We use as experimental bounds for the relic density the conservative
range provided from the older WMAP data [226, 227] and including a 20% uncertainty,
ΩDMh
2 = 0.111+0.011−0.015 .
Fixing first MZ′ to 2 TeV, we investigate the dependence of the relic density on the
mass of the lightest sneutrino, after selecting varied choices of Mχ̃01 , µeff and Aλ. In addition,
the tan β, M0 and A0 parameters are modified correspondingly to recover a correct lightest
Higgs boson mass of 125 GeV, and agreement with all the previously discussed experimental
constraints. We consider, in our analysis, three parameter space regions on the basis of the
mass of the lightest neutralino, which is most often the next-to-lightest superpartner (NLSP),
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Figure 4.6: Dependence of the relic density for UMSSM scenarios featuring a right sneutrino
LSP and MZ′ = 2 TeV. We fix µeff to 1 TeV (upper panels) and 1.7 TeV (lower panels),
as well as Aλ to 1 TeV (left panels) and 2 TeV (right panels). In each of the four figures,
the lightest neutralino mass has been respectively fixed to 400 GeV (upper inset), 600 GeV
(middle inset) and 800 GeV (lower inset) and we focus on the the U(1)′ψ (grey), U(1)
′
η (light
blue) and U(1)′I (dark blue) models.
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here taken to be 400 GeV, 600 GeV and 800 GeV respectively. Alongside the neutralino mass,
µeff and Aλ are set to 1 or 1.7 TeV and 1 or 2 TeV respectively, this restricted set of values
being sufficient to investigate the effects on these parameters on the dark matter relic density.
The results are presented in Fig. 4.6.
In the upper right panel of the figure, we set µeff = Aλ = 1 TeV and show that
regardless of the value of the lightest neutralino mass and depending on the class of U(1)′
model, there exist two regimes where the predicted relic density matches the observations.
First, in a region where the sneutrino mass is close to 65 GeV, one can design U(1)′η, U(1)
′
ψ
and U(1)′I UMSSM models where the relic density bounds are satisfied. A correct dark
matter annihilation cross section can be achieved thanks to the enhanced contributions of
Higgs-boson exchange diagrams that proceed in a resonant or near-resonant production mode
(Mν̃1 ≈Mh/2). This configuration, also known as a Higgs funnel configuration, is achievable
for any value of the µeff and Aλ parameters, as shown in the other panels of Fig. 4.6, although
the value of Aλ affects its size. The Higgs funnel region is indeed narrower for larger Aλ values.
While a similar regime could be expected for Mν̃1 ≈ MZ′/2, this latter setup implies very
heavy sneutrinos that are then incompatible with the requirement of a sneutrino being the
LSP.
A second kinematical regime allows for the recovery of a proper relic density, with a
sneutrino mass lying in the [80, 110] GeV window for µeff = Aλ = 1 TeV (upper left panel
of the figure). In this regime, both dark matter annihilation into a pair of Z-bosons and
LSP-NLSP co-annihilations are important, as noticed by the size of the region depending on
the mass of the lightest neutralino. Investigating the other panels of the figure, one observes
that the exact details of this region of the parameter space, as well as its existence, strongly
depend on the values of the µeff and Aλ parameters. The latter indeed directly affect the
nature of the lightest neutralino and the properties of the heavier part of the Higgs sector, h1
exchange contributions being very relevant for a not too heavy next-to-lightest Higgs boson
(see Fig. 4.3).
Z ′-boson exchange contributions play nevertheless a key role in the calculation of the
relic density. For instance, in U(1)′ψ scenarios, the new gauge interactions of the sneutrinos
are relatively weaker (due to the involved U(1)′ charges), the corresponding branching ratio
being three times smaller than for the two other cases. As a result, the existence of the
heavier sneutrino regime itself, in which the relic density constraints are correctly satisfied, is
more challenging. This feature is emphasised on Fig. 4.7 where the Z ′-boson mass is pushed
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Figure 4.7: Same as in Fig. 4.6 but for MZ′ = 2.5 TeV.
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Figure 4.8: Spin independent cross section associated with the scattering of dark matter off
protons (left) and neutrons (right) presented as functions of the dark matter mass. We fix
µeff to 1.7 TeV and Aλ to 2 TeV. In each of the subfigures, the lightest neutralino mass has
been respectively fixed to 400 GeV (upper inset), 600 GeV (middle inset) and 800 GeV (lower
inset) and we focus on the U(1)′ψ (grey), U(1)
′
η (light blue) and U(1)
′
I (dark blue) models.
The band corresponds to the 2σ limits extracted from LUX data [158, 159].
to 2.5 TeV, the other Mχ̃01 , Aλ and µeff parameters being varied as before whereas the tan β,
M0 and A0 parameters are once again adjusted to reproduce all previously considered con-
straints. Although the existence of the Higgs funnel regime is barely affected by the changes,
this regime may be shifted towards lighter sneutrino masses in the [50, 65] GeV regime. In
addition, heavier sneutrino LSP scenarios are more difficult to accommodate, which directly
prevents the heavy sneutrino regime with a consistent relic density from existing, in particular
if the µeff parameter is not large enough.
4.3.2 Constraints from dark matter direct detection and neutrino
fluxes
Direct detection experiments aim to detect DM scattering off nuclear matter and to measure
its properties. While the DM interactions with nuclear matter can be generally classified as
spin-dependent or spin-independent, only the latter is relevant for sneutrino dark matter. We
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Figure 4.9: Exclusion bounds, given as a confidence level, extracted from the neutrino flux
observed in the IceCube experiment and presented as a function of the lightest sneutrino mass.
The UMSSM scenario is fixed as in Fig. 4.8.
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present, in Fig. 4.8, UMSSM predictions for the spin-independent cross section associated
with the scattering the LSP with protons (left panel) and neutrons (right panel), and compare
them with the experimental results from the LUX experiment [158]. We adopt UMSSM
scenarios in which µeff = 1.7 TeV and Aλ = 2 TeV, and the Z
′ mass is fixed to 2.5 TeV. As
in the previous section, the results are given for lightest neutralino masses of 400 GeV (top
inset), 600 GeV (central inset) and 800 GeV (lower inset).
Our results demonstrate the discriminating power of the spin-independent DM-nucleon
scattering cross section as its behaviour as a function of the mass of the sneutrino LSP highly
depends on the U(1)′ model. For a given LSP mass, cross section values obtained in U(1)′I
models are one order of magnitude larger than for the two other classes of models, U(1)′η cross
sections increasing in addition with the sneutrino mass. The results of the LUX experiment
introduce strong constraints on wide regions of the parameter space, and our specific µeff and
Aλ choice are typical from the parameter space region in which both the relic density and the
direct detection constraints can be easily accommodated. This however introduces tensions
with the parameter space regions favoured by the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon
results (see section 4.2.4), and only the Higgs funnel region in which the sneutrino mass is
half of the Higgs-boson mass survives too all constraints.
While U(1)′I models are clearly disfavoured by direct detection data, U(1)
′
ψ scenarios
cannot feature a viable light sneutrino DM, whilst U(1)′η setups in contrast prefer light
LSP configurations with a sneutrino mass of about 60 GeV to 100 GeV depending on the
neutralino mass. These results stem from the interaction of the lightest sneutrino with the Z,
Z ′ and Higgs bosons. As the lightest sneutrino only very weakly couples to the SM sector, the
scattering cross section mostly depends on the vectorial couplings of the LSP and of the SM
quarks to the Z ′-boson. These quark vectorial couplings being vanishing in the U(1)′ψ model,
the resulting cross section is largely suppressed and those scenarios can survive more easily
to LUX data. The neutron cross section, being larger as expected [198], however drastically
reduces the size of the allowed region of the parameter space and future improvements in
direct detection experiments may directly challenge the studied UMSSM setups.
Recent observations of ultra-high energy neutrino events at the IceCube experiment [228]
indicate a possible deficit in the amount of observed muon tracks, which is known as the muon
deficit problem, and an apparent energy gap in the three-year high energy neutrino data. This
challenges any explanation based on atmospheric neutrinos, and suggests an extra-terrestrial
origin that could involve dark matter. Data being however consistent with the SM expecta-
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Figure 4.10: DM relic density obtained for UMSSM scenarios featuring a neutralino LSP,
presented as a function of the LSP mass and the U(1)′ mixing angle (upper left panel), the
neutralino bino component (upper right panel), the µeff parameter (lower left panel) and the
mass difference between the LSP and the NLSP (lower right panel).
tion, this may introduce extra constraints when DM model building is at stake. We present,
in Fig. 4.9, the corresponding exclusion as obtained in the UMSSM setup considered in this
section with the help of micrOMEGAs. This shows that even if genuine differences amongst
the three considered U(1)′ options once again appear, in particular for large sneutrino masses,
all results are consistent with the SM to a good extent.
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4.4 Neutralino dark matter
As shown in the above sections, the LSP can naturally be the lightest neutralino, that consists
in UMSSM scenarios of an admixture of λB̃, λW̃ and λZ̃′ gauginos, as well as of higgsinos.
Whether the LSP in a particular setup is able to yield the right relic abundance depends
crucially on its composition. For a bino-dominated or a bino′-dominated neutralino, the
LSP is a gauge singlet and it annihilates mainly through sfermion t-channel exchanges. As
sfermions are heavy, the annihilation mechanism is often inefficient so that accommodating
the observed relic density is difficult, unless one strongly relies on co-annihilations. The relic
density can be more easily reproduced when the lightest neutralino is of a higgsino or wino
nature, or a mixed state. If the LSP is higgsino-like, its mass is driven by the µeff parameter,
as is the mass of the lightest chargino and of the next-to-lightest neutralino. These three
particles being almost degenerate, annihilations and co-annihilations easily occur so that DM
could be underabundant if the LSP is too light [229]. In our setup the wino-like LSP is in
contrast impossible to be realised due to the GUT relations that we have imposed in our
scanning procedure.
Unlike for sneutrinos, the neutralino LSP mass is mainly determined by the M1/2 and
the µeff parameters that also affect all the particle masses of the model. The LSP mass
cannot be consequently varied independently of the rest of the spectrum, making an analysis
based on specific benchmark configurations less straightforward than in the sneutrino LSP
case. We therefore base our study on the results of our parameter space scan where all the
constraints described in section 4.2.1 are imposed. Our results are given in Fig. 4.10 where we
present the dependence of the DM relic density on the LSP mass. We correlate our findings
with the value of the U(1)′ mixing angle θE6 (upper left panel), the magnitude of the LSP
bino component (upper right panel), the value of the µeff parameter (lower left panel) and
the mass difference between the LSP and the NLSP (lower right panel). Accommodating the
correct relic density yields a LSP mass of at least 300 GeV, which contrasts with sneutrino
LSP scenarios where the mass of the latter is smaller. As expected, the lightest neutralino
is mostly bino-like, and a higgsino component is only allowed for heavier LSP setups so that
the co-annihilation rate turns out to be tamed. Viable DM scenarios also feature a small
µeff parameter lying in the [−400, 400] GeV mass window, which allows the next-to-lightest
neutralino to be higgsino-like and not too heavy, as emphasised in the lower right panel of
the figure as it is often the NLSP. Co-annihilations are hence under good control, which
guarantees a relic density in agreement with the observations. Our results also show that
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small differences are present for the different U(1)′ scenarios under consideration, the LSP
mass being only in general slightly larger for U(1)′I models.
In Fig. 4.11, we include constraints that arise from DM direct detection experiments
and correlate the proton-DM (upper left panel) and neutron-DM (upper right panel) spin-
independent scattering cross section with the predicted relic density, including in addition
information on the LSP mass for each point. This shows, together with the results of the
lower right panel of the figure, that regardless of the LSP mass, there are always scenarios
for which both the relic density and the direct detection constraints can be satisfied. We
finally correlate, in the lower left panel of the figure, the relic density and the confidence level
exclusion that can be obtained from the IceCube results on the neutrino flux. We observe
that contrary to the sneutrino LSP case, here neutrino flux results play a role in constraining
the UMSSM parameter space.
4.5 Collider signals
New physics models featuring a dark matter candidate can in general be equally tested with
cosmology and collider probes and extra pieces of information can be obtained when both
sources of constraints are considered in complementarily [230]. In the previous sections, we
have discussed the DM phenomenology of UMSSM realisations in which the LSP is either the
lightest sneutrino or the lightest neutralino, with the hope of getting handles allowing for the
distinction of the gauge group structure. In this section, we focus on the potential searches
that could be performed at the LHC, in particular when a part of the particle spectrum is
light and when the high-luminosity LHC run is considered. To determine the signals to be
searched for, we focus on a set of promising benchmarks obtained from our scan results for
which all constraints are satisfied. This in particular concerns scenarios featuring a light
sneutrino LSP. In order to evaluate the fiducial cross sections associated with various sig-
nals, we export the UMSSM to the UFO format [145] and make use of the MG5 aMC@NLO
framework version 2.4.3 [144] to simulate hard-scattering LHC collisions. The QCD envi-
ronment characteristic of hadronic collisions is simulated by means of the Pythia 8 program
version 8.2.19 [231] and we rely on the Delphes 3 package version 3.3.2 [165] for the mod-
elling of the response of a typical LHC detector. The resulting detector-level events are
reconstructed by using the anti-kT jet algorithm [167] as embedded in the FastJet library
version 3.1.3 [166], and the reconstructed events are analysed within the MadAnalysis 5
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Figure 4.11: Constraints on the UMSSM parameter space region in which the LSP is a
neutralino that originate from DM direct detection. We present the dependence of the relic
density on the neutralino mass and on the resulting spin-independent dark matter scattering
cross section with protons (upper left panel) and neutrons (upper right panel) and on the
possible exclusion that could be obtained from IceCube results (lower left panel). We also show
the dependence of the spin-independent DM-proton scattering cross section on the neutralino
mass, including the bound stemming from the LUX experiment (lower right panel).
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framework version 1.4.18 [232].
The best studied DM signatures at the LHC consist of the mono-X probes for which
a certain amount of missing transverse energy (carried by one or more DM particles) is
produced in association with a single energetic visible SM object. As in the case of other
models, monojet signals are thought as the most promising due to the relative magnitude of
the strong coupling with respect to the other gauge couplings. The corresponding rates are
however very reduced in the case of a sneutrino LSP, in particular once one imposes a typical
monojet selection that requires the presence of a jet with a large transverse momentum
and a veto on final state leptons. Additionally, dark matter can also be produced together
with an electroweak vector boson or a Z ′ boson radiated off the initial state. While the
corresponding production cross section is expected to be smaller than the monojet one, the
final state offers more freedom to reject the background and is thus worthy to be searched
for. Moreover, if as in the UMSSM case, DM particles strongly couple to SM or extra
gauge bosons, mono-vector boson production may be the dominant channel yielding DM
production at the LHC. However, once all the constraints considered in the previous section
are imposed, the remaining regions of the parameter space correspond to cross sections that
are either negligible or too small relatively to the background cross sections.
Another way to probe phenomenologically viable UMSSM scenarios is to focus on
sfermion pair production, and in particular on the production of the lighter third generation
sfermions. The considered UMSSM scenarios feature heavy stops and sbottoms, so that
third generation squark pair-production could be in principle easily tagged thanks to the
subsequent presence of very hard final state objects. However, the associated production total
rates are of the order of at most 1 fb. This makes any new physics contribution impossible to
observe relative to the overwhelming SM background, even if advanced analysis techniques
relying on the shape of the differential distributions are used. Moving on with the slepton
sector, stau pair production is not expected to offer any extra handle on UMSSM-induced
new physics, as the related rates are suppressed due to the electroweak nature of the process.
The possible enhancement arising from the Z ′ contributions is in addition reduced given the
low Z ′-bosons branching ratios into sleptons (see Fig. 4.4).
Finally, we have studied chargino and neutralino pair-production, and in particular
the associated production of one chargino and one neutralino that could be enhanced when
the effective µeff parameter is small [233]. The subsequent associated signatures can contain
one, two or more than two leptons, jets and missing energy. Fiducial cross sections of the
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order of the fb are obtained, which are nonetheless too small to be distinguished from the
SM background even after relying on a judicious selection strategy.
The challenges of observing viable UMSSM models at colliders are not unique, and
it turns out that scenarios that are in principle observable at colliders are disfavoured by
cosmology, and that scenarios in agreement with cosmological and astrophysical data are out
of reach of any present collider.
Chapter 5
Loopholes in Z ′ searches at the LHC:
exploring supersymmetric and
leptophobic scenarios
Although the discovery of the Higgs boson at the LHC has allowed for the completion of the
particle spectrum of the Standard Model (SM), the issue of its extension still stands. Despite
the experimental success in predicting most data observed so far, the SM indeed exhibits
several limitations and shortcomings that motivate the study of beyond the Standard Model
theories. Among those, supersymmetry, and in particular its minimal incarnation known as
the MSSM, is one of the most appealing options. Unifying internal and external symmetries,
supersymmetry provides a natural solution to the long-standing hierarchy problem, allows
for gauge-coupling unification at high energies and predicts a stable particle that could ad-
dress the problematics of Dark Matter. Despite these numerous motivations, no compelling
evidence for supersymmetry has been found and the MSSM starts to be heavily constrained.
Moreover, the MSSM suffers from severe fine-tuning issues related to the discovery of a SM-
like Higgs boson, as well as the lack of any satisfactory explanation for the magnitude of the
supersymmetric bilinear Higgs mass parameter µ that must unnaturally be of the order of
the electroweak symmetry breaking scale.
As a consequence, arguments have been raised in favor of extending the MSSM super-
field content by at least one singlet chiral superfield. Its scalar component can induce both
supersymmetry breaking and dynamical generation of the µ term by getting a non-vanishing
vacuum expectation value at the minimum of the scalar potential [206, 207, 208, 209, 210].
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Such singlet superfields also appear under supersymmetric scenarios where the Standard
Model gauge group is extended, the scalar singlet yielding the breaking of the additional
gauge symmetry [189, 190]. This setup is furthermore motivated in a grand-unified scheme
where a restricted set of high-dimensional representations are used to encompass all MSSM
supermultiplets, and where all gauge couplings unify. In this context, the necessity of us-
ing representations of the unified gauge group automatically leads to the introduction of
right-handed neutrino superfields, which consequently provides a solution for neutrino-mass
generation, as well as vector-like fermions.
Among all GUTs, those based on gauge groups of rank 6, named E6, have been ex-
tensively discussed as interesting possibilities [197, 190, 100]. In particular, the breaking
pattern of E6 to the electroweak symmetry results in the appearance of extra U(1)
′ symme-
tries. From a bottom-up perspective, extending the MSSM with the introduction of an extra
U(1)′ gauge group has numerous advantages, namely forbidding a too rapid proton decay
without introducing an ad hoc discrete R-parity symmetry and making all field masses stable
with respect to quantum corrections. Moreover, it is always possible to choose the U(1)′ field
charges to ensure anomaly cancellation and gauge-coupling unification. Besides, the U(1)′
models do not suffer from the presence of cosmological domain walls, unlike theories like the
Next-to-Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model [191, 107].
While the spectrum of UMSSM models is altered from that of the MSSM, the most
secure prediction emerging from the extended gauge symmetry consists of the existence of a
novel neutral Z ′ boson, like in non-supersymmetric U(1)′ extensions of the SM. This makes
the Z ′ boson a prime target for the LHC physics program, as the proof of its existence
would constitute a promising indicator of a more general gauge structure. Any gauge group
of rank greater than four (any group larger than SU(5)) indeed leads to the appearance of
at least one extra neutral gauge boson. All current Z ′ analyses at the LHC are however
guided by non-supersymmetric considerations in which the Z ′ boson only decays into SM
particles [234, 235, 236, 237, 238]. Besides E6-inspired Z
′, the experimental collaborations
have also explored the so-called Sequential Standard Model (SSM), the simplest extension
of the Standard Model, wherein Z ′ and possible W ′ bosons have the same couplings to
fermions as the Z and W . This model is not theoretically motivated, but it is often used as
a benchmark for the analyses, since the production cross section in the SSM just depends on
the extra boson masses.
Along these lines, the ATLAS and CMS collaborations have searched for Z ′ bosons by
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investigating dilepton and dijet final states. In detail, by using high-mass dilepton data at
13 TeV, the ATLAS collaboration [239] set the mass exclusion limits MZ′ > 4.5 TeV in the
SSM and MZ′ > 3.8-4.1 TeV in U(1)
′ models, whereas CMS obtained MZ′ > 4.0 TeV (SSM)
and MZ′ > 3.5 TeV (GUT-inspired models) [240]. For dijets, the limits are much milder and
read MZ′ > 2.1-2.9 TeV (ATLAS) [241] and MZ′ > 2.7 TeV (CMS) [242]
1.
In a UMSSM framework, the inclusion of the supersymmetric decay modes of the Z ′
bosons may nonetheless change these conclusions [245, 246, 247, 201, 200, 2]. Above all, the
opening of new decay channels lowers the branching ratios into SM final states and therefore
the Z ′ mass exclusion limits. In fact, Ref. [221] found an impact of about 200 GeV on the
mass exclusion limits by comparing the 8 TeV ATLAS and CMS data on high-mass dileptons
with UMSSM predictions for a benchmark point of the parameter space. Furthermore, in
the UMSSM, a leptophobic Z ′ can yield the production of dilepton final states only through
cascade decays into intermediate electroweakinos, which contrasts with the leptophobic non-
supersymmetric case where this is simply not allowed [248]. The bounds on the Z ′-boson
mass and production cross section derived from the above-mentioned searches should then
be revisited when more general theoretical contexts like the UMSSM or leptophobia are
considered.
On different grounds, the hadronic environment at the LHC is so complex that new
physics searches always rely on some simplifying assumptions in the form of the potential
signals. For instance, most supersymmetry searches have been designed from the idea on
how the MSSM could manifest itself in a typical LHC detector: they may hence be not
suitable for given non-minimal supersymmetric realizations. In the UMSSM framework,
which we focus on in this work, we consider Z ′-boson signals that can potentially differ from
the non-supersymmetric case. We restrict our analysis to leptonic Z ′ decay modes that are
easier to explore, even if the expected signals are plagued by larger SM backgrounds. We
additionally focus on UMSSM realizations in which the Z ′ boson is leptophobic, but where
it could give rise to leptonic signatures via supersymmetric cascade decays into leptons and
missing energy. This therefore offers an alternative opportunity to find both an extra gauge
boson and supersymmetry from the study of the decays of a resonantly-produced colorless
particle. This is one of the scenarios that we wish to investigate in this work, after imposing
the most up-to-date constraints on the model. We hence aim at providing a clear roadmap
for the discovery of unconventional leptophobic Z ′ bosons, such as those that could arise in
1It is important to note that these limits are recently updated. See ref. [243] for dijet resonances at 137
fb−1 and ref. [244] for dilepton resonances at 139 fb−1.
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Table 5.1: Mixing angle θE6 for the most popular U(1)
′ models. The value of θE6 is imposed












θE6 −0.5π 0 −0.79π −0.37π 0.71π −0.08π
Table 5.2: U(1)′ charges of the UMSSM quark (Q, D, U), lepton (L, E, N) and Higgs (Hu,
Hd, S) supermultiplets for commonly studied anomaly-free U(1)
′ groups that arise from the
























Q,U,E -1 1 -2 -1/2 0 1
L,D 3 1 1 4 -1 2
N -5 1 -5 -5 1 0
Hu 2 -2 4 1 0 2
Hd -2 -2 1 -7/2 1 -3
S 0 4 -5 5/2 -1 5
UMSSM scenarios and that escape detection when only considering standard LHC searches
for extra gauge bosons.
Our work is organized as follows. In section 5.1, we briefly introduce U(1)′ supersym-
metric models as when the gauge symmetry is designed as emerging from the breaking of an
extended E6 symmetry at the grand unification scale. We pay particular attention to the
mass, mixing patterns and interactions of the extra neutral gauge boson and show under what
conditions it could be made leptophobic. We finally set up the parameter-space region to be
scanned over and proceed to its exploration in section 5.2, focusing on two different way to
impose boundary conditions. In section 5.3, we concentrate on scenarios where the Z ′ boson
does not directly decay into leptons and study its phenomenology at colliders, highlighting
a preferred selection strategy that could lead to its discovery.
5.1 Z ′ bosons in U(1)′ supersymmetric models
5.1.1 Theoretical framework
There are different ways to implement a U(1)′ extension in the MSSM: one of the most
commonly used parameterizations is inspired by grand-unified models, based on a rank-6
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group E6, where the symmetry-breaking scheme proceeds via multiple steps,
E6 → SO(10)⊗ U(1)ψ → SU(5)⊗ U(1)χ ⊗ U(1)ψ
→ SU(3)C ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y ⊗ U(1)′ .
(5.1.1)
The U(1)′ symmetry that survives at the electroweak scale is taken as a linear combi-
nation of U(1)χ and U(1)ψ,
U(1)′ = cos θE6U(1)ψ − sin θE6U(1)χ , (5.1.2)
where we have introduced the E6 mixing angle θE6 . The neutral vector bosons associated




χ bosons, while a generic Z
′
is given by the mixing of these Z ′ψ and Z
′
χ states, as in Eq. (5.1.2).
Different U(1)′ models can be classified according to the sole value of the θE6 mixing
angle, and the charges Q′ of the supermultiplets are fixed to ensure the theory to be anomaly-
free. Six popular setups are summarized in Table 5.1, with the corresponding Q′ charges
listed in Table 5.2. In the notations of this last table, Q and L denote the left-handed weak
doublets of quark and lepton fields, Hu and Hd the two weak doublets of Higgs fields, U
and D the right-handed weak singlets of up-type and down-type quarks, E and N the right-
handed weak singlets of charged leptons and neutrinos, and S a scalar singlet. In the case of
supersymmetric extensions of the Standard Model, such as the MSSM, all fields in Table 5.2
must actually be understood as superfields containing also the supersymmetric partners of
the fermions and Higgs bosons. In principle, the matter sector of E6 should also feature
vector-like exotic (s)quarks QD and Q̄D which have the same U(1)
′ charges as the Hu and Hd
fields, respectively [197]. In the following, we assume that these exotic states are too heavy
to be relevant at LHC energies and neglect them in our phenomenological analysis2.
The Higgs supermultiplet content (Hu, Hd and S) is large enough to allow both for
the breaking of U(1)′ via the scalar singlet field s, and of the electroweak symmetry through
the neutral components of the scalar Higgs doublets hu and hd. All electrically-neutral Higgs
fields indeed get non-vanishing vacuum expectation values at the minimum of the potential
and carry non-trivial U(1)′ charges.
2Due to the requirement of the SU(3)c − SU(3)c −U(1)′ anomaly cancellation, these exotic quarks have
weak isospin quantum numbers allowing for a superpotential interaction term involving ordinary quarks and
inducing rapid proton decay. Their mass must thus be comparable to the GUT scale to prevent the proton
from decaying too quickly [197].
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In the grand–unified framework, the field content is organized into vector representa-
tions (27) of the E6 group; the latter further branches as 27 = 16⊕10⊕1 into the irreducible
representations of the SO(10) subgroup that arises at the first step of the E6 breaking scheme
of Eq. (5.1.1). In the conventional field assignment, the representation 16 contains the left-
handed quark and lepton supermultiplets (Q and L), as well as the right-handed quarks and
leptons (U , D, E and N), while the Higgs fields (Hu and Hd) and the exotic quarks QD and
Q̄D are in the representation 10. An alternative framework consists of having instead Hu and
Q̄D lying in the 16 and L and D in the 10 representation. According to whether one chooses
the standard or unconventional assignment, the phenomenology of the Z ′ boson may be dif-
ferent. In the following, we shall adopt the standard SO(10) representation choices, with the
exotic quarks lying in the 10 representation. Nevertheless, the unconventional scenario can
be easily recovered by redefining θE6 → θE6 + arctan
√
15 in Eq. (5.1.2) [249].
In principle, the Higgs fields in the 27 representation of E6 should occur in three
generations. However, as discussed in Refs. [183, 250, 251], it is always possible to perform
a unitary transformation to a basis where only one generation of Higgs bosons gets a non-
vanishing vacuum expectation value. The scalars with zero vacuum expectation values were
called ‘unHiggs’ in Refs. [183, 250]. Through our analysis, we shall neglect the two genera-
tions of such states and focus on the ‘true’ Higgs bosons, which exhibit a non-zero vacuum
expectation values and are denoted by Hu and Hd.
The 16 representation of SO(10) is then decomposed in terms of those of SU(5) as
16 = 10⊕5⊕1. The 10 representation of SU(5) is suitable to include right-handed up-type
quark and charged-lepton supermultiplets, together with the weak doublets of left-handed
quarks, whereas the 5 representation contains right-handed down quarks and left-handed
lepton supermultiplets; the 1 representation includes right-handed (s)neutrinos [252]. The
UMSSM superpotential is thus given, all flavor indices being omitted for clarity, by:
WUMSSM = U YuQHu −DYdQHd − EYe LHd +N Yν LHu + λHuHd S .
The Yukawa interactions are encoded in a set of four 3× 3 matrices in flavor space, Yu, Yd,
Yl and Yν , and the strength of the supersymmetric Higgs self-interactions is described by the
λ parameter. After the breaking of the U(1)′ symmetry, this λ-term induces the dynamical
generation of an effective µ-term (denoted µeff in the following) that allows for the resolution
of the so-called MSSM µ-problem3. As supersymmetry has to be softly broken, we introduce
3µeff is related to λ and to the vacuum expectation value of the scalar singlet s via µeff = λ⟨s⟩.
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2 −m2q̃ q̃†q̃ −m2d̃d̃
†d̃−m2ũũ†ũ−m2l̃ l̃
†l̃ −m2ẽẽ†ẽ−m2ν̃ ν̃†ν̃ ,
where the U(1)Y , U(1)
′, SU(2)L and SU(3)c gaugino Weyl fermions are denoted by λB̃, λB̃′ ,
λW̃ and λg̃, respectively, and where hd, hu, s, q̃, d̃
†, ũ†, l̃, ẽ† and ν̃† are the scalar components
of the Hd, Hu, S, Q, D, U , L, E and N superfields. The set of Mi and mi parameters
moreover denote the soft gaugino and scalar mass parameters, respectively.
Additional soft terms, related to trilinear scalar interactions, are also present and can
be derived from the structure of the superpotential,
L(tril.)soft = −Aλ s hu hd + d̃†Ad q̃ hd + ẽ†Ae l̃ hd − ũ†Au q̃ hu − ν̃†Aν l̃ hu + h.c. ,
where the Ae, Aν , Ad and Au 3 × 3 matrices stand for the strengths of the soft Higgs-
boson interactions with charged sleptons, sneutrinos, down-type squarks and up-type squarks,
respectively. The Aλ parameter is finally related to the trilinear soft multi Higgs-boson
coupling.
In order to calculate the sfermion masses, one would need to set up an explicit frame-
work for supersymmetry breaking, such as a gauge-, gravity- or anomaly-mediated mecha-
nisms, which goes beyond the goals of the present paper. We only recall that supersymmetry
can be spontaneously broken if the so-called D-term and/or F -term in the scalar potential
have non-zero vacuum expectation values. The F -terms are proportional to the SM parti-
cle masses, and are therefore important only for stop quarks, whereas D-terms are relevant
for both light and heavy sfermions and contain contributions due to electroweak symmetry
breaking and, in case of extension of the MSSM, to the Higgs bosons which break the ex-
tended symmetry [245, 201, 200]. Hereafter, we account for F - and D-term corrections to the
sfermion masses, but do not present their explicit expressions, for the sake of brevity.
After the spontaneous breaking of the symmetry group down to electromagnetism,
the W , Z and Z ′ bosons get massive and the photon stays massless. In general, for a U(1)′
extension of the SM, there is mixing between the Z and Z ′ eigenstates, parameterized by a
mixing angle αZZ′ . However, electroweak precision data strongly constrain αZZ′ to be very
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where h0d and h
0
u stand for the neutral components of the down-type and up-type Higgs fields
hd and hu and g1, g2 and g
′ are the coupling constants of the U(1)Y , SU(2)L and U(1)
′
gauge groups, respectively. As discussed, e.g., in Ref. [197], whenever the singlet s has a
large vacuum expectation value (which contributes only to the Z ′ mass), as will be the case
hereafter, M2Z ≪M2Z′ .
In the Higgs sector, as discussed above, one should deal with three generations of Higgs
fields, although, in our chosen basis, only one generation (the so-called ‘true’ Higgs bosons)
exhibits non-zero vacuum expectation values. Mass mixing matrices and mass eigenstates
of the two generations of Higgs bosons with zero vacuum expectation values are thoroughly
debated in [250]. In principle, because of the presence of these other states, one should
impose further constraints on our scenario coming, e.g., from the current measurements of
the (SM-like) neutral-Higgs production cross section and branching ratios, as well as from
the exclusion limits on charged-Higgs bosons. In our work, however, such extra Higgs states
and related constraints will be neglected.
In fact, after electroweak symmetry breaking, for each generation of Higgs fields, one
is left with two charged and four neutral scalar bosons, namely one pseudoscalar and three
neutral scalars, including a novel singlet-like scalar Higgs, inherited by the U(1)′ symmetry.
In the following, we shall account for only one generation of Higgs bosons and denote by H±
the charged bosons, h and H the MSSM-like neutral scalars, with h roughly corresponding
to the Standard Model Higgs, A the pseudoscalar and H ′ the extra scalar associated with
the U(1)′ gauge group.
As discussed, e.g., in Ref. [183], for ⟨s⟩ much larger than ⟨h0u⟩ and ⟨h0d⟩, diagonalizing
the neutral Higgs mass matrix is straightforward and the singlet-like H ′ has mass M2H′ ≃
g′2Q′S
2⟨s⟩2, hence it is roughly degenerate with the Z ′, according to Eq. (5.1.3). The other
neutral Higgs H has instead approximately the same mass as the pseudoscalar A and as the
charged H±: as a result, the heaviest scalar Higgs of the spectrum could be either H or H ′,
depending on whether the Z ′ is lighter or heavier than A.
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In the gaugino sector, with respect to the MSSM, one has two extra neutralinos, related
to the supersymmetric partners of Z ′ and H ′ bosons, which yields a total of six χ̃01, . . . , χ̃
0
6
neutralino states. As discussed in Ref. [200], the new χ̃05 and χ̃
0
6 eigenstates are often too
heavy to contribute to the Z ′ phenomenology at the LHC. As the new Z ′ is electrically
neutral, the chargino sector stays instead unchanged with respect to the MSSM.
On top of mass mixings, both U(1)Y and U(1)
′ bosons are allowed to mix kineti-








Ẑ ′µνẐ ′µν −
sinχ
2
B̂µνẐ ′µν , (5.1.3)
where B̂µν and Ẑ
′
µν are the U(1)Y and U(1)
′ boson field strength tensors, respectively, and χ
is the kinetic mixing angle. In order to understand the physical implications of the kinetic















where B̂µ and Z
′
µ are the original U(1) and U(1)
′ gauge fields, with non-diagonal kinetic terms,
while Bµ and Z
′
µ have now canonical diagonal kinetic terms. As discussed in Refs. [254, 197],
for M2Z ≪ M2Z′ and small values of χ, the impact of the kinetic mixing on the gauge boson
masses is negligible. It nonetheless can have a significant effect on the coupling of the Z ′
boson with fermions. In fact, the interaction Lagrangian of the fields B̂µ and Ẑ
′
µ with a generic
fermion ψi, with charges Yi and Q
′
i under the U(1) and U(1)
′ groups, is given by
Lint = −ψ̄iγµ(g1YiB̂µ + g′Q′iẐ ′µ)ψi ,
which can then be rewritten in terms of Bµ and Z
′
µ as








Leptophobic scenarios can hence be obtained requiring Q̄L = Q̄E = 0 [255, 256, 204]. Since
YL = −1/2 and YE = 1, Eq. (5.1.4) dictates that leptophobia can be achieved only if
Q′E = −2Q′L: this relation between the doublet and singlet leptonic charges is typical for the
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Table 5.3: Ranges over which we allow the parameters in Eq. (5.1.6) and Eq. (5.1.7) to vary.
As discussed in the text, for coupling unification at GUT scale, only the quantities in the top
panel are varied.
Parameter Scanned range Parameter Scanned range
M0 [0, 3] TeV µeff [−2, 2] TeV
M1/2 [0, 5] TeV Aλ [−7, 7] TeV
A0 [−3, 3] TeV MZ′ [1.98, 5.2] TeV
tan β [0, 60] θE6 [−π, π]
Parameter Scanned range Parameter Scanned range
m2
q̃,ũ,d̃
[0, 16] TeV2 M1,2,3,4 [0, 3] TeV
m2
ẽ,l̃
[0, 1] TeV2 m2ν̃ [−6.8, 9] TeV2
U(1)′η configuration, as shown in Table 5.2. Furthermore, if one assumes, as will be done




3/5, then leptophobia requires the additional condition sinχ ≈ −0.3.
As a result, we expect leptophobic Z ′ models to naturally arise for E6 mixing angles in the
neighbourhood of
θE6 ≃ θη ± nπ, n = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . , (5.1.5)
with the Z ′-boson leptonic couplings being either exactly zero or very suppressed. In the
following, we shall account for the kinetic mixing of U(1)Y and U(1)
′ gauge groups, with the
U(1)′ charges of all our matter fields given by Eq. (5.1.4).
5.1.2 Parameter-space scan and constraints
UMSSM theories rely on numerous free parameters so that simplifying assumptions are in
order for a practical parameter-space exploration. Hereafter, we impose minimal flavor vi-
olation, so that all the flavor-violating parameters of the soft supersymmetry-breaking La-
grangian are considered as vanishing, and enforce unification boundary conditions on the
remaining soft parameters.
In the first class of scenarios which we investigate, unification is assumed to occur at a
very high scaleMGUT ≈ O(1016) GeV and all parameters are then run down toMZ′ according
to renormalization group evolution. More precisely, all gauge couplings are assumed to unify
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Furthermore, all scalar masses are set to a common value M0, whilst all gaugino masses
are taken equal to another universal mass M1/2. All trilinear soft couplings are assumed to
be proportional to the respective Yukawa coupling matrices with a universal proportionality
factor A0, so that
Ai = YiA0 for i = e, ν, d, u .
In the Higgs sector, we fix the values of the effective µeff parameter, the ratio of the vacuum
expectation values of the neutral components of the two Higgs doublets tan β = vu/vd, the
trilinear soft coupling Aλ, as well as the Z
′ mass MZ′ . Finally, the diagonal entries of the
neutrino Yukawa coupling matrices are set to a very small value, O(10−11), in such a way as
to ignore the sneutrino soft trilinear interactions. The ensemble of free parameters considered
in our exploration of the UMSSM parameter space is thus given by
{
M0, M1/2, A0, tan β, µeff , Aλ, MZ′ , θE6
}
, (5.1.6)
where we have additionally included the E6 mixing angle θE6 . We vary those parameters over
the ranges given in the top panel of Table 5.3.
In the second class of scenarios considered in this work, unification is imposed at the
Z ′ mass scale. In this case, we just enforce the unification of the trilinear couplings as in


















ν̃ , M1, M2, M3, M4, A0, tan β, µeff , Aλ, MZ′ , θE6
}
, (5.1.7)
with the ranges over which those parameters vary presented in Table 5.3.
In our scanning procedure, we analyze all possible anomaly-free UMSSM models de-
rived from the breaking of an E6 gauge symmetry. We generate the particle spectrum by
making use of the Sarah code, version 4.6.0 [136], and its interface to SPheno 3.3.8 [137].
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Table 5.4: Experimental constraints imposed within our scanning procedure in order to de-
termine the parameter-space regions of interest.
Observable Constraints Ref. Observable Constraints Ref.
Mh 125.09± 3 GeV (theo) [27] χ2(µ̂) ≤ 70 -
|αZZ′ | O(10−3) [220] Mg̃ > 1.75 TeV [133]
Mχ̃02 > 62.4 GeV [257] Mχ̃03 > 99.9 GeV [257]
Mχ̃04 > 116 GeV [257] Mχ̃±i > 103.5 GeV [257]
Mτ̃ > 81 GeV [257] Mẽ > 107 GeV [257]
Mµ̃ > 94 GeV [257] Mt̃ > 900 GeV [134]
BR(B0s → µ+µ−) [1.1× 10−9, 6.4× 10−9] [123]
BR(B → τντ )
BRSM(B → τντ )
[0.15, 2.41] [122]
BR(B0 → Xsγ) [2.99, 3.87]× 10−4 [121]
In order to test the phenomenological viability of the model, we compute various proper-
ties of the Higgs sector, such as the mass of the lightest Higgs state and the corresponding
collider signal strengths by means of the HiggsBounds (version 4.3.1) and HiggsSignals
(version 1.4.0) packages [138, 139]. The scan itself and the numerical analysis performed in
this work have been achieved by interfacing all programs using also the pySLHA package,
version 3.1.1 [146].
The parameter space is probed by using the Metropolis–Hasting sampling method,
requiring consistency with the experimental bounds on masses and decay rates shown in
Table 5.4. In particular, we require the mass of the Standard Model Higgs boson to agree
with the measurements up to an uncertainty of 3 GeV, and the χ2 fit of the available Higgs
signal strengths is bounded to be smaller than the conservative value of 70. Other constraints,
connected to the bounds on the masses of supersymmetric particles and on several flavor
observables, are evaluated relying on the SPheno code. This includes in particular tests of
the strict limits stemming from B-meson decays [123, 122, 134]. As for the supersymmetric
sector, we enforce the LEP limits on slepton, chargino, and neutralino masses quoted in
Ref. [257], while for gluinos and stops we implement the bounds set by CMS [133] and
ATLAS [134], respectively.
5.2 Supersymmetric Z ′ Phenomenology
In this section, we analyze the phenomenology of the two classes of UMSSM scenarios in-
troduced in section 5.1.2. In the subsequent section 5.3, specific configurations where the
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Table 5.5: g′ values and dilepton branching ratios for commonly studied U(1)′ models with
UMSSM parameters satisfying the constraints detailed in section 5.1.2. Quoted are g′min, the
minimum value of g′(MZ′), along with the corresponding spread ∆g
′ and the smallest possible
branching ratio into leptons with (UMSSM) and without (USM) supersymmetric contributions








g′min 0.634 0.585 0.559 0.624
∆g′ [%] 0.9 7.8 6.8 1.4
[BR(Z ′ → ll)]minUMSSM [%] 5.5 3.6 9.3 7.8
[BR(Z ′ → ll)]minUSM [%] 8.4 4.8 11.1 11.1
Z ′ boson is leptophobic by virtue of the kinetic mixing of U(1)Y and U(1)
′ are in contrast
investigated.
In order to apply the LHC constraints on the properties of Z ′ bosons, we calculate
the Z ′ production cross section at Next-to-leading order (NLO) accuracy in QCD [258, 259].
This relies on the joint use of FeynRules version 2.3.27 [260] and the included NLOCT
package [261], as well as FeynArts [262], for the automatic generation of a UFO library [145]
containing both tree-level and counterterm vertices necessary at NLO. This UFO model is
then used by MadGraph5 aMC@NLO (version 2.5.5) [144] for the numerical evaluation of
the hard-scattering matrix elements, which are convoluted with the NLO set of NNPDF 2.3
parton distribution functions (PDF) [162]. Using the decay table provided by the SPheno
package and assuming the narrow-width approximation, we compare our predictions with
the ATLAS limits on Z ′ bosons in the dilepton mode [239] in order to estimate the impact
of supersymmetric decay channels.
5.2.1 Scenarios With High-Scale Boundary Conditions
In this subsection, we focus on our first class of UMSSM scenarios where the proportionality
between g′ and g1 is imposed at the GUT scale and where all free parameters in Eq. (5.1.6)
are fixed at MGUT and then evolved down to the Z
′ scale by means of renormalization group
equations.
We have found that some parameter regions satisfying the constraints in Table 5.4
exist for a wide set of values of the E6 mixing angle θE6 . The LHC collaborations typically
use the rate σB ≡ σ(pp → Z ′) × BR(Z ′ → l+l−) to obtain the exclusion limits on the
Z ′ mass. For the sake of exploring possible loopholes in the Z ′ searches, we are therefore
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Figure 5.1: Comparison of our predictions for the σ(pp → Z ′) × BR(Z ′ → ll) product, in
the scenario where the model boundary conditions are set at MGUT, with the ATLAS dilepton
yield [239] at the 1σ (green) and 2σ (yellow) confidence levels. In the upper panel, we present
the results for the U(1)′ψ and U(1)
′
η models, and in the lower panel we focus on the U(1)
′
I
and U ′N models. The dots with error bands correspond to the UMSSM case, while the dashed
lines do not include supersymmetry (USM). NLO corrections to σ(pp → Z ′) are accounted
for in both cases and the spread in the UMSSM results includes the effects of the parameter
scan as well as the theoretical error originating from scale and PDF variations.
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especially interested in scenarios which minimize the σB product, namely featuring small
values of the g′ coupling and of the BR(Z ′ → l+l−) branching ratio. In fact, when running
the renormalization group equations, scanning the parameters in the ranges presented in
Table 5.3, imposing the constraints of Table 5.4 and accounting for proper threshold matching





In Table 5.5 we quote, for a few U(1)′ models, the minimum value of g′ at the MZ′
scale and the spread ∆g′, defined as




and expressed as a percentage. The minimum branching fraction of Z ′ decays into dilep-
ton final states, including supersymmetric channels (UMSSM) and without supersymmetry
(USM) is also quoted.
In the table, we have discarded the models U(1)′χ and U(1)
′
S. As discussed, e.g., in
Refs. [201, 2], U(1)′χ models are ill-defined in supersymmetry as it they typically lead to
unphysical sfermion masses after adding to the soft masses the D-term contributions. As to
U(1)′S, it may be theoretically acceptable, but we were not able to find scenarios capable of
satisfying the constraints of Table 5.4. From Table 5.5, we learn that the deviations of g′ from
g′min are rather small, with ∆g
′ being of at most about 8%, but the impact of the inclusion of
supersymmetric decays on the dilepton branching fraction is remarkable for most models. In
the U(1)′ψ and U(1)
′
η scenarios, for example, BR(Z
′ → ll) decreases by about 35% and 25%,
respectively, once decays into sfermions and gauginos are accounted for. Nevertheless, all
models still exhibit substantial dilepton Z ′ decay rates, varying between 3% and 10%.
In Fig. 5.1 we compare the ATLAS limits on high-mass dileptons at the 1σ (green)
and 2σ (yellow) levels with our predictions for σB, obtained in the context of U(1)′ψ and




N (lower panel) gauge groups, in the range
2 TeV < MZ′ < 5 TeV. We consider both supersymmetric (markers with error bars) and non-
supersymmetric cases (dashed lines) and include NLO QCD corrections to the production
cross section σ(pp → Z ′). The error bars around the supersymmetric results include two
contributions: first, they account for the spread covered in the scan and second, they include
the theoretical uncertainties stemming from traditional scale and parton density variations
in the NLO computation. We found that the latter uncertainty varies from 5% for Z ′ masses
of about 2 TeV and goes up to 20% for MZ′ ≃ 5 TeV. We observe that the impact of
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Figure 5.2: In the upper panel, we compare the σB rate with ATLAS data, regardless of the
specific U(1)′ group and emphasizing the values of the Z ′ → ll branching ratio. In the lower
panel, we show the correlations between the Z ′-boson mass and the θE6 mixing angle for all
points satisfying the constraints detailed in section 5.1.2. Points that are excluded at the 2σ
level by the recent ATLAS search for Z ′ in the dilepton mode [239] are shown in grey, whilst
the value of the U(1)′ coupling strength is shown otherwise. Both figures refer to the scenario
where couplings unify at MGUT.
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supersymmetric decays on the excluded MZ′ values runs from about 100 GeV (Z
′
η) to 200
GeV (Z ′ψ and Z
′
N), while the errors on the Z
′
I dilepton rate in the UMSSM are too large to
discriminate it from the non-supersymmetric case. Overall, Z ′ bosons lighter than 4 TeV are
still strongly disfavored by ATLAS data, regardless of the U(1)′ model.
In Fig. 5.2 (upper panel), we reexpress the same results by emphasizing the dependence
of σB on the dilepton branching fraction, by superimposing the predictions of the different
U(1)′ realizations, regardless of the actual θE6 mixing angle, and displaying the values of
BR(Z ′ → ll) by means of different colors. We find that the dilepton rate varies between 4%
and 12%, and that the yielded exclusion masses are roughly between 4 and 4.5 TeV.
In the lower panel of Fig. 5.2, we present instead the distribution of the allowed Z ′-
boson masses as a function of the E6 mixing angle, with the value of the g
′ coupling for each
scenario indicated by a color code. In order to determine the allowed regions, we first impose
the experimental constraints in Table 5.4 and then the exclusion limits coming from the direct
comparison with the ATLAS data in Fig. 5.1. The points ruled out by the ATLAS results are
shown in grey. We observe, similarly to the findings of Ref. [2], that only |θE6| values in the
intervals [0, π/4] and [3/4π, π] can accommodate all the imposed experimental constraints.
Outside of these regions, the U(1)′ charge of the extra singlet supermultiplet S is in fact close
to zero so that either the SM-like Higgs boson or the Z ′ boson, or even both, are predicted
to be too light with respect to current data. In particular, Fig. 5.2 (lower panel) dictates
that models U(1)′χ and U(1)
′
S are largely ruled out by the current data (see also the above
discussion), while U(1)′I is only marginally consistent. As a whole, after adding the recent
ATLAS constraints [239] (the grey points), it turns out once again that scenarios exhibiting a
Z ′ boson lighter than 4 TeV can hardly ever be realized, the corresponding parameter-space
regions getting more and more restricted.
5.2.2 Scenarios with Low-Scale Boundary Conditions
In this subsection, we focus on the second class of scenarios, wherein the input parame-






g1(MZ′) ≈ 0.47 , (5.2.1)
for all models satisfying the constraints imposed in section 5.1.2. Comparing Eq. (5.2.1) with
the minimal values for g′(MZ′) quoted in Table 5.5, we learn that, for low-scale boundary
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conditions, g′ is substantially smaller. Therefore, the Z ′-production cross section is lower
than for scenarios where boundary conditions are provided at the GUT scale MGUT.
As a consequence, the inferred Z ′ mass exclusion limits are reduced by about 200–
300 GeV with respect to the high-scale unification case, as can be seen in Fig. 5.3, where the
ATLAS limits are compared with the UMSSM predictions for U(1)′ψ, U(1)
′
η (upper panel),
and U(1)′N and U(1)
′
I (lower panel) models. Since the g
′ value is roughly the same as in
the non-supersymmetric case, the overall impact of the inclusion of supersymmetric decays
is similar to that found in the high-scale boundary framework, namely a reduction of the
bounds on the Z ′ boson mass by about 200 GeV. As observed for the other class of scenarios,
the models with the highest impact of novel decay modes are the U(1)′η and U(1)
′
N ones,
while the errors are too large to appreciate the effect of non-standard decays in σB for the
U(1)′I case. Our analysis then confirms the finding of Ref. [221], which compared UMSSM
predictions in the low-scale unification framework with 8 TeV LHC limits and obtained an
effect of similar magnitude on the excluded masses.
As for the high-scale unification case, we present in Fig. 5.4 (upper panel) the compar-
ison of σB with the ATLAS data, scanning through the whole parameter space and displaying
in different color codes the values of BR(Z ′ → ll). Fig. 5.4 (lower panel) shows instead the
correlations between the allowedMZ′ values and θE6 , accounting for both indirect constraints
and direct ATLAS exclusion limits, the latter given by the grey-shaded area. The results
in Fig. 5.4 are qualitatively similar to those presented in Fig. 5.2. However, as anticipated
before, the g′ value is smaller, so that the ATLAS constraints on MZ′ are milder and values
of MZ′ >∼ 3.6 TeV are hence still allowed. Likewise, regarding specific U(1)′ models, U(1)′χ
and U(1)′S are ruled out, while the other setups are still permitted and worth to be further
explored.
5.3 Leptophobic Z ′ Scenarios in UMSSM Models
The results presented in the previous section have shown that the inclusion of supersymmet-
ric decays has a substantial effect on the Z ′ searches and exclusion limits, but nevertheless
the ATLAS bounds originating from the dilepton channel strongly constrain any phenomeno-
logically viable UMSSM realization. Furthermore, the very fact that the Z ′ boson has to be
quite heavy impacts all sfermion masses through the U(1)′ D-terms, which may even lead
to discarding some scenarios, such as U(1)′χ, as yielding unphysical sfermion spectra. All
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Figure 5.4: As in Fig. 5.2, but for coupling unification at MZ′.
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LHC constraints studied so far can, however, be evaded by enforcing the Z ′ boson to be
leptophobic. In these scenarios, resonance searches in the dijet final state become the main
probes of the new boson, Run II results for the top-antitop mode including the analysis of
the full 2016 dataset being still not available. Dijet bounds are however much weaker, as
described in Refs. [242, 241].
Before discussing the phenomenology of leptophobic Z ′ bosons within supersymmetry,
in Fig. 5.5 we compare the CMS high-mass dijet yield from Ref. [242] with our predictions
for σ(pp→ Z ′)×BR(Z ′ → qq̄), obtained after scanning the UMSSM parameters as described
in Table 5.3 and imposing the constraints of Table 5.4, for scenarios with high-scale (upper
panel) and low-scale (lower panel) boundary conditions. As in the dilepton channel, the
production cross section is calculated at NLO and the values of the dijet branching ratios
are characterized by different color codes. For the sake of consistency with the experimental
analysis, the σB rate is multiplied by an acceptance factor A ≃ 0.6 and the fraction of Z ′ → tt̄
events is not included in the calculation.
From Fig. 5.5, one learns that the computed σBA is always below the CMS exclusion
limits in the range 2 TeV < MZ′ < 5 TeV at the 95% confidence level in both frameworks of
coupling unification, once accounting for supersymmetric Z ′ decays. One can, therefore, en-
visage than even much lighter Z ′ bosons could be allowed by data when leptophobic UMSSM
realizations, such as those introduced in section 5.1.1, are considered.
Hereafter we focus on the second class of UMSSM scenarios, i.e., coupling unification
at the MZ′ scale, and add to the list of free parameters in Eq. (5.1.7) the sine of the kinetic
mixing angle sinχ, defined through Eq. (5.1.4), that we allow to vary in the [−1, 1] window.
In principle, as thoroughly debated in Ref. [205], the kinetic mixing angle also affects the Dark
Matter relic abundance, since the mass of the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP), which
in Ref. [205] can be either a right-handed neutrino or the lightest neutralino and in this paper
is χ̃01, depends on the U(1)
′ charges of the Higgs bosons, which have been modified according
to Eq. (5.1.4) and are a function of sinχ4. Because of that, the authors of Ref. [205], besides
applying the constraints due to collider physics, accounted for the upper bound on the relic
density as well, relying on the Planck 2015 measurements [156]. The finding of Ref. [205]
is that, although the mass of the LSP is indeed sensitive to sinχ and, e.g., a heavy Dark
Matter candidate is favored by small | sinχ|, a value of the relic density Ωh2 ∼ 0.1, consistent
with Ref. [156], can be achieved for any value of sinχ, and in particular for | sinχ| ≃ 0.3,
4Note that the kinetic mixing parameter k in Ref. [205] corresponds to our sinχ.
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Figure 5.5: Z ′ production cross section multiplied by the dijet branching ratio and by the
acceptance A ≃ 0.6, for the first (upper panel) and second (lower panel) class of scenarios
investigated in this work. We compare NLO QCD theoretical predictions to the bounds ob-
tained by the CMS collaboration [242] at the 1σ (green) and 2σ (yellow) level. The actual Z ′
dijet branching ratio is indicated with the color code.
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Figure 5.6: Correlations between the Z ′-boson branching ratio into a dilepton system and the
θE6 mixing angle featured by all points satisfying the constraints detailed in section 5.1.2 and
for UMSSM scenarios where the input parameters are fixed at the Z ′ mass scale (second class
of considered scenarios). The value of the sine of the kinetic mixing angle (sinχ) is indicated
by the color code.
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corresponding to a leptophobic Z ′. In view of these results, we shall not impose further
constraints, beyond those already discussed in the previous sections, and assume that any
sinχ can possibly be consistent with the Dark Matter relic density, including the values which
make the Z ′ leptophobic.
In Fig. 5.6, we present the Z ′ dilepton branching ratio, scanning the parameter space
as presented in Section 5.1.2, in terms of the mixing angle θE6 and sinχ. In agreement with
Eq. (5.1.4), we realize that values of sinχ around ±0.3 can lead to leptophobia whenever
the E6 mixing angle obeys the condition in Eq. (5.1.5) and the U(1)
′ charges fulfill the
relation Q̄E ≈ Q̄L ≈ 0. In particular, the condition BR(Z ′ → l+l−) ≃ 0 can be achieved for
−π <∼ θE6 <∼ −3π/4, which includes the U(1)′η model, and for π/8 <∼ θE6 <∼ π/4, hence in the
neighborhood of U(1)′ψ. The other U(1)
′ symmetries are either ruled by the experimental
data or, even in the most optimistic case, can hardly lead to dilepton rates below 5%.
Of course, these leptophobic scenarios cannot be constrained by standard Z ′-boson
searches in dimuons or dielectrons at the LHC, and novel strategies must be designed. In the
following, we propose a selection potentially allowing to observe leptophobic light Z ′ bosons
decaying through a supersymmetric cascade. As direct decays are forbidden, dilepton final
states can arise from (Z ′-mediated) chargino-pair production and subsequent decays into a
charged lepton and missing energy via an intermediate W boson, possibly off-shell, namely
χ̃±1 → (W± → l±νl) χ̃01, χ̃01 being the lightest neutralino. However, for the points selected
by our scan procedure, the off-shell contributions are typically either negligible (when the
two-body decay channel is open) or not important enough to yield a sufficient number of
signal events (when the χ̃±1 → W±χ̃01 decay is closed). We, therefore, design an analysis
assuming the presence of intermediate on-shell W bosons, targeting thus UMSSM scenarios
where the mass difference between the lightest chargino χ̃±1 and the lightest neutralino χ̃
0
1 is
at least MW ≃ 80 GeV. The signal process consists of the resonant production of a chargino
pair, followed by the decay of each chargino into a charged lepton and missing energy,
pp→ Z ′ → χ̃+1 χ̃−1 → l+l− + /ET . (5.3.1)
We focus on two optimistic signal benchmarks that are currently not excluded by
data and with different U(1)′ properties. Both scenarios exhibit a Z ′ boson with a mass of
about 2.5 TeV and charginos and neutralinos as light as possible, in order to maximize the
branching ratios in Eq. (5.3.1), but with a mass splitting larger than MW , in such a way to
allow the transition χ̃±1 → χ̃01W± with real W bosons. The first scenario, that we denote
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Table 5.6: UMSSM parameters for the reference points BM I and BM II.
Parameter θE6 tan β µeff [GeV] MZ′ [TeV] M0 [TeV] M1 [GeV]
BM I −0.79 π 9.11 218.9 2.5 2.6 106.5
BM II 0.2 π 16.08 345.3 2.5 1.9 186.7
Parameter M2 [GeV] M3 [TeV] M
′
1 [GeV] A0 [TeV] Aλ [TeV] sinχ
BM I 230.0 3.6 198.9 2 5.9 −0.35
BM II 545.5 5.5 551.7 1.5 5.1 0.33
BM I, relies on a U(1)′η symmetry, namely θE6 = −0.79π, since UMSSM scenarios based on
this specific gauge symmetry can be made naturally leptophobic, as shown in Fig. 5.6. The
second scenario, dubbed BM II, has instead a symmetry close to the U(1)′ψ setup, but with
a larger mixing angle, i.e. θE6 = 0.2π, so that a leptophobic Z
′ boson can still be realized
(see again Fig. 5.6).
The UMSSM parameters for the two points are quoted in Table 5.6, while Table 5.7
and 5.8 contain the predicted masses for gluinos, squarks, sleptons, Higgses and gauginos in
the reference points BM I and BM II, respectively. The branching ratios of the Z ′ in such
representative points are listed in Table 5.9, omitting rates which are below 1%.
Table 5.6 shows that BM II features substantially larger values of tan β, µeff and of
the gaugino masses M1, M2, M3 and M4, while M0 and the trilinear couplings A0 and Aλ are
smaller than in BM I. Comparing Table 5.7 and 5.8, one learns that in BM I the squarks
have masses between 3 and 4 TeV, while in BM II they are on average more than 1 TeV
heavier. Charged sleptons in BM II are instead lighter than in BM I, unlike sneutrinos,
whose masses vary between about 300 GeV and 1.7 TeV in BM I and between 660 GeV and
1.1 TeV in BM II. In the Higgs sector, with the exception of the SM-like h, all Higgs bosons
have masses of a few TeV and are therefore too heavy to contribute to Z ′ decays for both
benchmarks.
In particular, as anticipated, the singlet-like neutral boson H ′ has approximately the
same mass as the Z ′, while H, A and H± are roughly degenerate, with mass about 3.37 TeV
in BM I and 5.24 TeV in BM II. As for gauginos, as anticipated, the two novel neutralinos
χ̃05 and χ̃
0
6 have masses similar to MZ′ , thus too high to be relevant for Z
′ decays, while
charginos and MSSM-like neutralinos are sufficiently light to possibly contribute to the Z ′
width. Overall, the electroweakino spectrum is more compressed in the reference point BM
I. The mass splitting between χ̃±1 and χ̃
0
1 is in fact slightly above MW in BM I, while it is
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Table 5.7: Masses of gluino, squarks, sleptons, Higgs and gauginos for the UMSSM benchmark
point BM I. q̃1,2, l̃1,2 and ν̃1,2 are mass eigenstates and differ from the gauge eigenstates q̃L,R,
ℓ̃L,R and ν̃L,R by virtue of the mass mixing contributions that are relevant especially in the
stop case. All masses are in GeV.
Mg̃ Md̃1 Mũ1 Ms̃1 Mc̃1 Mb̃1 Mt̃1
3745.1 2988.8 2937.3 3380.3 3025.9 3380.4 3379.4
Md̃2 Mũ2 Ms̃2 Mc̃2 Mb̃2 Mt̃2
3525.2 3379.4 3541.2 3699.0 3541.2 3699.0
Mẽ1 Mẽ2 Mµ̃1 Mµ̃2 Mτ̃1 Mτ̃2
171.1 345.7 196.4 392.3 239.4 409.6
Mν̃e,1 Mν̃e,2 Mν̃µ,1 Mν̃µ,2 Mν̃τ,1 Mν̃τ,2
336.4 1663.1 384.1 1674.2 401.6 1683.6
Mh MH MH′ MA MH± Mχ̃+1 Mχ̃
+
2
122.5 3371.5 2507.0 3371.5 3372.7 177.1 302.3
Mχ̃01 Mχ̃02 Mχ̃03 Mχ̃04 Mχ̃05 Mχ̃06
95.5 181.3 232.2 302.4 2405.1 2602.0
Table 5.8: Same Table 5.7 but for the UMSSM benchmark point BM II.
Mg̃ Md̃1 Mũ1 Ms̃1 Mc̃1 Mb̃1 Mt̃1
5669.3 4405.5 4141.5 4927.6 4418.1 4927.7 4926.9
Md̃2 Mũ2 Ms̃2 Mc̃2 Mb̃2 Mt̃2
5069.8 4927.0 5146.3 5117.1 5146.3 5117.1
Mẽ1 Mẽ2 Mµ̃1 Mµ̃2 Mτ̃1 Mτ̃2
665.1 871.5 679.2 1067.9 743.9 1075.6
Mν̃e,1 Mν̃e,2 Mν̃µ,1 Mν̃µ,2 Mν̃τ,1 Mν̃τ,2
660.4 1049.6 674.3 1079.4 739.3 1106.2
Mh MH MH′ MA MH± Mχ̃+1 Mχ̃
+
2
127.4 5237.8 2498.2 5238.0 5238.8 343.8 593.5
Mχ̃01 Mχ̃02 Mχ̃03 Mχ̃04 Mχ̃05 Mχ̃06
178.1 346.9 360.0 593.2 2239.1 2785.9
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Table 5.9: Z ′ decay rates for the benchmark points BM I (second column) and BM II (third
column). Branching ratios below 1% are omitted.
Decay mode BR [%] (BM I) BR [%] (BM II)
Z ′ → χ̃+1 χ̃−1 1.7 6.3
Z ′ → χ̃+2 χ̃−2 2.1 -
Z ′ → χ̃±1 χ̃∓2 3.9 -
Z ′ → χ̃02χ̃02 - 1.5
Z ′ → χ̃02χ̃03 1.7 3.3
Z ′ → χ̃03χ̃03 1.9 1.9
Z ′ → χ̃03χ̃04 2.2 -
Z ′ →∑i ν̃iν̃†i - 1.6
Z ′ → hZ 1.9 1.9
Z ′ → W+W− 3.6 3.8
Z ′ →∑i did̄i 15.8 14.8
Z ′ →∑i uiūi 39.8 40.0
Z ′ →∑i νiν̄i 23.4 22.8
substantially larger than MW , i.e. about 165 GeV, in the BM II framework. In both cases,
the decay χ̃±1 → W±χ̃01 can occur through on-shell W -bosons and has a branching fraction
of almost 100%.
Concerning the Z ′ branching ratios, Table 5.9 shows that the branching fraction of
the Z ′ boson decay into a χ̃+1 χ̃
−
1 pair, entering in the process of Eq. (5.3.1), is of about 2% for
the scenario BM I and 6% for the scenario BM II. BM I allows for substantial branching
fractions into other combinations of chargino pairs, while both scenarios exhibit non-negligible
rates into neutralino pairs, and the BM II scenario also includes decays into sneutrino pairs
as well. The decay rates in pairs of the lightest neutralinos, possible candidates for Dark
Matter, are instead suppressed in both reference points. As a whole, supersymmetric decays
are responsible for 12% and 15% of the Z ′ width in the representative points BM I and BM
II, respectively.
Once our representative configurations are set, we carry out a full Monte Carlo event
simulation at the LHC, for a center-of-mass energy
√
s = 14 TeV. Hard-scattering signal
events are generated with MadGraph5 aMC@NLO, the matrix elements being convoluted
with the NLO set of NNPDF 2.3 parton densities. The production cross section is then
σ(pp→ Z ′) ≃ 120 fb for both benchmarks. Parton showers and hadronization are simulated
by means of the Pythia 8 program [231] (version 8.2.19), and the response of a typical
LHC detector is modelled with the Delphes 3 package [165] (version 3.3.2), employing the
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Snowmass parameterization [263, 264]. The resulting detector-level jets are reconstructed
following the anti-kT algorithm [167] with a radius parameter R = 0.6, as implemented in the
FastJet program (version 3.1.3) [166]. Moreover, we consider an average number of pile-up
events of 140 and normalize our results to an integrated luminosity of 3000 fb−1.
Regarding the backgrounds, we consider all processes leading to final states with
two charged leptons and missing energy, such as vector-boson pairs V V , with V being a
W -boson or a Z boson decaying leptonically. However, for the purpose of mimicking an
actual experimental analysis, we account for processes yielding also jets which do not pass
the acceptance cuts. Moreover, since our event simulation includes hadronization effects,
we explore the possibility that background leptons originate from hadron decays as well.
Overall, our backgrounds consist of single vector bosons (V ) or vector-boson pairs (V V ),
possibly accompanied by jets, as well as tt̄ and single-top events. In principle, even direct
chargino production (pp→ χ+1 χ−1 → l+l−+ /ET ) should be considered as a background to the
supersymmetric Z ′ decays. Nevertheless, as pointed out in Ref. [200], the leptons produced in
processes with direct charginos, unlike those coming from Z ′ events, are typically pretty soft
or collinear to the beams. It is therefore quite easy to suppress the pp → χ̃+1 χ̃−1 background
by setting suitable cuts on the lepton transverse momenta.
Lepton and jet candidates that are considered throughout our analysis must have
transverse momenta plT and p
j
T and pseudorapidities η
l and ηj satisfying
plT ≥ 20 GeV and |ηl| < 1.5 ,
pjT ≥ 40 GeV and |ηj| < 2.4 .
(5.3.2)
Moreover, in our selection strategy, we reject lepton candidates that are not at an invariant
angular distance, in the transverse plane, of at least 0.4 from a jet,
∆R(j, l) > 0.4 ,
and only focus on muons that are cleaner objects than electrons, in particular for the pseu-
dorapidity region considered in Eq. (5.3.2). We finally enforce the considered muons to be
isolated, so that the activity in a cone of radius R = 0.4 centered on each muon contains at
most 15% of the muon pT ,
Iµrel < 0.15 .
We select events featuring two well-separated muons, since the two signal leptons
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Table 5.10: Selection strategy aiming at observing a leptophobic UMSSM Z ′ boson decaying
into a supersymmetric cascade. For each cut, we provide the expected number of surviving
events for 3000 fb−1 of pp collisions at
√
s = 14 TeV for both background and signal benchmark
scenarios BM I and BM II. We also quote the corresponding significances s and ZA, as
defined in Eq. (3.4), with 20% uncertainity.
Step Requirements Background BM I BM II
0 Initial 1.7× 1011 8.8× 103 1.9× 104
1 N l = 2 6.1× 108 401 860
2 Electron veto 2.9× 108 100 230
3 |ηl| < 1.5 1.7× 108 76 170
4 Iµrel < 0.15 7.9× 105 63 130
5 ∆R(l1, l2) > 2.5 7.9× 105 62 130
6 Jet veto 7.7× 104 57 120
7 pT (l1) > 300 GeV 44 36 71
8 pT (l2) > 200 GeV 20 19 32
9 /ET > 100 GeV 10 14 27
s 3.77σ 7.14σ
ZA 3.03σ 5.05σ
l1 and l2 are expected to originate from two different supersymmetric cascade decays, by
requiring
N l = 2 and ∆R(l1, l2) > 2.5
and we veto the presence of jets, i.e.
N j = 0 .
Furthermore, the two signal leptons are expected to be produced from the decay of a heavy
Z ′ with a mass well above the TeV scale. We consequently impose the transverse momenta
of the two leptons to fulfill
pT (l1) > 300 GeV and pT (l2) > 200 GeV,
which are very efficient cuts to reduce the remaining SM background. We finally improve
the sensitivity by requiring a large amount of missing energy,
/ET > 100 GeV,
as could be expected for a signal topology where several neutrinos and neutralinos escape
the detector invisibly.
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The corresponding cutflows are shown in Table 5.10, which illustrates that, for the
two benchmark scenarios under consideration, background rejection is sufficiently important
for observing the signal despite the low selection efficiencies. For other possible benchmark
choices (not considered in this work) featuring a heavier Z ′, the smaller production total rate
is expected to be compensated by a larger efficiency of the two selection cuts restricting the
transverse momenta of the two selected leptons.
Denoting the number of selected signal and background events by S and B ± σB, we
make use of two standard criteria, labelled as s and ZA, to define the LHC sensitivity to
the leptophobic Z ′-boson signal as defined in Eq. (3.4). In Eq. (3.4), s is the significance as
defined by the CMS Collaboration in Ref. [265]5, whereas the second method (ZA) is known
to be more suitable (and conservative) when the number of background events is small [169].
The conclusions are however very similar in both cases, as can be seen from Table 5.10.
For both significance definitions, we indeed find that the more compressed scenario BM I
could lead to hints visible at the 3σ level, whilst the second scenario BM II is in principle
observable at even more than 5σ. The largest LHC sensitivity to the latter scenario has a
twofold origin. First, the Z ′-induced chargino-pair production cross section is larger by virtue
of a greater BR(Z ′ → χ̃+1 χ−1 ) branching ratio. Second, the heavier chargino mass typically
induces harder leptons, the corresponding selection cuts being thus more efficient.
In the left panel of Fig. 5.7, we present the distribution in the transverse momentum
of the leading muon l1 after applying the first six cuts of Table 5.10. In the right panel of
the figure, we in contrast show the transverse-momentum spectrum of the next-to-leading
muon l2 as resulting from the entire selection strategy. As for the pT (l1) spectrum, all four
considered backgrounds contribute at small pT , while above 100 GeV the only surviving
SM events originate from the production of V V and tt̄ pairs. The signal spectra are rather
broad and lie below the backgrounds at low pT (l1), whereas, for pT (l1) > 300 GeV, both
signals BM I and BM II start to be competitive with the background, yielding comparable
numbers of events. For even larger transverse momenta, say pT (l1) > 500 GeV, muons
coming from supersymmetric decays of a leptophobic Z ′ become dominant, especially in
the reference point BM II. After all cuts are applied, the pT (l2) distribution is explored
(Fig. 5.7, right). All backgrounds are further suppressed and those due to single vector-
boson and single-top production are negligible. The transverse momentum spectrum is thus
5Following Ref. [266], the denominator of s sums in quadrature the intrinsic statistical fluctuation of the
background
√




B)2 + σ2B , leading to
Eq. (3.4).
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Figure 5.7: Transverse momentum distribution of the leading muon l1 after applying the first
6 cuts of Table 5.10 (left) and of the next-to-leading muon l2 after applying all cuts (right)
for both signal scenarios and the backgrounds.
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Figure 5.8: Left: missing transverse energy spectrum for the different components of the
background and the two signal benchmarks. Right: cotransverse mass distributions for muon
l1 and invisible particles leading to missing energy (neutralinos and neutrinos). All histograms
are obtained after applying all the acceptance cuts discussed in the paper.
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substantial in the 200 GeV < pT (l2) < 600 GeV range, with the BM II signal yielding
the highest number of events through all pT range and BM I being also quite remarkable,
especially for 200 GeV < pT < 400 GeV. Overall, Fig. 5.7 (right) shows that the cuts which
we have applied are rather efficient to discriminate the leptons in leptophobic Z ′ events from
the Standard Model ones.
In Fig. 5.8 (left) we show the missing transverse energy, due to the lightest neutralinos
χ̃01 in our signal and to neutrinos in the backgrounds, after all cuts are imposed. The /ET
spectra of our UMSSM benchmark scenarios are well above the backgrounds, once again
limited to V V and tt̄ pairs, through the whole /ET range. The BM II configuration, in
particular, is capable of yielding a few events up to /ET ≃ 600 GeV, while, above 400 GeV,
the backgrounds are basically all suppressed.
We have verified that any other transverse observable, such as the MT2 or MCT vari-
ables defined in Refs. [267, 268, 269], are not useful for improving the considered selection
strategy due to the too small mass difference between the lightest chargino and the lightest
neutralino. The main features of the signal topology are in this case already captured by the
requirements on the lepton transverse momenta and on the missing transverse energy.
This is illustrated in Fig. 5.8 (right), where we present the cotransverse mass MCT
distribution6 for the leading muon l1 and all particles contributing to the missing energy
(lightest neutralinos and neutrinos). The MCT spectrum is qualitatively comparable to the
/ET one. Both signals and backgrounds (V V and tt̄) peak at similar values, although the
number of events generated by Z ′ decays is always larger than for SM processes, and for
MCT > 400 GeV only signal events survive. Designing an analysis with a possible extra cut
on MCT would lead to a reduction in the significance, as both S and B would be affected
in the same way. Such a new selection may, however, increase the sensitivity for spectra
featuring larger mass gaps. In this work, we nevertheless choose to focus on the lighter
UMSSM particle spectra that are still not excluded so far and thus more relevant for the
near future.
6Given two particles of transverse energies ET,1 and ET,2 and transverse momenta p⃗T,1 and p⃗T,2, the
cotransverse mass is defined as M2CT = (ET,1 + ET,2)
2 − (p⃗T,1 + p⃗T,2)2 [269].
Chapter 6
Reinterpreting the results of the LHC
with MadAnalysis 5: uncertainties
and higher-luminosity estimates
The discovery of the Higgs boson has accomplished one of the long awaited objectives of the
LHC physics programme and confirmed our understanding of the fundamental laws of nature.
However, the concrete realisation of the electroweak symmetry breaking mechanism remains
unexplained and no evidence for physics beyond the SM, whose existence is motivated by
the SM theoretical inconsistencies and limitations, has emerged from data. There are two
classes of possible explanations as to why the associated new particles and/or interactions
have escaped detection so far. The first one is that the new states are too heavy and/or the
new interactions too feeble to be observed with present collider reaches. Alternatively, new
particles may be hiding just around the corner, but lie in a specific configuration (like being
organised in a compressed spectrum) that renders their discovery challenging. The possible
observation of any new phenomena therefore is the foremost goal of the future LHC runs,
including in particular the LHC Run 3, to be started in two years, and the high-luminosity
operations planned to begin in half a decade.
In order to investigate whether new physics could be present in existing data, sev-
eral groups have developed and maintained public software dedicated to the reinterpretation
of the results at the LHC [270, 271, 272, 273, 274]. In practice, these tools rely on pre-
dictions detailing how the different signal regions of given LHC analyses are populated to
derive the potential of these searches for its observation. However, signal uncertainties are
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in general ignored by users in this procedure, although they could sometimes lead to incor-
rect interpretations [230]. With the limits on the masses of any hypothetical particle being
pushed to higher and higher scales, the theoretical uncertainties related with the new physics
signals can moreover sometimes be quite severe, in particular if the associated scale and
Bjorken-x value lead to probing the parton densities in a regime in which they are poorly
constrained [275].
On the other hand, it would be valuable to get estimates of the capabilities of the future
runs of the LHC with respect to a given signal, possibly on the basis of the interpretation
of the results of existing analyses of current data. Predictions in which the signal and the
background are naively scaled up could hence be useful to obtain an initial guidance on the
reach of future collider setups within new physics parameter spaces.
In this paper, we address the above mentioned issues by presenting an extension of the
recasting capabilities of the MadAnalysis 5 platform [272, 276] so that signal theoretical
and systematics uncertainties could be included in the recasting procedure. Moreover, we
show how the reinterpretation results, with uncertainties included, could be correctly extrap-
olated to different luminosities to get insight on the sensitivity of the future LHC data on
given signals.
As an illustration of these new features within concrete cases, we consider several
classes of widely used simplified models. We first extract bounds on various model parame-
ters from recent LHC results. Next, we study how those constraints are expected to evolve
with the upcoming high-luminosity run of the LHC through a naive rescaling of the sig-
nal and background predictions. In practice, we make use of the recasting capabilities of
MadAnalysis 5 and pay a special attention to the theoretical uncertainties.
We begin with a simplified model inspired by the MSSM in which the SM is com-
plemented by a gluino and a neutralino, all other superpartners being assumed heavy and
decoupled [277, 278]. Such a particle spectrum leads to a signature comprised of jets and
missing transverse energy originating from the gluino decays into an invisible neutralino
and quarks. We reinterpret the results of corresponding ATLAS searches for the signal in
36 fb−1 [173] and 139 fb−1 [279] of LHC data. We investigate the impact of the theory errors
on the derived bounds at the nominal luminosity of the search, and extrapolate the findings to
estimate the outcome of similar searches analysing 300 and 3000 fb−1 of LHC data. Secondly,
we make use of these recent LHC searches to perform an equivalent exercise in the context
of a simplified model in which the SM is extended by a single species of first generation
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squarks and a neutralino [277, 278]. Such a spectrum also leads to a new physics signature
made of jets and missing transverse energy, although the squark colour triplet nature yields
a signal featuring a smaller jet multiplicity. As the considered ATLAS study includes a large
set of signal regions each dedicated to a different jet multiplicity, it is sensitive to this sim-
plified model that has moreover not been covered the result interpretations performed in the
experimental publication.
As a last example, we study the phenomenology of a simplified dark matter model
in which a Dirac fermion dark matter candidate couples to the SM via interactions with an
s-channel spin-1 mediator [280, 281]. This model is known to be reachable via standard LHC
monojet and multijet plus missing transverse energy searches for dark matter. We extract
up-to-date bounds on the model by reinterpreting the results of the ATLAS search of ref. [279]
that analyses the full Run 2 ATLAS dataset. This search includes signal regions dedicated
to both the monojet and the multijet plus missing energy signatures, so that it consists in
an excellent probe for dark matter models. We focus on two specific configurations of our
generic simplified models in which the mediator couples with the same strength to the dark
and SM sectors. In the first case, we consider mediator couplings of a vector nature, whilst in
the second case, we focus on axial-vector mediator couplings. We investigate how the bounds
evolve with the luminosity for various dark matter and mediator masses and the nature of
the new physics couplings.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. We discuss the details of the recasting
capabilities of MadAnalysis 5 in section 6.1, focusing not only on the new features that
have been implemented in the context of this work, but also on how the code should be
used for LHC recasting. We then apply it to extracting gluino and neutralino mass limits in
section 6.2 for various luminosities of LHC data. We analyse the squark/neutralino simplified
model in section 6.3 and perform our dark matter analysis in section 6.4.
6.1 LHC recasting with MadAnalysis 5
The MadAnalysis 5 package [232, 282] is a framework dedicated to new physics phe-
nomenology. Whilst the first aim of the programme was to facilitate the design and the
implementation of analyses targeting a given collider signal of physics beyond the Standard
Model, and how to unravel it from the background, more recently it has been extended
by LHC reinterpretation capabilities [272, 276]. This feature allows the user to derive the
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sensitivity of the LHC to any collider signal obtained by matching hard-scattering matrix
elements with parton showers, based on the ensemble of analyses that have implemented in
the MadAnalysis 5 public analysis database (PAD) [272]1. For each of these analyses, the
code simulates the experimental strategies (which includes both the simulation of the detec-
tor response and the selection) to predict the number of signal events that should populate
the analysis signal regions. It then compares the results with both data and the SM expec-
tation, so that conclusive statements could be drawn. As in all recasting codes relying on
the same method [271, 273, 274], the uncertainty on the signal is ignored although it could
be relevant [275].
With the release of MadAnalysis 5 version v1.8, the user has now the possibility to
deal with various classes of signal uncertainties and to extrapolate any reinterpretation result
to higher luminosities. This section documents all these new functionalities. section 6.1.1
briefly summarises how to install MadAnalysis 5, get the code running and download a
local copy of its public analysis database. section 6.1.2 details how the code can be used to
reinterpret the results of a specific LHC analysis. A more extensive and longer version of
this information on MadAnalysis 5 installation and running procedures can be found in
ref. [276]. Section 6.1.3 is dedicated to the new methods that have been developed in the
context of this work, and which are available from MadAnalysis 5 version v1.8 onwards.
We also introduce in this section several new optional features that can be used for the
design of the analysis .info files. One such file accompanies each analysis of the database
and contains information on the observation and the SM expectation of the different analysis
signal regions. In section 6.1.4, we describe the corresponding modifications of the output
format relevant for a recasting run of MadAnalysis 5.
6.1.1 Prerequisites and installation
MadAnalysis 5 is compatible with most recentUnix-based operating systems, and requires
the GNU G++ or CLang compiler, a Python 2.7 installation (or more recent, but not a
Python 3 one) andGMake. In order for the recasting functionalities to be enabled, the user
must ensure that the SciPy library is present, as it allows for limit computations, and that
the Delphes 3 package [165] is locally available within the MadAnalysis 5 installation.
The latter, which requires the Root framework [283] and the FastJet programme [166], is
internally called by MadAnalysis 5 to deal with the simulation of the response of the LHC
1See the webpage https://madanalysis.irmp.ucl.ac.be/wiki/PublicAnalysisDatabase.
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detectors and to reconstruct the events. Moreover, reading compressed event files can only
be performed if the Zlib library is available.
The latest version of MadAnalysis 5 can be downloaded from LaunchPad2, where
it is provided as a tarball named ma5 v<xxx>.tgz, that contains all MadAnalysis 5 source
files (<xxx> standing for the version number). After unpacking the tarball, the code can be
started by issuing in a shell
./bin/ma5 -R
where the -R options enforces the reco mode of MadAnalysis 5, that is relevant for LHC
recasting. The programme begins with checking the presence of all mandatory packages and
determining which of the optional packages are available. The MadAnalysis 5 command-
line interface is then initialised and the user is prompted to type in commands.
In the case where any of the Zlib or Delphes 3 package would not be found by




Whilst Root can in principle be installed similarly, we recommend the user to handle this
manually, following the instructions available on the Root website3 Furthermore, all exist-
ing and validated recast LHC analyses in the MadAnalysis 5 framework can be locally
downloaded by typing in,
install PAD
install PADForMA5tune
The second command triggers the installation of older implemented analyses, that requires
a (now disfavoured) MA5tune version of Delphes 3. The latter can be installed by typing,
in the MadAnalysis 5 shell,
install delphesForMA5tune
2See the webpage https://launchpad.net/madanalysis5.
3See the webpage https://root.cern.ch.
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6.1.2 Recasting LHC analyses with MadAnalysis 5
In this section, we rely on a generic example in which a user aims to estimate the sensitivity
of a specific LHC analysis to a given signal with MadAnalysis 5. The analysis consists
of one of the analyses available from the PAD and the signal is described by simulated
events collected into a file that we call events.hepmc.gz. Such an event file includes the
simulation of the considered hard-scattering process matched with parton showers, as well
as the hadronisation of the final-state partons present in each of the showered events.
As mentioned above, MadAnalysis 5 has to be started in the reco mode,
./bin/ma5 -R
In a first step, the recasting mode of the programme has to be enabled and the event
file, physically located at <path-to-events.hepmc.gz> on the user system, has to be im-
ported. This is achieved by issuing the commands
set main.recast = on
import <path-to-events.hepmc.gz> as <label>
The second command defines a dataset identified by the label <label> that here solely in-
cludes the imported sample. Several event files can be imported and collected either under
a unique dataset (by using the same <label> for each call to the import command) or
split into different datasets (by employing different labels). When studying the signal un-
der consideration, MadAnalysis 5 will run over all defined datasets and imported event
files.
In addition, the user can activate the storage of theRoot file(s) generated byDelphes 3
by issuing the command,
set main.recast.store_root = <status>
where <status> can take the True or False value, and directly provide a predefined recasting
card (available on the system at <path-to-a-card>), through
set main.recast.card_path = <path-to-a-card>
In the case where no card is provided, MadAnalysis 5 creates a consistent new card with
one entry for each of the available analyses. Such an entry is of the form
<tag> <type> <switch> <detector> # <comment>
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The <tag> label corresponds to the filename of the C++ code associated with the considered
analysis (located in the Build/SampleAnalyzer/User/Analyzer subdirectory of the PAD
installation in tools/PAD), the <type> label indicates whether the PADForMA5tune (v1.1)
or PAD (v1.2) recasting infrastructure should be used and the <switch> tag (to be set to on
or off) drives whether the analysis has to be recast. The name of the Delphes 3 card to use
(see the Input/Cards subdirectory of the PAD installation) is passed as <detector>, and
<comment> consists of an optional comment (usually briefly describing the analysis).
The run is finally started by typing in the interpreter,
submit
Firstly, MadAnalysis 5 simulates the detector impact on the input events, for each of the
necessary Delphes 3 cards according to the analyses that have been switched on in the
recasting card. Next, the code derives how the different signal regions are populated by the
signal events and finally computes, by means of the CLs prescription[284], the corresponding
exclusion limits, signal region by signal region. This is achieved by a comparison of the results
with the information on the SM background and data available from the different info files
shipped with the PAD.
The output information is collected into a folder named ANALYSIS_X, where X stands
for the next available positive integer (in terms of non-existing directories). On top of basic
details about the run itself, this folder contains the recasting results that are located in
the ANALYSIS_X/Output folder. The latter includes the CLs_output_summary.dat file that
concisely summarises all the results of the run. A more extensive version of these results
can be found in the set of subfolders named after the labels of the imported datasets. The
CLs_output_summary.dat file contains one line for each signal region of each reinterpreted
analysis, and this for each of the datasets under consideration. Each of these lines follows
the format
<set> <tag> <SR> <exp> <obs> || <eff> <stat>
where the <set> and <tag> elements respectively consist in the names of the dataset and
analysis relevant for the considered line of the output file. The <SR> entry relates to one of
the analysis signal regions, the exact name being the one defined in the analysis C++ source
code. The <exp> and <obs> quantities are the expected and observed cross-section values
for which the signal modelled by the events stored within the dataset <set> is excluded by
the signal region <SR> of the analysis <tag> at the 95% confidence level. In the former case,
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the code makes use of the SM expectation to predict the number of events populating the
signal region <SR>, whilst in the latter case, data is used. Finally, the <eff> and <stat>
entries respectively refer to the corresponding selection efficiency and the associated statistical
error.
The user has the option to specify the cross section corresponding to the investigated
signal by issuing, in the MadAnalysis 5 interpreter,
set <label>.xsection = <value>
prior to the call to the submit command. Following this syntax, <label> stands for one of
the labels of the considered datasets and <value> for the associated cross-section value, in
pb. In this case, the confidence level at which the analysed signal is excluded is included in
the output summary file (before the double vertical line).
The Output folder additionally contains a specific subfolder for each of the defined
datasets. Such a directory contains a file named CLs_output.dat that includes the same
information as in the CLs_output_summary.dat file, following the same syntax, but re-
stricted to a specific dataset. A second file encoded into the SAF format [232] and named
<label>.saf (<label> being the dataset name) contains general information on the dataset
organised according to an XML-like structure. The latter relies on three classes of elements,
namely <SampleGlobalInfo>, <FileInfo> and <SampleDetailedInfo>. The first of these
contains global information on the dataset, such as its cross section (xsec), the associated
error (xsec_err), the number of events (nev) or the sum of the positive and negative event
weights (sum_w+ and sum_w-). The corresponding entry in the output file would read
<SampleGlobalInfo>
# xsec xsec_error nev sum_w+ sum_w-
... ... ... ... ...
</SampleGlobalInfo>
where the numerical values have been omitted for clarity. The <FileInfo> element sequen-
tially provides the paths to the different event files included in the dataset, while detailed
information on each file is provided within the <SampleDetailedInfo> XML root element,
in a similar manner as for the sample global information (with one line for each file).
Furthermore, the dataset output directory includes a RecoEvents folder dedicated to
the storage ofDelphes 3 output files (one file for each considered detector parameterisation),
provided that the corresponding option has been turned on (see above), as well as one folder
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for each of the recast analyses. Each of these folders contains one SAF file listing all signal
regions implemented in the associated analysis, as well as two subfolders Cutflows and
Histograms. The former includes one SAF file for each signal region, and the latter a single
file named histos.saf.
A cutflow is organised through XML-like elements, <InitialCounter> and <Counter>
being used for the initial number of events and the results of each selection cut respectively.
As depicted by the example below, in which all numbers have been omitted for clarity,
<Counter>
"my_cut_name" # 1st cut
.... .... # nentries
.... .... # sum of weights
.... .... # sum of weights^2
</Counter>
any of such elements includes a cut name as defined in the analysis C++ file (first line), the
number of events passing the cut (second line), the weighted number of events passing the
cut (third line) and the sum of the squared weights of all events passing the cut (last line).
Moreover, the first (second) column refers to the positively-weighted (negatively-weighted)
events only.
Histograms are all collected into the file histos.saf, that is also organised according
to an XML-like structure relying on several <Histo> elements. Each of these corresponds to
one of the histograms implemented in the analysis. A <Histo> element includes the definition
of the histogram (provided within the <Description> element), general statistics (as part of
the <Statistics> element) and the histogram data itself (within the <Data> element). The
description of a histogram schematically reads
<Description>
"name"
# nbins xmin xmax
.. ... ...
# Defined regions
... # Region nr. 1
... # Region nr. 2
</Description>
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and is self-explanatory, all numbers having been replaced by dots. This moreover shows
that a given histogram can be associated with several signal regions, provided they are
indistinguishable at the moment the histogram is filled. Statistics are typically given as
<Statistics>
... ... # nevents
... ... # sum of event-weights over events
... ... # nentries
... ... # sum of event-weights over entries
... ... # sum weights^2
... ... # sum value*weight
... ... # sum value^2*weight
</Statistics>
which include information about the number of entries, the weighted number of entries, the
variance, etc. Moreover, the contributions of the positively-weighted and negatively-weighted
events are again split and provided within the first and second column respectively. The
values of each bin are finally available from the <Data> element,
<Data>
... ... # underflow




... ... # bin 15 / 15
... ... # overflow
</Data>
where all bin values are omitted and the two columns respectively refer to events with positive
(first column) and negative (second column) weights. The underflow and overflow bins are
also included.
To close this section, we detail below how limits on a given signal are derived by
MadAnalysis 5, using the CLs prescription. The output file generated by the code contains
three numbers associated with those limits, the expected and observed cross sections excluded
at the 95% confidence level, σexp95 and σ
obs
95 , as well as the confidence level at which the input
signal is excluded. Those numbers are extracted on the basis of the information available
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from the .info file, shipped with each recast analysis and that contains, for each signal
region, the number of expected SM events nb, the associated error ∆nb and the observed
number of events populating the signal region nobs. As said above, starting from the input
event file, MadAnalysis 5 simulates the response of the LHC detector, applies the analysis
selection, and estimates how the different signal regions are populated. In this way, for each
signal region, the number of signal events ns is known.
This enables the computation of the background-only and signal-plus-background
probabilities pb and pb+s and to further derive the related CLs exclusion. In practice, the
code considers a number of toy experiments (the default being 100000 that can be changed by
issuing, in the MadAnalysis 5 interpreter and before the call to the submit method,
set main.recast.CLs_numofexps = <value>
where <value> stands for the desired number of toy experiments. For each toy experiment,
the expected number of background events Nb is randomly chosen assuming that its distri-



















Accounting for the observation of nobs events, pb is defined as the percentile of score associated
with N̂b ≤ nobs, which consists in the probability for the background to fluctuate as low as
nobs.
The signal-plus-background probability pb+s is computed similarly, assuming that the
actual number of signal-plus-background events N̂b + N̂s follows a Poisson distribution of
parameter ns +Nb (after imposing this time that Nb + ns > 0). The resulting CLs exclusion







and σobs95 is calculated as above in a case where the number of signal events ns is kept free.
From the (derived) knowledge of the analysis selection efficiencies, MadAnalysis 5 can
extract the upper allowed cross section value for which the signal is not excluded, i.e. σobs95 .
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The expected cross section excluded at the 95% confidence level, σexp95 , is obtained by replacing
nobs by nb in the above calculations.
6.1.3 Including signal uncertainties and extrapolation to higher
luminosities
In the procedure described in the previous section, any error on the signal is ignored, both
concerning the usual theory uncertainties (scale variations, parton densities) and the system-
atics, mostly stemming from more experimental aspects. In particular, with the constantly
growing mass bounds on hypothetical new particles, the scale entering the relevant hard-
scattering processes is larger and larger, so that theoretical errors could start to impact the
derived limits in an important and non-negligible manner.
Starting from version v1.8 onwards, MadAnalysis 5 offers the user a way to account
for both the theoretical and systematical errors on the signal when a limit calculation is
performed. The scale and parton density (PDF) uncertainties can be entered, within the
MadAnalysis 5 interpreter, similarly to the cross section associated with a given dataset
(see section 6.1.2),
set <label>.xsection = <xsec_val>
set <label>.scale_variation = <scale>
set <label>.pdf_variation = <pdf>
where <label> stands for the label defining the signal dataset. In this case, the signal
cross section σs is provided through the xsection attribute of the dataset, as described in
the previous section, while the scale and parton density uncertainties ∆σscales and ∆σPDF
are given through the scale_variation and pdf_variation attributes. The errors are
symmetric with respect to the central value σs, and their value (given by <scale> and <pdf>
in the above example) must be inputted as the absolute values of the relative errors on
the cross section (i.e. as positive floating-point numbers). Asymmetric errors can also be
provided, the upper and lower uncertainties being independently fixed by issuing, in the
MadAnalysis 5 interpreter,
set <label>.scale_up_variation = <scale_up>
set <label>.scale_down_variation = <scale_dn>
set <label>.pdf_up_variation = <pdf_up>
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set <label>.pdf_down_variation = <pdf_dn>
Each error is again provided as a positive floating-point number and refers to the relative
error on the cross section, in absolute value. On top of the computation of the confidence level
at which the signal is excluded, MadAnalysis 5 additionally calculates the CLs variation
band associated with the scale uncertainties, as well as with the total theory uncertainties
where both the scale and PDF contributions to the total error are added linearly. Such a
behaviour can however be modified by issuing, in the interpreter
set main.recast.THerror_combination = <value>
where <value> can be set either to quadratic (the theory errors are added quadratically)
or linear (default, the theory errors are added linearly). The CLs band is then derived by
allowing the signal cross section to vary within its error band, deriving the associated spread
on pb+s.
The user can also specify one or more values for the level of systematics on the signal.
This is achieved by issuing, in the command line interface,
set main.recast.add.systematics = <syst>
This command can be reissued as many times as needed, MadAnalysis 5 taking care of
the limit calculation for each entered value independently. The level of systematics (<syst>)
has to be given either as a floating-point number lying in the [0, 1] range, or as a pair of
floating-point numbers lying in the same interval. In the former case, the error is symmetric
with respect to the central value σs, whilst in the latter case, it is asymmetric with the first
value being associated with the upper error and the second one with the lower error.
In addition, we have also extended the code so that naive extrapolations for a different
luminosity Lnew could be performed. This is achieved by typing, in the interpreter,
set main.recast.add.extrapolated_luminosity = <lumi>
Once again, the user has the possibility to reissue the command several times, so that the
extrapolation will be performed for each luminosity <lumi> independently (where the value
has to be provided in fb−1). Those extrapolations assume that the signal and background
selection efficiencies of a given region in a specific analysis are identical to those corresponding
to the reference luminosity L0 initially considered. In this framework, the extrapolated
number of background events nnewb is related to nb (the number of background events expected
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where the statistics and systematics components are added in quadrature. The systematics
are extrapolated linearly, whilst the statistical uncertainties assume that the event counts
follow a Poisson distribution. Such an extrapolation of the background error requires an
access to the details of the background uncertainties. This is however not achievable within
the XML info file format dedicated to the transfer of the background and data information
to MadAnalysis 5 [272]. We therefore introduce two new XML elements to this format,
namely deltanb_stat and deltanb_syst. These offer the user the option to implement
his/her info file by either providing a unique combined value for the uncertainties (via the
standard deltanb XML element) or by splitting them into their statistical and systematical
components (via a joint use of the new deltanb_stat and deltanb_syst XML elements).
In this way, a region element could be either implemented according to the old syntax, as in
the schematic example below (with all numbers omitted),





or following the new syntax, which would then read
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<deltanb_syst> ... </deltanb_syst>
</region>
Whilst the usage of the new syntax is encouraged, this new possibility for embedding the
error information strongly depends on how the background uncertainties are provided in
the experimental analysis notes. For this reason, as well as for backward-compatibility,
MadAnalysis 5 supports both choices. If only a global error is provided, the user can freely
choose how to scale the error (linearly or in a Poisson way), by typing in the interpreter,
set main.recast.error_extrapolation = <value>
where <value> has to be set either to linear or to sqrt. The user has also the choice to use
a single floating-point number for the <value> parameter. In this case, the relative error on
the number of background events at the new luminosity, ∆nnewb /n
new
b , is taken equal to this
number. Finally, the user can provide a comma-separated pair of floating-point numbers κ1
and κ2, as in
set main.recast.error_extrapolation = <k1>,<k2>









where the two values provided by the user respectively control the systematical component
of the uncertainties (<k1>, κ1) and the statistical one (<k2>, κ2). Finally, all extrapolations
are based on expectations and not on observations, so that nobs will be effectively replaced
by the corresponding SM expectation nb.
6.1.4 Output format
MadAnalysis 5 propagates the information on the impact of the uncertainties all through
the output file, which is then written in a format slightly extending the one presented in sec-
tion 6.1.2. Starting with the summary file CLs_output_summary.dat, each line (correspond-
ing to a given signal region of a given analysis) is now followed by information schematically
written as
Scale var. band [..., ...]
TH error band [..., ...]











Figure 6.1: Generic Feynman diagram associated with the production and decay of a pair
of gluinos in the considered MSSM-inspired gluino simplified model. The figure has been
produced with the help of the JaxoDraw package [35].
+<lvl_up>%, -<lvl_dn>% syst [..., ...]
The uncertainties on the exclusion stemming from scale variations are given in the first line,
which is trivially omitted if the corresponding information on the signal cross section is not
provided by the user. In the second line, MadAnalysis 5 adds either quadratically or
linearly (according to the choice of the user) all theory errors, such a line being written only
if at least one source of theory uncertainties is provided by the user. Finally, if the user
inputted one or more options for the level of systematics, MadAnalysis 5 computes the
band resulting from the combination of all errors and writes it into the output file (one line
for each choice of level of systematics). In the above snippet, the user fixed an asymmetric
level of systematics (for the sake of the example) indicated by the <lvl_up> and <lvl_dn>
tags.
In cases where the band would have a vanishing size, the uncertainty information is not
written to the output file. This could be due either to negligibly small uncertainties, to the
fact that for the considered region, the signal is excluded regardless the level of systematics (at
the 100% confidence level), or to the region not targeting the signal at all (the corresponding
selection efficiency being close to zero).
The CLs_output.dat dataset-specific files present in the output subdirectory associ-
ated with each imported dataset all contain similar modifications. In case of extrapolations to
different luminosities, copies of this file named CLs_output_lumi_<lumi>.dat are provided
for each desired luminosity <lumi>.
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6.2 Gluino and neutralino mass limits
To illustrate the usage of the new functionalities of MadAnalysis 5 introduced in the pre-
vious section, we perform several calculations in the context of a simplified model inspired by
the MSSM. In this framework, all superpartners are heavy and decoupled, with the exception
of the gluino g̃ and the lightest neutralino χ̃01, taken to be bino-like. Any given benchmark
is thus defined by two parameters, namely the gluino and the neutralino masses mg̃ and
mχ̃01 . Such a new physics setup can typically manifest itself at the LHC through a signature
made of a large hadronic activity and missing transverse energy. As shown by the schematic
Feynman diagram of Fig. 6.1, such a signature originates from the production of a pair of
gluinos, each of them promptly decaying into two jets and a neutralino (via virtual squark
contributions).
We study the sensitivity of the LHC and its higher-luminosity upgrades to this signal
by analysing state-of-the-art Monte Carlo simulations achieved by means of the MG5 aMC
framework (version 2.6.6) [144], using the MSSM-NLO model implementation developed in
ref. [275]. Hard-scattering matrix elements are generated at the NLO accuracy in QCD
and convoluted with the NLO set of NNPDF 3.0 parton densities [285], as provided by
the LHAPDF interface [286]. The gluino leading order (LO) decays are handled with the
MadSpin [287] and MadWidth [288] packages. The resulting NLO matrix elements are
then matched with Pythia parton showers and hadronisation (version 8.240) [231], following
the MC@NLO method [289]. Our predictions include theoretical uncertainties stemming
from the independent variations of the renormalisation and factorisation scales by a factor
of two up and down relatively to the central scale, taken as half the sum of the transverse
masses of the final-state particles, as well as from the parton densities extracted following
the recommendations of ref. [290].
In the upper panel of Fig. 6.2, we present the total LO (red) and NLO (blue) gluino
pair-production cross section for gluino masses ranging from 1 to 3 TeV, the error bars
being associated with the quadratic sum of the scale and PDF uncertainties. The cross sec-
tion central value is found to vary within the 100 − 0.001 fb range when the gluino mass
varies from 1 to 3 TeV, so that at least tens of gluino events could be expected even for a
very heavy gluino benchmark at a high-luminosity upgrade of the LHC. We compare our
predictions with the total rates traditionally employed by the ATLAS and CMS collabo-
rations to extract gluino limits, as documented by the LHC Supersymmetry Cross Section
Working Group [291]. Hence we include, in the first panel of Fig. 6.2, total gluino-pair pro-
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Figure 6.2: Total LO (red), NLO (blue) and NNLOapprox+NNLL (green) cross sections (upper
panel) and K-factors (three lower panels, where the results are normalised to the LO central
value) for gluino pair-production, at a centre-of-mass energy of
√
s = 13 TeV. In the upper
panel, the error bands correspond to the quadratic sum of the scale and PDF uncertainties,
whilst in the second and third panels, respectively, they refer to the scale uncertainties on the
LO and NLO predictions. The last panel focuses on the PDF errors.
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duction cross sections matching approximate fixed-order results at next-to-next-to-leading
order and threshold-resummed predictions at the next-to-next-to-leading logarithmic accu-
racy (NNLOapprox + NNLL, in green). Following the PDF4LHC recommendations, those
more accurate NNLOapprox+NNLL predictions are obtained by convoluting the partonic cross
section with a combination of NLO CTEQ6.6M [292] and MSTW2008 [293] densities. This
choice, together with the impact of the higher-order corrections, leads to NNLOapprox+NNLL
results greater than our NLO predictions by a factor of about 2. While in the following we use
NLO-accurate total rates (as the latter exist for any new physics model through a joint use of
FeynRules [260], NLOCT [261] and MG5 aMC), we evaluate the impact of higher-order
corrections whenever the relevant calculations exist, i.e. in this section and section 6.3.
With the second and third panels of the figure, we emphasise the significant reduction
of the scale uncertainties at NLO by depicting the LO and NLO scale uncertainty bands
respectively, the KLO and KNLO quantities, presented in the two subfigures, these being the
LO and NLO cross sections normalised to the LO central value. Such better control in the
theoretical predictions is one of the main motivations for relying on NLO simulations instead
of on LO ones. In the lower panel of Fig. 6.2, we focus on the PDF uncertainties associated
with the total rates and present the KPDF quantity where the NLO result (with its PDF
error band) is again shown relatively to the LO central result. We omit the corresponding
LO curve, as it is similar to the NLO one, the same PDF set being used both at LO and
NLO in order to avoid having to deal with the poor-quality LO NNPDF 3.0 fit [285]. Whilst
the uncertainties are under good control over most of the probed mass range, the poor PDF
constraints in the large Bjorken-x regime lead to predictions plagued by sizeable uncertainties
for gluino heavier than about 2.6−2.7 TeV. Finally, our results show that the NLO K-factor
KNLO is of about 1.6− 1.7, a typical value for a strong supersymmetric production process,
and features a significant gluino mass dependence. The latter originates from the quark-
antiquark contributions to the cross section that become relatively larger with respect to the
gluon fusion ones with increasing Bjorken-x values [294].
We then predict, for several (mg̃,mχ̃01) configurations, how the signal events would
populate the different signal regions of the ATLAS-SUSY-2016-07 search for supersymme-
try [173]. In practice, we use the corresponding recast analysis as implemented in the Mad-
Analysis 5 public database [295], together with the appropriate Delphes 3 configuration
for the simulation of the detector response. In this analysis, the ATLAS collaboration in-
vestigates the potential of a signature featuring multiple jets and missing transverse energy
through two approaches. The first one relies on the so-called effective mass Meff(N), a vari-
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Figure 6.3: Constraints on the gluino-neutralino simplified model under consideration, rep-
resented as 95% confidence level exclusion contours in the (mg̃,mχ̃01) plane. We compare the
exclusion obtained with the ATLAS-SUSY-2016-07 reimplementation in the MadAnaly-
sis 5 framework [295] when normalising the signal to NLO (blue) and to NNLOapprox+NNLL
(red) with the official ATLAS results, extracted using the Meff signal regions only [173] (solid
green). Moreover, we include the uncertainty band on the MadAnalysis 5 results as origi-
nating from scale uncertainties (dotted) and from the quadratic combination of the scale and
PDF uncertainties (dashed). The colour scheme represents the cross section value excluded
at the 95% confidence level for each mass configuration.
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able defined as the scalar sum of the transverse momenta of the N leading jets and the
missing transverse energy. The second one is based on the recursive jigsaw reconstruction
technique [296]. Whilst all Meff-based signal regions have been implemented in MadAnal-
ysis 5, the recursive jigsaw reconstruction ones have been ignored due to the lack of infor-
mation allowing for their proper recasting. They are thus ignored in the following study as
well.
Our results are presented in Fig. 6.3 in the form of exclusion contours in the (mg̃,mχ̃01)
mass plane, to which we supplement the values of the signal cross section that are excluded
at the 95% confidence level through a colour code. The exclusion contours and excluded cross
sections at the 95% confidence level are extracted by means of Gaussian process regression
with a conservative amount of data as implemented in the Excursion package [297].
We compare our predictions (the solid blue line), obtained with the setup described
above, with the official ATLAS limits (the green line) as originating from the Meff-based
signal region yielding the best expectation. ATLAS simulations are based on calculations
at the LO accuracy in which samples of events describing final states featuring up to two
extra jets are merged [298]. Moreover, the ATLAS results are normalised to NLO cross
sections matched with threshold resummation at the next-to-leading logarithmic accuracy
(NLO+NLL) [291]. The ATLAS setup therefore differs from ours both at the level of the
differential distributions, as we model the properties of the second radiation jet solely at
the level of the parton showers, and at the level of the total rates that are evaluated at
the NLO matched with parton showers (NLO+PS) accuracy. This consequently results in
MadAnalysis 5 limits slightly weaker than the ATLAS ones by about 10%, especially in
the light neutralino mass regime.
With the goal of assessing the importance of the signal normalisation, we extract
bounds on the model by making use of NNLOapprox+NNLL rates (red contour) instead of NLO
ones (blue contour), NNLOapprox+NNLL predictions being the most precise estimates for
gluino-pair production to date. While still different from what has been used in the ATLAS
study, NLO-NLL and NNLOapprox+ NNLL predictions are known to be consistent with each
other when theory error bands are accounted for. This has been documented, in the case of
a gluino simplified model in which all squarks are decoupled, by the LHC Supersymmetry
Cross Section Working Group4. We observe a better agreement with the ATLAS results,
showing the important role played by the new physics signal normalisation in the limit setting
4See the webpage https://twiki.cern.ch/LHCPhysics/SUSYCrossSections13TeVgluglu.
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Figure 6.4: Expected constraints on the gluino-neutralino simplified model under consider-
ation, represented as 95% confidence level exclusion contours in the (mg̃,mχ̃01) plane. We
present the exclusions derived by extrapolating with MadAnalysis 5 the expectation of
the ATLAS-SUSY-2016-07 analysis for 36 fb−1 of LHC collisions to 300 fb−1 (upper) and
3000 fb−1 (lower). In the left panel, we extrapolate the uncertainties on the background lin-
early (i.e. the errors are assumed to be dominated by the systematics) while in the right panel,
we extrapolate them proportionally to the square root of the luminosity (i.e. the errors are
assumed to be dominated by statistics). The colour scheme represents the cross section value
excluded at the 95% confidence level for each mass configuration.
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procedure. Large differences of about 5% on the mass limits are nevertheless still noticeable,
showing that not only the normalisation but also the shape of the distributions are important
ingredients. The ATLAS-SUSY-2016-07 analysis indeed relies on the Meff(N) variable that
is particularly sensitive to the modelling of the second jet, as N ≥ 2 for all the analysis
signal regions. In our setup in which NLO matrix elements are matched with parton shower,
the second jet properties are described at the leading-logarithmic accuracy, the presence of
this jet in the event final state solely originating from parton showering. This constrats with
ATLAS simulations in which LO matrix-element corrections are included as well, their final
merged Monte Carlo signal samples including the contributions of LO matrix elements for
gluino pair-production in association with two jets. This should motivate the usage of merged
NLO samples matched with parton showers, so that predictions for observables sensitive to
the sub-leading jet activity could be precisely achieved both for the shapes and the rates.
The investigation of the actual impact of such an NLO multipartonic matrix element merging
however goes beyond the scope of this work.
We also estimate in Fig. 6.3, the impact of the scale and PDF errors on the exclusion
contours. For both MadAnalysis 5 predictions in which NLO (blue contour) and more
precise NNLOapprox+NNLL (red contour) are used for the signal normalisation, we describe
the effect of the scale uncertainties through dotted contours and the one of the combined scale
and parton density uncertainties through dashed contour. It turns out that the uncertainties
on the signal impacts the gluino mass limits by about 50 GeV in both cases, the effect being
mostly dominated by scale variations. The reach of the considered ATLAS-SUSY-2016-07
analysis concerns gluino masses smaller than about 1.8 TeV. This corresponds to a mass range
where the uncertainty on the predictions is dominated by the scale variations, as shown in
Fig. 6.2. The latter indeed shows that the PDF errors (lower panel of the figure) are at the
level of a few percents for mg̃ < 1.8 TeV, the parton density fits being under a very good
control for the corresponding Bjorken-x values.
In order to estimate the reach of this ATLAS supersymmetry search in the context
of the future runs of the LHC, we make use of the framework detailed in section 6.1.3 to
extrapolate the results to 300 fb−1 and 3000 fb−1. As the ATLAS note of ref. [173] does not
include detailed and separate information on the systematical and statistical components of
the uncertainties associated with the SM expectation in each signal region, we consider the
two implemented options for their extrapolation to higher luminosities. More conservative,
a linear extrapolation assumes that the error on the SM background is mostly dominated by
its systematical component and scales proportionally to the luminosity (see the first term in
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Figure 6.5: Expected constraints on the gluino-neutralino simplified model under consider-
ation, represented as 95% confidence level exclusion contours in the (mg̃,mχ̃01) plane for
139 fb−1 (left) and 3000 fb−1 (right) of proton-proton collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of
13 TeV. We compare predictions obtained by recasting the results of the ATLAS-CONF-2019-
140 analysis (blue lines), which we then extrapolate to 3000 fb−1 (filled blue area), with those
obtained by extrapolating the expectation of the ATLAS-SUSY-2016-07 analysis of 36 fb−1 of
LHC data to 139 fb−1 and 3000 fb−1 (solid red areas). The parameter space regions spanned
by the various contours correspond to including both the PDF and scale uncertainties. The
extrapolations are moreover performed conservatively (see the text).
Eq. (6.1.6)). More aggressive, an extrapolation in which the error scales proportionally to the
square root of the luminosity (second term of Eq. (6.1.6)) considers that the background un-
certainties are mainly of a statistical origin. The second option hence naively leads to a more
important gain in sensitivity for higher luminosities, by definition. For all our predictions,
we normalise the signal rates to NLO.
The results are presented in Fig. 6.4, first, by scaling the background uncertainties
linearly to the luminosity (left panel, assuming that the background errors are dominated
by the systematics), and second, by scaling them proportionally to the square root of the
luminosity (right panel, assuming that the background errors are dominated by the statistical
uncertainties). In all cases, we moreover assess the impact of the theory errors, the scale and
PDF uncertainties being combined quadratically.
For an extrapolation to 300 fb−1 (upper subfigures), the gluino mass limits are pushed
to 2.1− 2.2 TeV for a light bino-like neutralino with mχ̃01 ≲ 500 GeV. The 36 fb
−1 exclusion
is then found to be improved by about 15− 20% (or 300− 400 GeV). For such a mass range,
the error on the theoretical predictions is still dominated by the scale variations (see Fig. 6.2)
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and only mildly impacts the exclusion, the effects reaching a level of about 5%. Such a small
effect on a mass limit is related to the behaviour of the cross section with the increasing gluino
mass, that is only reduced by a factor of a few. Comparing the left and right upper figures,
one can assess the impact of the different treatment for the extrapolation of the background
uncertainties. In the parameter space region under discussion, the impact is mild, reaching
roughly a level of about 5% on the gluino mass limit. Such a small effect originates from
the small resulting difference on the background error, that is 3 times smaller in the more
aggressive case. Correspondingly, this allows us to gain a factor of a 3 in cross section, or
equivalently a few hundreds of GeV in terms of a mass reach.
For more compressed scenarios in which the neutralino is heavier (mχ̃01 ≳ 800 GeV)
and the gluino lighter (mg̃ ∈ [1, 1.7] TeV), the treatment of the background extrapolation
has a quite severe impact on the bounds on the neutralino mass. A more conservative linear
extrapolation of the background error does not yield any significant change comparatively
to the 36 fb−1 case, neutralinos lighter than about 800 GeV being excluded. However,
treating more aggressively the background uncertainties as being purely statistical, leads to
an important increase in the bounds, neutralino masses ranging up to about 1 TeV becoming
reachable. In those configurations, the spectra are more compressed and therefore more
complicated to probe than for split configurations, consequently to the fact that the signal
regions are less populated by the supersymmetry signals. A more precisely known background
(with a relatively smaller uncertainty) is therefore crucial for being able to draw conclusive
statements. As found in our results, any improvement, as little it is, can have a large
impact.
In the lower subfigures, we present the results of an extrapolation to 3000 fb−1. All
above-described effects are emphasised to a larger extent. The differences in the treatment
of the background uncertainties corresponding to knowing the background more accurately
indeed now involve a factor of 10 in precision. A more interesting aspect concerns the theoret-
ical predictions themselves that turn out to be known less and less precisely consequently to
large parton density uncertainties. The limits indeed enter a regime in which large Bjorken-x
are probed, which corresponds to PDF uncertainties contributing significantly to the total
theory error. A better knowledge of the parton densities at large x and large scale is thus
mandatory to keep our capacity to probe new physics in this regime.
We have verified that the obtained bounds were compatible with the naive extrapo-
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lations performed by the Collider Reach5 platform that extracts naive limits of a given
collider setup with respect to the reach of a second collider setup, rescaling the results of the
later by ratio of partonic luminosities. For instance, an 1.8 TeV gluino excluded with 36 fb−1
of LHC collisions would correspond to a 2.4− 2.7 TeV exclusion at 300 fb−1. This is in fair
agreement with our findings, after accounting for the fact that Collider Reach uses the
NNPDF 2.3 set of parton densities [162], a set of parton distribution functions whose fit only
includes 2010 and 2011 LHC data, so that important differences are expected, particularly
for large x-values.
Whilst our extrapolations rely on the reinterpretation of an ATLAS analysis of 36 fb−1
of LHC collisions, they are quite robust despite the small luminosity under consideration.
Multijet plus missing transverse energy studies targeting a monojet-like topology (i.e. with
a hard selection on the leading jet) are indeed limited by systematics [299], so that only
mild improvements could be expected with a higher luminosity. This is what has been found
in the results of Fig. 6.4, the bounds being improved by at most 20% in mass when going
from 300 to 3000 fb−1. This subsequently also implies that the expected sensitivity should
be rather independent of the initially-analysed luminosity. We further demonstrate those
considerations in Fig. 6.5.
In the left panel of the figure, we extrapolate the results of the ATLAS-SUSY-2016-
07 analysis to the full Run 2 luminosity of 139 fb−1, the theory errors being combined
quadratically. In our extrapolation procedure, we have considered both that the background
uncertainties are dominated by the systematics (linear scaling) and by the statistics (scaling
proportional to the square root of the luminosity). The two set of results have been merged
and presented as the unique envelope of the exclusion bands derived from the two extrapo-
lation procedures. They could hence be seen as a conservative theory estimate for the LHC
sensitivity at 139 fb−1, when estimated from official 36 fb−1 results.
The ATLAS-SUSY-2016-07 analysis has been updated last summer as the ATLAS-
CONF-2019-040 analysis [279], so that the most recent and stringent ATLAS limits on the
considered gluino simplified model now encompass the analysis of the full LHC Run 2 dataset.
On the other hand, the updated analysis has been recently added to the PAD [300], so that
it can be used within the MadAnalysis 5 framework for reinterpretation studies. The cor-
responding 95% confidence level contour is shown on the left panel of Fig. 6.5 (solid blue
line), together with the uncertainty band stemming from combining the scale and PDF un-
5See the webpage http://collider-reach.web.cern.ch.
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Figure 6.6: Luminosity necessary to exclude, at the 95% confidence level, a given gluino-
neutralino new physics setup with the ATLAS-SUSY-16-07 analysis. We fix the neutralino
mass to mχ̃01 = 50 GeV, assume that the uncertainties on the background are dominated by
their statistical component, and include systematical uncertainties on the signal of 0% (solid
line), 10% (dotted line) and 20% (dashed line).
certainties in quadrature. In addition, we also present predictions for the bounds as obtained
from an extrapolations of early Run 2 results focusing on 36 fb−1 of LHC data. After ac-
counting for the error bands, the two sets of constraints are found in good agreement, as
expected.
On the right panel of Fig. 6.5, we consider the two ATLAS multijet plus missing
transverse energy analyses that have been above-mentioned, namely the early LHC Run 2
ATLAS-SUSY-2016-07 analysis (36 fb−1, red) and the full Run 2 ATLAS-CONF-2019-040
analysis (139 fb−1, blue). We reinterpret their results withMadAnalysis 5, and extrapolate
the predictions that have been obtained for the nominal luminosities of the two analyses to
3000 fb−1. The contours shown on the figure are obtained as before, i.e. by considering inde-
pendent scalings of the background assuming that it is either dominated by the systematical
or by the statistical uncertainties. The envelopes of the two exclusion bands (including the
theory errors) are then reported in the figure. The two solid areas presented on the figure
are found to largely overlap and be consistent with each other.
In Fig. 6.6, we make use of theMadAnalysis 5 infrastructure to estimate, for various
benchmark points, the luminosity L95 that is required to exclude the scenario at the 95%
confidence level. We still consider the ATLAS-SUS-2016-07 analysis, fix the neutralino mass









Figure 6.7: Generic Feynman diagram associated with the production and decay of a pair
of squarks in the considered MSSM-inspired squark simplified model. The figure has been
produced with the help of the JaxoDraw package [35].
to 50 GeV and let the gluino mass vary. We compute L95 for two choices of systematics
on the signal (combined in both cases with the theory errors quadratically), namely 10%
(dotted line) and 20% (dashed line), and compare the predictions with the central value
where the signal is perfectly known (solid line). In those calculations, we scale the error
on the background proportionally to the square root of the luminosity, as if it was mainly
dominated by its statistical component. Our analysis first shows that light gluinos with
masses smaller than about 1.5 TeV can be excluded with a luminosity L95 of a few fb−1,
as confirmed by the early Run 2 ATLAS search of ref. [171] that consists of the 3.2 fb−1
version of the ATLAS-SUSY-2016-07 analysis. The steep fall of the cross section with an
increasing gluino mass moreover implies that the high-luminosity LHC reach of the analysis
under consideration will be limited to gluinos of about 2.5 TeV, a bound that could be
reduced by about 10% if the systematics on the signal are of about 10− 20%. This order of
magnitude has been found to agree with older ATLAS estimates [279].
6.3 Squark and neutralino mass limits
In this section, we consider a second class of simplified models inspired by the MSSM that
is widely studied in the context of the LHC searches for new physics. As in section 6.2, all
superpartners, except for two under investigation, are decoupled. This time, these are taken
to be a squark and the lightest neutralino. In practice, we hence supplement the SM field
content by one species of first generation squark q̃ and the lightest neutralino χ̃01, assumed
to be bino-like. In this configuration, squarks can be pair-produced through standard QCD
interactions, and then each decays into the lightest neutralino and an up quark, as illustrated
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Figure 6.8: Total NLO (blue) and approximate NNLO+NNLL (red) cross section (upper
panel) for squark pair production in proton-proton collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of
13 TeV. The error bars represent the quadratic sum of the scale and PDF uncertainties. In
the middle and lower panels of the figure, we report the NLO scale and PDF uncertainties
respectively, after normalising the results to the central NLO cross section value.
by the generic Feynman diagram of Fig. 6.7. Such a parton-level final state comprised of two
quarks and two invisible neutralinos therefore manifests itself, after parton showering and
hadronisation, as a multijet plus missing transverse energy topology.
The ATLAS analyses considered in section 6.2, targeting multijet plus missing energy
signs of new physics, are therefore appropriate to put constraints on the model under consid-
eration. Those analyses indeed include not only signal regions dedicated to probe final state
featuring a large jet multiplicity (that are thus ideal to target the previously considered gluino
simplified model), but also include signal regions targeting signals exhibiting a smaller jet
multiplicity (that are thus excellent probes for the present squark simplified model). In the
following, we only make use of the most recent search, ATLAS-CONF-2019-140 [279].
Making use of the same simulation setup as in section 6.2, we study the LHC sensi-
tivity to this model after the full Run 2 and present the expectation of its high-luminosity
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Figure 6.9: Expected constraints on the squark-neutralino simplified model under consid-
eration, represented as 95% confidence level exclusion contours in the (mq̃,mχ̃01) plane for
139 fb−1 (red) and 3000 fb−1 (blue) of proton-proton collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of
13 TeV. We derive those bounds with the ATLAS-CONF-2019-140 implementation in Mad-
Analysis 5 and extrapolate the uncertainties on the background as if they are systematically-
dominated (left, scaling proportional to the luminosity ) or statistically-dominated (right,
scaling proportional to the sqare root of the luminosity).
operation run. Our results are derived from simulations at the NLO+PS accuracy, so that
our signal samples are normalised at the NLO accuracy. The rates that we employ in the
following are depicted in the upper panel of Fig. 6.8, where we show total NLO-accurate
squark-pair production cross sections as returned by MG5 aMC when using the MSSM im-
plementation developed in ref. [275] and the NLO set of NNPDF 3.0 parton densities [285]
(blue). Predictions are given for squark masses ranging from 250 GeV to 2 TeV and include
theory errors that we estimate by adding scale and PDF uncertainties in quadrature. Those
uncertainties are further described more precisely in the middle and lower panels of the figure,
where they are given after normalising the results to the central NLO cross section value for
each mass point.
We obtain cross sections that vary from 10 pb for mq̃ ∼ 250 GeV to 0.01 fb for 2 TeV
squarks. They are two orders of magnitude lower than in the gluino case for a specific mass
value, as expected from the fact that squarks are scalars and are colour triplets and not
octets. Scale uncertainties are found to be independent of the squark mass for the considered
mq̃ range, and are of about 15% (middle panel of the figure). In contrast, the PDF errors
strongly depend on the squark massmq̃ (lower panel of the figure), as they are correlated with
the associated Bjorken-x regime. They are of a few percents and thus subleading for smallmq̃
values, and grow for increasing squark masses, eventually reaching 20% for mq̃ = 2 TeV. For
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larger and larger x-values (and thus larger and larger mq̃), the quark-antiquark contributions
to the cross section play a bigger and bigger role. Simultaneously, the impact of the Bjorken-x
regime in which the PDF sets are more poorly constrained by data gets more important.
As in section 6.2, we compare our predictions to the cross section values usually em-
ployed by the LHC collaborations (red curve), as reported by the LHC Supersymmetry Cross
Section Working Group [291]. The latter are however only provided for a simplified model in
which all squarks except the two stop squarks are mass-degenerate. We therefore normalise
the NNLOapprox+NNLL results by an extra factor of 1/10, which should be a fair enough
approximation for small squark masses. Nevertheless, as both NLO and NNLOapprox+NNLL
predictions are consistent, we consider (exact) NLO rates in the following.
In Fig. 6.9, we reinterpret the results of the ATLAS-CONF-2019-040 analysis with
MadAnalysis 5 and present the expected exclusion contours both at the nominal lumi-
nosity of 139 fb−1, after extrapolating the findings to 3000 fb−1, using for each point the
region yielding the best expected sensitivity. Neutralino masses below about 300 GeV are
currently (i.e. for a luminosity of 139 fb−1) excluded, for squark masses ranging up to about
900 GeV. This may seem to contrast by a factor of about 2 with the current bounds on
this class of simplified model set by the ATLAS collaboration [279]. This is however not
surprising as the collaboration only interprets its results for a simplified model in which the
superpartner spectrum exhibits 10 mass-denegerate left-handed and right-handed squarks
(i.e. all squarks except the two stop squarks are degenerate). The corresponding signal cross
sections are therefore about 10 times larger, so that much stronger limits could be extracted.
In comparison with final Run 2 CMS results [301, 302] for which result interpretations both
for eight mass-degenerate squarks and a single squark species are provided, we obtain more
conservative bounds that are roughly 20% weaker in terms of excluded masses. When ac-
counting for the uncertainty bands, our predictions agree with the experimental findings, as
the uncertainty bands overlap.
Extrapolating the results to a luminosity of 3000 fb−1, i.e. expected luminosity of
the high-luminosity phase of the LHC, we obtain expected bounds which are improved quite
a bit. The magnitude of the improvement is found strongly related to how the background
uncertainties will be controlled, as visible by comparing the curves corresponding to 3000 fb−1
(blue) in the two panels of the figure. Assuming that the background is dominated by the
systematics or the statistics change the results by more than 40%.
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6.4 Sensitivity to simplified s-channel dark matter mod-
els
In this section, we investigate the sensitivity of the LHC to a simplified dark matter (DM)
model. We assume that DM is described by a massive Dirac fermionic particle X that com-
municates with the Standard Model through the exchange of a spin-1 mediator Y . Motivated
by models with an extended gauge group, we consider that the mediator couples only either
to a pair of DM particles, or to a pair of SM fermions. Such a configuration is typical from
the so-called s-channel dark matter models [280, 281]. In this class of scenarios, DM can
only be pair-produced at colliders, from the scattering of a pair of SM quarks and through
the s-channel exchange of the mediator.
The corresponding Lagrangian can generically be written as



















where LSM refers to the SM Lagrangian and Lkin contains gauge-invariant kinetic and mass
terms for all new fields. The next term includes the vector and axial-vector interactions of the
mediator with DM, their strength being denoted by gVX and g
A
X respectively, and the last term
focus on the mediator interactions with the SM quarks. The latter are assumed universal
and flavour-independent, their strength being gVq and g
A
q in the vector and axial-vector case
respectively, regardless of the quark flavour.
In our analysis, we focus on two further simplified scenarios originating from that
model. In a first case (that we label S1), the mediator couplings are taken as of a vectorial
nature, whilst in the second case (that we label S2), they are taken as of an axial-vectorial
nature. In other words, the two scenarios are defined as
S1 : gAq = g
A




X = 0 . (6.4.1)
In order to study the sensitivity of the LHC to these two classes of scenarios, we make
use of the publicly available6 implementation of the model in the FeynRules package [260]
introduced in ref. [280], as well as of the corresponding public UFO [145] library. As in the
previous sections, hard scattering events are generated at the NLO accuracy in QCD with
6See the webpage http://feynrules.irmp.ucl.ac.be/wiki/DMsimp.







Figure 6.10: Generic Feynman diagram associated with the production of a pair of dark
matter particles X in association with two hard jets. The figure has been produced with the
help of the JaxoDraw package [35].
MG5 aMC [144] and then matched with parton showering and hadronisation as performed
by Pythia [231]. In our simulations, the matrix elements are convoluted with the NLO
set of NNPDF 3.0 parton densities [285]. We derive the LHC sensitivity to the model by
considering the associated production of a pair of dark matter particles with jets, a signature
targeted by the ATLAS-CONF-2019-040 analysis [279] introduced in the previous sections.
This ATLAS study searches for new phenomena in a luminosity of 139 fb−1 of LHC data at
a centre-of-mass energy of 13 TeV, investigating events featuring at least two hard jets and
a potential subleading jet activity.
As the analysis selection requires at least two very hard jets, we consider as a hard-
scattering process the production of a pair of DM particles with two hard jets, as sketched
in Fig. 6.10. Moreover, we impose two conservative (with respect to the ATLAS analysis)
generator-level selections. We constrain the transverse momentum of the hardest of the jets
to satisfy pT > 150 GeV, and the parton-level missing transverse energy (i.e. the transverse
energy of the vector sum of the transverse momenta of the two DM particles) to fulfil /ET >
150 GeV. Moreover, the reference renormalisation and factorisation scales are set to the mass
of the mediator mY , and we estimate the associated uncertainties as usual, by independently
varying the two scales by a factor of 2 up and down around the central scale choice.
We begin with considering a series of scenarios featuring light dark matter, i.e. with
a dark matter mass mX fixed to 100 GeV. The mediator mass is kept free to vary in the
[0.3, 2] TeV range. In Table 6.1, we present the sensitivity of the ATLAS-CONF-2019-040
analysis to those scenarios, both at the nominal luminosity of 139 fb−1 and for the high-
luminosity LHC run (with 3000 fb−1). For each spectrum configuration, we show NLO
signal cross sections (second and fifth columns for the S1 and S2 benchmarks respectively),
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as obtained following the simulation setup described above and for couplings obeying to
Eq. (6.4.1). Moreover, those predictions are obtained after fixing the remaining non-vanishing
free parameters to the reference values
S1 : gVq = 0.25 , g
V
X = 1 ;
S2 : gAq = 0.25 , g
A
X = 1 ,
(6.4.2)
which consist in one of the benchmarks studied by the LHC dark matter working group [281].
We first assess the LHC sensitivity to each point for the two considered luminosi-
ties in terms of the signal cross section that is reachable at the LHC σ95 (third and sixth
columns of Table 6.1 for the S1 and S2 benchmarks respectively) by reinterpreting, with
MadAnalysis 5, the results of the ATLAS-CONF-2019-040 analysis. Second, we trans-
late the cross section limits that we have obtained into a bound on a universal new physics
coupling strength g95 that is defined for scenarios in which
gq = gX . (6.4.3)
Moreover, we provide the g95 limits together with the theory uncertainty stemming from scale
and PDF variations (fourth and seventh column of the table). The most stringent bounds on
the model originate from a single signal region of the analysis in which, the effective massMeff
is imposed to be larger than 2.2 TeV. Such a cut is applied together with looser cuts on the
jet properties, as compared with other signal regions featuring smaller effective masses.
For fixed vector couplings (S1 scenarios), the NLO cross section σNLO decreases when
the mediator mass increases and spans a range extending from about 450 fb for heavy medi-
ators with a mass of about 2 TeV, to more than 10 pb for mediators lighter than 500 GeV.
Those values and this steeply-falling behaviour are mainly driven by the heavy mass of
the mediator as compared with the small dark matter mass. Larger cross sections are in-
deed obtained for smaller mediator masses as we lie closer to the resonant regime in which
mY ∼ 2mX . The cross section that is expected to be excluded at the 95% confidence level
also falls down with mY , although the slope is much flatter. Moreover, σ95 < σNLO. Conse-
quently, all scenarios defined by the coupling assumptions of Eq. (6.4.1) and Eq. (6.4.2) are
excluded, already with the present full Run 2 luminosity.
Relaxing the coupling definitions of Eq. (6.4.2) and replacing it by the universal cou-
pling constraint of Eq. (6.4.3), it turns out that couplings of 0.4–0.7 are excluded over the
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Table 6.1: Expected constraints on various light dark matter s-channel scenarios. The dark
matter mass is fixed to mX = 100 GeV and the couplings satisfy Eq. (6.4.1). Reference NLO
cross sections (second and fifth columns) are provided for a case where the remaining free
couplings are set as in Eq. (6.4.2), and can be compared with the 95% confidence level limits
expected from the reinterpretation of the ATLAS-CONF-2019-040 analysis (third and sixth
columns). Those bounds are also translated into a bound on the couplings for a gq = gX
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entire mass range, the best limits being obtained for scenarios featuring sub-TeV media-
tors and a spectrum such that one lies far enough from the resonant regime. In the latter
case, the analysis is less sensitive as a consequence of the associated softer final state objects
populating the signal events. The overall weak dependence of the excluded coupling on the
mediator mass stems from various interplaying effects. First, the cross section has a quartic
dependence on the couplings, so that a small coupling change leads to a large modification
of the cross section. Second, there is a strong interplay between the mediator mass and the
dark matter mass (i.e. if ones lies for enough from the resonant regime) and the kinematical
configuration probed by the analysis cuts, especially for light mediators.
In the heavy-mediator regime, considering S2 scenarios featuring axial-vector medi-
ator couplings leads to very similar results. In this limit, the relevant matrix elements are
insensitive to the mediator nature. On the contrary, when one approaches the resonant
regime, significant changes arise: The cross section turns out to be suppressed relatively to
the vector S1 scenario. This originates from the impact of the threshold regime that plays a
larger and larger role for smaller and smaller masses. At threshold, the pair of dark matter
particles is organised into a 3P1 state, and not into a
3S1 configuration as in the S1 sce-
nario. Consequently, signal cross sections are relatively suppressed. The small increase in
cross section for low mY values in the S2 case hence stems from those threshold effects that
are more and more tamed when one gets further from threshold, as well as from the cut
on the leading jet of 150 GeV. As in the S1 scenario, the entire mass range is excluded by
the ATLAS-CONF-2019-040 analysis, which translates in the exclusion of couplings in the
0.4–0.7 ballpark for the considered mediator mass range.
Finally, those bounds are expected to only be sightly improved, by about 4–9%, after
including 3000 fb−1 of data for both scenarios. This is related to the systematical dominance
of the uncertainties on the background, as we have chosen to scale it under that assumption,
so that more luminosity will not bring much compared with the Run 2 results. Moreover,
we observe that the results are plagued by quite modest theoretical uncertainties at the g95
level (by virtue of the quartic dependence of the matrix element of the coupling).
In Table 6.2, we consider a new class of scenarios. This time, the mediator mass mY
is fixed to 1.5 TeV and we vary the dark matter mass mX from 200 to 900 GeV.
We first consider scenarios with couplings satisfying Eq. (6.4.1) and Eq. (6.4.2). We
evaluate fiducial NLO cross sections for the different considered mass spectra (second and
fifth columns of the table for the S1 and S2 cases respectively), after imposing the previously-
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mentioned cuts on the transverse momentum of the leading jet pT (j1) > 150 GeV and on the
parton-level missing transverse energy /ET > 150 GeV. For both the S1 and S2 scenarios,
the NLO predictions are found to decrease with the dark matter mass, paying the price of a
phase-space suppression. The falling behaviour is found steeper once the dark matter mass is
greater than half the mediator mass, as it has to be produced off-shell (i.e. for mY > 2mX).
Moreover, for given masses and couplings, S1 cross sections (i.e. in the case of mediator
vector couplings) are larger. This originates from the p-wave suppression of DM production
through an axial-vector mediator (i.e. in the S2 scenario), as already mentioned earlier in
this section.
We then evaluate the cross section value σ95 that is excuded at the 95% confidence level
(third and sixth columns of the table) by reinterpreting the results of the ATLAS-CONF-
2019-040 analysis. We observe that small dark matter masses are excluded already with the
full Run 2 dataset, cross sections as small as 100 fb being excluded regardless of the DM
mass. Moving on with a scenario in which the couplings satisfy Eq. (6.4.1) and Eq. (6.4.3),
we translate the bounds that we have obtained into bounds on a universal coupling. The
latter is found to be of at most in the 0.5–0.7 range once one lies in a configuration below
threshold (2mX < mY ), and is mostly unconstrained for larger DM mass values. As for
the previous class of scenarios in which the DM mass was fixed and the mediator mass was
varying, 3000 fb−1 will not improve the limits much, as the analysis being dominated by the
systematics. We indeed expect an improvement on the bounds of at most 3-4%.
Chapter 7
Conclusion
This thesis focuses on extensions beyond the minimal supersymmetric realisations of the SM.
Although MSSM provides extensive improvement in solving the widely known problems of
the SM, we discussed its possible shortcomings and proposed extensions of its framework to
complement its nature under GUT further.
First, we discussed a GUT-inspired vector-like extension of MSSM, utilising vector-like
lepton and down-type quark doublet pair and a vector-like neutrino singlet pair. Alongside
with neutralino LSP, such construction can lead to sneutrino LSP as well. Although addi-
tional fields give rise to vector-like supermultiplet mediated annihilation channels, it turns
out that bino-(vector-like) neutralino DM is MSSM-like, due to the current experimental
bounds on the τ ′. Such annihilation process, in this scenario, is driven by bino-(vector-like)
electron-selectron coupling, which is proportional to its corresponding hypercharge. This
leads us to an annihilation cross-section proportional to Y 4, which is (1/2)4. This largely
suppresses the overall annihilation process. On the sneutrino front, although all arbitrary
admixtures of it can be a DM candidate, we observed that vector-like left- and right doublet-
like sneutrinos are excluded by cosmological data. This leads us to singlet like sneutrino, but
such construction is hard to differentiate from other models with similar singlet-like sneutri-
nos. Having a new lepton generation, in such a framework accommodates interesting collider
signals through boosted multilepton signature. We have demonstrated that pair production
of vector-like τ ′ yields a highly distinguishable differential distribution at HL-LHC.
Secondly, we investigated gauge extensions in supersymmetric realisations. We focused
on E6 breaking through SO(10)⊗ U(1)ψ which further breaks into SU(5)⊗ U(1)ψ ⊗ U(1)χ.
The existence of the R-parity violating terms in the Lagrangian, which typically arises from
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SU(5) breaking, are cancelled out with the extra U(1)′ charge structure of this model. The
mixture between two extra U(1)’s naturally creates an extensive framework with different
physical properties due to its gauge anomaly free structure. In addition to covering all matter
sector of minimal supersymmetric extension of the SM (MSSM), this extended matter sector
accommodates a right-handed neutrino superfield, which generates mass for neutrino sector
and leads to an extra, viable dark matter candidate in addition to the MSSM-like neutralino
dark matter. We investigated the parameter space that led to either one of the viable dark
matter candidates and mapped their properties to U(1)ψ ⊗ U(1)χ mixing angle. UMSSM
framework also provides a unique heavy Z ′ boson which is strictly bounded by high-mass
dileptonic and dijet resonance searches. Detailed analysis over the gauge breaking structure
and addition of the supersymmetric particle decay channels have been shown to relax these
bounds up to 300 GeV. Furthermore, introducing a kinetic mixing between Z − Z ′ has
been observed to create a leptophobic Z ′ which can only be bounded via relatively less
stringent high-mass dijet resonances. We showed that it is possible to design analysis to
detect this particle up to 7σ statistical significance in future collider experiments through
supersymmetric cascade decays.
Finally, we studied the implications of theoretical uncertainties on expected limits
coming from recasting the experimental analysis. We extended MadAnalysis 5 software
functionalities to reinterpret the analyses using scale and PDF variations on the signal cross-
section. Increasing mass bounds, especially PDF uncertainties, are more dominant in cross-
section measurements. In particular, the high mass requirements on the supersymmetric
particles pushes the analysis towards the large Bjorken-x regime where parton densities are
poorly constrained. In addition to these, the scale variations on LO calculations constitute a
significant source of theoretical uncertainties. We also integrated high luminosity predictabil-
ity through extrapolating expected background and its uncertainty to the higher luminosities.
We presented our results in three different simplified model scenarios where first we studied
gluino exclusions at NLO precision and showed that combined uncertainties could reduce the
mass bounds by several hundreds of GeV and we presented our high luminosity predictions.
Then we exercised the same procedure on first-generation squark production where again we
observe several few hundreds of GeV relaxation with respect to both ATLAS and CMS anal-
yses. Finally, we discussed coupling sensitivity of simplified s-channel DM models coupled
to the SM sector via a spin-1 mediator. We showed that depending on the nature of the
mediator, which can either be vector or axial-vector mediator, the analysis sensitivity can
change drastically with respect to the DM mass and the mass splitting between the mediator
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and the DM. We showed that the sensitivity could be improved up to 10% in HL-LHC.
This thesis can be taken as a pivotal point for future directions where one can take
home multiple vital lessons. First and foremost, due to the empiric nature of the field, it is
crucial to propose a theory that can also be tested by experimental collaborations. Such a
proposal should have two crucial properties where first it must satisfy current experimental
bounds. However, these bounds should not be taken blindly, as shown in chapter 6, depending
on the nature of the theory or the construction of the phase-space and the severity of the
theoretical uncertainties, these bounds can widely vary from the experimental results. Thus
alongside case dependent testing, it is essential to provide the necessary toolset where the
analysis can be duplicated or tested for other proposals. This employs the bare minimum
requirement of our field.
In the very same chapter, we also showed the challenges in observing the compressed
spectra. In chapter 5 and 3, we presented mainly boosted phase-spaces which can be observed
via simple cut-and-count techniques due to the significant shift in high energy observables.
However, since compressed spectra will only change the shape of differential-distributions, it
is essential to develop different approaches to scrutinize that region in greater detail.
Last but not least, we studied various models which are attempting to describe dif-
ferent DM particles that can explain cosmological data. However, we only plainly show that
such particles possibly exist beyond the current reach of our experimental capabilities, but we
do not propose an experimental approach to observe and identify different properties of such
particles in future collider experiments. Such an extension of the work proposed in this theses
is essential to identify the nature of the DM through empiric data. Furthermore, this thesis
presented dark matter candidates which are only produced by a process known as freeze-out.
Such a scenario assumes that the DM has initially reached thermal equilibrium with other
visible particles at the early universe. However, when the expansion rate of the universe be-
comes equal to the effective interaction rate between DM and the visible sector particles, the
relic abundance stabilizes, “freezes-out”. Another plausible scenario is the so-called freeze-in,
where the coupling between visible sector particles and DM is very small, O(≤ 10−7). This
prevents DM from reaching thermal equilibrium at the early universe and freeze-out can not
happen. Such process results with feebly interacting particles (FIMPs) [303]. Alongside with
various theoretical implications, FIMPs can cause unconventional signals in the detector.
Due to the small coupling, a mediator that decays into such DM will be long-lived and can
leave unique signatures on the tracker system of the detector. Depending on their decay
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length, these particles can decay within the tracker volume or beyond. The track signature is
quantified via impact parameter, d0. However, reconstruction and propagation of such tracks
require crucial information such as the edge of the fiducial volume of the detector alongside
with the intensity and the orientation of the magnetic field. Addition to the unique ob-
ject reconstruction, these signals have atypical backgrounds such as fake-particle signatures
coming from hadronic showers, cosmic muons or cavern radiations [304]. Thus it is quite
challenging for theorists to reconstruct such particles within a good approximation. There
is a wide range of studies using simple detector efficiencies to validate their theoretical mod-
els, but this is not an accurate approximation. Such analyses can be important for studies
on freeze-in scenarios as well as theories with a compressed mass spectrum which can lead
long-lived particles.
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